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ov UAd i PR0CEEDINU5

2 tihere u pon ,

3 RICHARO uUBIEL

4 was callec as a witne ss and, having been first culy sworn,

D was examined ano testifiea as follows:
EXAMINATIO.Vo

7 St MR. vI E.'1ELT

e 0 Will you state your name and busine ss addre ss?

v A .My name is Ricnard Dubiel. Business adcress is

IC the Three Mile Islano nuclear station, Post Office Sox 462,

il 141dalewotn, Pennsylvania.

12 0 I am showing you a copy of Exhibit 3021. Have you

13 hac an opportunity to reaa that exhibit or a copy of it

14 prior to today?
.

15 A Yes, I ha v e .
.

'

lo O Do you understand it?
4

17 A Yes, I do.
<

le o The testimony you give today is of the same force

19 and effect as if you were testifying in a court of law. You

20 will have an opportunity to review the transcript and make

21 any changes in it that you deem nece ssary.

22 However, if you make changes of a substantial nature, it

23 is possible that those changes could be viewed as aff ecting

24 your credibility. So it is important for you to give as

2S f ull and complete answers as you can. And for that reason,

. . - - -
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202 01 02

pv DAR I i t's important for you to understand the question, so if you'

2 con't uncerstand the question please let me know anc I will

3 rephrase it.

4 Al so , I would like to ask you to let me finish the

5 questions before you give an answer, even though you know

o w ha t the question is. That will assist the court re por ter

7 in ge tting a clear transcript.

o You have testified previously on several o ccasions bef ore

9 the -- strike that.

10 tou nave given interviews on several occasions to the I&E

11 from NRC?

12 A Tha t is correct.

13 0 I have . marked a s Exhibi t 3039 through 3044,

14 transcripts of the interviews which were held on April 24,
,

15 April 25, April 12, May a, and May 22, of 1979.

16 (Dubiel-3039-3044 identified.)

17 Do you recall being interviewed on that many separate

lo o cca sions?

lY A I recall being interviewed several times, yes.

20 0 Have you had an opportunity since the time you

21 were interviewed on those occasions to review either a tape

22 or a transcript of the interviews?

23 A I do not have a copy of the transcripts. I have

24 tapes. I have reviewed portions. I can't say that I have

25 reviewed every tape made during interviews.

i
:

i
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$02 01 03

pv JAR I O Is there any portion of the interview which, on

2 the basis of listening tothe tapes that you have oc on the

3 basis of your recollection of the interview, you now believe

4 was inaccurate or incomplete such that it should be

5 clarified?

o A I am not aware of any items that I think should be

7 clarified.

8 0 Mould it be f air to say that the answers you gave

9 to the questions during those interviews were as full and

10 accurate as you could make tnem at the time?

11 A I agree with tnat.

12 0 You have also been aeposed by the President's

13 Commission. Have you had io opportunity tc review the

14 transcript or that deposition?

15 A I am trying to get my depositions straight. Whic h

I6 particular day was that?

17 0 Do you recall being deposed on more than one day

16 by the President's Commission?

IV A I had been de posed once. If you're referring to

20 the deposition here at Three Mile I sland, it was only once.

21 Is that what you're ref erring to?

i

22 0 I have a transcript of the deposition taken on

23 July 20, 1979.

24 A Yes, I recall.
.

25 0 Have you had an opportunity to review that

-- _ _ , - . . . _ _ - - _ .
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pv s A.3 I transcript?

2 A Yes, I have.

3 0 Were there any changes of a suostantial or

4 significant nature to it?
,

5 A No, sir. Changes were strictly of a

6 spelling-error type change.

7 0 Have you been ceposed by the President's
'l

Commission on another occasion than the July 20 ceposition?e

v A I have not been deposed. I have testifiec in

10 f ron t of the Commi ssion in Washington.

J

11 0 Co you recall the da te of that?'

12 A Tne last few days of May. I don't recall whether

13 it was the 30th or the 31 st.;

14 0 Have you given any other testimony with respect to

15 the Three ylle Islanc incident?

16 A I testified before the Hart committee. The da te ,
'

i

17 I don't recall. It was approximately the beginning or

i lo middle of August. The particular interview with the Hart

ly committee has not been concluced. We broke off after a
4

20 couple of hours, and I understand they are going to get

21 back.

22 0 Was that interview recorded or transcribed?

23 A That interview was recorded, I believe, on tape. I

l

24 0 Can you recall any other testimony or interviews |

25 which you have given?

|

I

'

l

'
- - - _ _ _ - , _- _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ , . __
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pv san i A |io , I con't recall.

2 1 What is your current po si tion ?

3 A Supervisor of radia tion protection and chemistry

4* f or Thr ee Mile I slano.

5 0 Was that your position on March 26?

o A Yes, it was.

7 2 In general terms, can you tell me what your

6 responsibilities in tha t position are ?
y A Tocay?

10 0 Yes, sir.

11 A My responsibili ties are f or the implementation of

12 the health physics and chemistry program in Unit I, as well

13 as the defini tion of the program for Unit 2, but not

14 directly for the implementation of the program in Unit 2.

10 0 How do the responsibilities you currently have

16 diff er, again in general terms, f rom those which you held on

17 March 26?

16 A The major diff erences on March 28, prior to March

IV 26 I hac responsibility f or not only the aetinition of the

20 program but also the implementation of the program in both

21 units.

22 0 Who has current responsibility for implementation

23 of the program in Unit 2?

24 A The responsibility 4 t health physics level is*

25 Mr. David Limroth, who har RL 1;11eavy working directly for

|

. - .
_ . -. . . -. _- -_. _ . - . .
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pv UAW l him. Lave reports to Jonn Barton and through to ultimately

2 to Bob Arnold.

3 0 0o you nave a current resuae?

4 A Yes, I have proviaed the resume to you.

5 0 I show you Exnibit 3045 and ask you to identif y

o t ha t .

'7 A Yes, that is the resume I just handed you.

(Dubiel-3045 iden tified. )o

9 0 Am I correc t tha t on the fourth page of the

10 exnibit the positions wnich you have held at TMI are

11 reflected?

12 A That is correc t.

13 0 When did you first come to TMI to work?

14 A I believe my r,mployment date is September 9 of

15 1974.

Io 0 Your prior health physics trai-ning 'was in the

17 navy?

16 A I hea healtn physic s training in the navy. I also

Iv have a master's cegree, nuclear engineering, whic h is

20 actually the school which holds the health physics group at
~

21 Georgia Tech. Any curriculum was strictly in the area of
!

22 heal th physic s.

23 0 Bef ore you assumed your duties at TMI, did you

24 receive any f ormal training in health physics from or

25 through Me t Ed?

i -
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pv vAd i A No, I cic no t.

2 0 During the perico beginning March 2o, did you

3 maintain a log or ciary or notes of your activitiet.

-4 A No, I dia not.

5 0 Subsequent to the March 28th incioent,. did you
which stated whatprepare a memorandum or other documen to

7 your ac tivity had been?

6 A No, I have no t.

9 0 Who is your present boss?

10 A Gary ;4111er.

11 0 To whom does he report?

12 A He reports to Jacx Herbein.

13 0 Did Herbein then report to Arnolo?

14 A Herbein reports to Bob Arnoldi that is correct.

lb 0 Do you have any -- strike whatever it was.

Io Mr. Limroth is not your superior?

17 A That's correct.

Io 0 Is Mr. Mulleavy now working for you?

lv A He doe s not work directly for me tocay, no.

20 0 On March 28, was Mr. Limroth your superior?

21 A Yes, he was.

22 0 Did you not, during that period , report directly

23 to Mr. Miller?

24 A No, sir.

25 0 And during that time prior to March 28,
|

l

|

|
|
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pv uAd 1 Mr. Mulleavy worked for you?
'

2 A T ha t i s correct.

3 0 You received a phone call in the early morning

4 hours of March 26, notifying you to come to TMI?

5 Tha t i s correc t.

o Q About what time was that?

7 A' Approximately 5:00 o' clock.

6 9 And you then came to TMI?

9 A That's correct.

10 0 And you reportea to the control room in Uni t 2?

11 A That is correct.

12 Q And tnen you left the control room in Unit 2 to

13 supervise or participate in the taking of a coron sample?

14 A Not immedia tely. I first lef t the control room to

15 obtain a sample of the Unit 2 reactor building atmosphere,

16 and then subsequently went to assist in the taking of a --

17 rather than assist, I think the proper word is "to

lo su pe rvi se" the taking of a letdown sample for a coron

ly analysis.

20 0 Who, if anyone, had directed you to take the

21 a tmo s phe re ?

22 A George Kunder.

23 0 Had he also directed you to take the le tdown

24 sample?

25. A Rather than direct it, I think the proper sequence

.

L
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pv JAH I was that ne nad a coron sample previously obtained af ter I

2 haa attempted to take the con tainmen t a tmospher e sample.

3 George indicated to me -- George Kunder -- indicated to me

4 that they had receivec a sample boron analysis that was

5 questionable, anc he askea me to determine if in f act we had

o an analytical problem, a sample problem, or if that was in

7 fact the real numoer.

o O Did you take a sampling or reacing of the reactor

building atmospnere?v

10 A We coulc not get a sample because the sample lines

11 were flooded.

12 Q Am I correct tha t during or immeciately af ter the

13 time that you went to take the second boron sample, an alarm

14 went of f indicating high radiation levels?

15 A This was shortly af ter taking of the seconc

16 sample. The sample had been drawn, analysis had been run,

17 and about coincident with the value being reported to me,

16 the raciation alarm came in. That was heara by those of us

19 tha t were in the lab. We went to inve stigate.

20 0 Were you in the HP Unit I lab at that time?

21 A That's correc t.

22 0 Approximately what time was it tha t the alarm

23 rang?

24 A Approximately 6:40, 6:45.

25 0 You then proceeded back to the Unit 2 control

!

|
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pu uk2 1 room?

2 A Af ter getting tne alarm and investigating anc

3 determining the cause of the alarm, I notified tne con trol

4 room of what was ha ppening, indicated what I thought was the

5 problem, and then procesced to the control room.

o O ribo did you talk to in the control room?

7 A George .<under.

c 0 Am I correct that Mr. Miller hao not arrived by

9 this time?

10 A That's correct.

11 O You told George Kuncer that you suspected or

12 believea t ha t there was f ailed fuel?

13 A Yes, sir.

14 O Did you discuss the possibility of failed fuel

,- 15 wtih anyone else?

16 A I don't recall I did. I know I talked to

17 George tsunder. I remember speaking to him over the page

le phone. I don't recall whether I said it to anyone else.

19 0 Specifically, do you remember discussing it with

20 Mr. Uanowski?

21 A I don't recall.

22 0 W ha t , as you unoerstood it, was the significance

23 of'there being failed fuel?

24 A I don't think I put a significance on the f ailed

25 fuel as much as I was interested in determining if we had a

-.
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pv UAn i release or activity f rom the plant. I oidn't put -- I don't

2 -recall' putting any significance relevant to the reactor

3 sta te of the core at that time.

4 0 I take it that a site emergency was declared

5 suosequent to your tellirig Mr. Kunder of the high levels?

o A Alaost immediately after I called him.

7 3 And am I correct tha t the declaration of a site
emergency requires the implementa tion of the emergency plan?o

Y A Tha t's correc t.

10 0 During the day of the 29th -- excuse me -- curing

Il the day of the 28th, you remained in the Uni t 2 control room

12 af ter you had returned in the early morning around 6:40 to

13 7:00 o' clock?

14 A Tha t's correct.

15 3 And did you not leave until the sun came up the

16 next day; is that correct?

17 A I did leave the control room once some time af ter

16 the sun was down just to go over to the observation center

19 to get a sandwich and then returned immediately. It was

20 a pproximately a half hour, but I did not leave permanently

21 until the morning of the 29th.

22 0 Then you returned sometime in the evening of the

23 29 t h?

24 A I returned shortly af ter noon on the 29th. I

25 would estima te the time to be about 1 :30 or 2:00 o' clock.

.
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pv JAH I O You remainea in the Unit 2 control room f or how

2 long?

3 A I celieve it to be until approximately 10:00 or

4 11:00 o' clock that night.

o 0 What did you do?

o A Went home again.

7 0 For wnat period of time did your schedule consist

c e ssentially or coming to work and remaining in the Unit 2

Y control room, going home, and then coming back to the Unit 2

10 control room?

11 A Are you referring to how many days?

12 O Yes, sir.

13 Q I don't recall the specific number of days, but I

14 would imagine at least two weeks.

15 0 For tha t two-week period, except for such things

lo as going to get a sandwich or going home, you were in the

17 control room?

Io A Tha t's correc t.

19 0 Was the role that you played in f ac t during tha t

20 two-week period dif ferent f rom the role which you were

21 supposed to play under the emergency plan?

22 A For the two-week period, I would say that the role

23 began on March 28, as defined in the plan. It lasted, I

24 would imagine, well through that day and into the night. As

25 time went on and within a day or so af ter the initial event.

L
- 1
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pv sad 1 I woulc say that the role was somewha t dif f erent in that

2 some of the responsibilities were being given to o ther

3 people to take the 1 cad and spread it around. I think we,

in most cases, got away f rom the specific responsibilities.4

5 I think the plan is really designed for the first six,

o eight, 10, 12 hours, whatever is nece ssary. But then I

7 think it is a matter of evolving to what was nece ssary to

e support the events of the day.

9 0 I want to show you an organization chart which

10 a ppears I- a document entitieu " Investigation into tne Maren

11 26, 1979 Three :.111e I sland Accident," by office of

12 inspection and enforcement of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

13 Co mmi ssion. I t a ppears at page II-2-9, and is figure

14 II-2-2.

15 The title at the top is " Normal Emergency Organization."

to Can you look at tha t c har t, particularly with reference to

17 the ECC and the ECS portion and tell me if , as you

lo understood the emergency plan, that reflected the

19 organization which was to come into place when an emergency

20 was declared?

21 A Tha t's correct.

22 0 Am I correct that the emergency director was to be

23 Mr. Miller?

24 A Excuse me. You said uwas to be Mr. Miller"? The

25 umergency director is Gary Miller if he is on site. There

i

I

I
I
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pv UAd 1 are other Jesignated individuals in his absence.

2 0 And he came on site sometime af ter 7:00 o' clock on

3 the 2dth?

4 A That s correc t.

5 2 And he acted as emergency director?

o A Tha t's correc t.

7 0 Who relieved him, if anyone cid, when he was

o sleeping or of f site?

9 A I can't be specific as to times, but the various

10 times we had Joe Logan, Jim Seelinger, George Kunder. In

li suosequent days, I recall Bill Pott. I also believe

12 Mike Ross and Jim Floyd were as -- were on subsequent days,

13 not on the 28th or 29th, but we got into a rotation where

14 all of those individuals at one time or another had
'

15 emergency director re sponsioilitie s.

10 0 And as I understand it, are there provisions in

17 the emergency plan itself which set f orth the chain of

to delegation when Mr. Miller is not available?

lY A Tha t's co rre c t.

20 0 And the chain, as you understand it, was followed

21 in connection with the assumption by these other individuals

22 of the responsibilities of the emergency director during the

23 incident?

24 A Yes. We were in our emergency plan. We define

25 several categories of individuals being station manager,
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2 officer, operation ana shift supervisors, all of whom are

3 trained in the role of an emergency director. Most of the

4 -- in the days suosequent to the accident, i t was more of an

5 a ttempt to ge t on to a shif t rotation so t ha t individuals

o could have some time of f , that prompted us to go to all of

7 the incivicuals I believe I previously mentioned becoming

o emergency directors at one time or ano ther.

v 0 Directing your attention to the box on the chart

to entitleo " Radiological Asse ssment," am I correct that that

11 i s t ne Joo that you were to hold and did hold?

12 A Tha t's correc t.

13 2 Directing your a ttention to the box labelec "ECS

14 Uirec tor," am I correct that that is the job that

15 Mr. Mulleavy was to hold under the plan and did in f act

16 hola ?

17 A Tha t's correct.

16 0 What were the responsio111 ties, as you understood

19 them, under the plan which you were to hold as being in

20 c ha rge of radiological a ssessment?

21 A Responsibilities were primarily to evaluate plant

| 22 conditions relevant to releases of radiological --

23 radioactive material, to evaluate those releases relevant to

24 an off-site impact, to maintain communications with the

| 25 of f-site agencies, specifically with the s ta te bureau of
!

!

!

|
,
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pv UAR 1 radiological protection and to aavise the emergency director

2 in tnose particular areas.

3 0 Am I correct that under the emergency plan,

4 Mr. Mulleavy, as ECS director, was responsible for the

5 activities of tne emergency repair parties and a variety of_

o on-site and off-site monitoring activities?

7 A Tha t's correc t.

6 O Am I also correct that both you and Mr. Mulleavy

v under tne plan were responsible to report directly to the

10 emergency director?

11 A That's correct. However, a normal operation of

12 the emergency plan in previous drills, and also on |4 arch 28,

13 the cormunications f rom Tom Mulleavy were to me rather than

14 to the emergency director. And then I f urther communicated

15 with Gary Miller.

16 0 This was the way tha t i t had been done in drills?

17 A Yes.

Io O Directing your attention to another organization

ly chart, which appears on page II-2-12, figure II-2-3, of the

20 report we have been discussing, can you tell me if this

21 chart is a more accurate description or depiction of the

22 organization as it f unctioned than is the enert that we have

23 previously been discussing?

24 A That appears to have additional dett il, 3r.d I

25 think, in that manner, is in fact a more accura.-
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2 0 Directing your attention to the ECC radiological

3 a sse ssc.e nt s.1d the ECS, ECS director boxes --

4 A Yes.

5 0 -- Do I correctly interpret the c har t to show that

o Mr.14ulleavy was to report to you rather than directly to

7 Mr. Miller?

o A I guess I have a problem with the word " report

v to." kr. Mulleavy communicated to me. He fulfilled his

10 responsibilities as the ECS without any direct contact with

11 the emergency director, but that contact or communica tions

12 was through me, and I would say tha t it is a relatively

13 academic point as to whether the line is drawn as a ppears in

14 figure II-2-3 or in the previous page , which, I believe, is

15 II-2-2.

Io 0 Who was the emergency repair party leader?

17 A I don't recall.

IE O In your drills, did the emergenc' repair party

IV leader re port directly to the emergency director or to the

20 EC3 director?

21 A In the drills he re ported to the ECS director.

22 0 In the organization which was in place in

23 responding to the incident, is it your understanding that

24- the emergency repair party leader reported to the ECS

25 dire c tor?

1

i
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av VAR I A Inere was an emergency re pair party team mustered

tne emergency control station, ECS, which did re port2 at

3 directly to the ECS direc tor.

4- 0 As I read the chart which a cpears at figure

o II-2-3, the emergency repair party leader is reporting

6 directly to the emergency director. Is it your testimony

7 that that is not the way it worked?

c A To clarify tnat, there is also an emergency repair

party leacer oefined at the ecd reporting to the ECSy

10 direc tor in 11-2-3. This additional block over here, which

11 shows an emergency repair party leader at the -- in the

12 control room, or the ECC, was more a matter. of circumstance

i 13 than of cesign, in that when the emergency was declared, the

14 superintendent of maintenance was in the control room and

15 rather than take sucn an individual with his abilities and

to knowledge of the plant anc have him leave, it was a

17 co mmon-s en se thing to have a maintenance group available in

lo the control room.

lY Juring the morning hours, that maintenance group provided

20 technical input, plant knowledge input, to the emergency

21 d ire c to r .

22 0 Co you recall who the emergency leader that you

23 were referring to was?

24 A In the control room, tha t was Dan Shovlin. I also

25 recall Dick Seiglitiz, who's supervisor of maintenance, Unit

|
!
|

|
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researching crawings and crints to provice information to2

3 the emergency director.

4 0 So, as I understooo it, tne actual repair party

5 teams remained under tne supervision or airection of the ECS

6 cire c tor ?

7 A There was an emergency repair party team at t ne

c ECS uncer the direction of the ECS director, as best I

y recall.

10 0 To your knowledge, were any emergency repair party

11 teams oispatchec f rom or cirected by the emergency repair

12 party leader who was in the Unit 2 control room?

\ 13 A I do not recall any emergency recair activities
/

p 14 during the perioo as ascribed here, which is 7:30 to V 00

15 o' clock in the morning of March 2a.

16 0 Returning to fi'gure 11-2-2, which is entitled

17 "bormal Emergency Organization," do you understand correctly

16 tha t this or a chart very similar to this is the one which

ly appears in the actual emergency plan?

20 A Tha t's co rrect.

21 0 Do you know whether there was any amendment or

22 change suggested to the plan itself to reflect the fact that

23 in practice drills as well as in the actual emergency which

24 you encountered, the ECS director organizational 1y reported

25 to you and only indirectly to the emergency director?

;

!
l
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2 the plan, tna organization that is defined in the plan is

3 defined as if we had a minimum number of people on site.

4 It's designed for tne minimum numoer manning, so to speak,

5 such that in the case, if an emergency were to occur on the

a cack shif t or on a weekend when normel daylight crew such as

I myself were not on site, it would still be aole to

3 fun: tion. In so doing, the radiological assessment f unc tion

9 woulo come under the responsibility of the shif t supervisor

10 or shift foreman.

11 In that particular case, the ECS direc tor would not ce

12 reporting tarough such an individual, but rather right to

13 the emergency director. Ne, I believe, the modification

14 that occurred on March 28 and also in some previous Jrills

13 that involve d all indivicuals such as myself and

16 Tom Mulleavy, found that the -- o f n e c e s s i ty , the

14 communications was a lot cleaner, a lot quicker, if the

18 communications was -- if the communications were Detween Tom

b) and myself.

20 0 During normal times that was the way it worked:

21 he reported to you?

22 A Tnat's correct.

23 0 Mr. Mulleavy reported to you?

24 A That's correc t. That's correct.

25 0 Were there some drills in which the organizational

1

|
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2 responsioilities of you and Mr. Mulleavy were concerned, was

3 followed?

4 A Y3s, sir.

5 0 And there were some in which it was not followea?

o A Some in which the communications were modified, as

/ I pre viously descrioed.

3 0 Nas it made known in advance of the drill which

9 communications pattern amon; you, Mr. Mulleavy, and

10 Mr. J. tiller would be f ollowed ?

11 A No, sir.

12 O How was it determined during the arill which

13 pettern you would follow?

14 A It was determined primarily by the emergency

15 director, wno, as part of his immediate responsibilities in

lo the control room, is to establish tne flow of

1/ c ommu nic a tio ns.

13 0 And then the response to the 4 arch 28th accident,

19 is it your understanding that Mr. Miller established the

20 communications network which had Mr. Mulleavy reporting to

21 you and you reporting to Mr. Miller?

22 A That is correct. Sut, ag ai n , I chose to use the

23 term " communicating" directly with me, rather than reporting

24 to me.

2a Q All right. Was the emergency director given
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2 in communications in orcer to maximize technical support

3 perso nnel ?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 0 dnat method was there, if any, for the

communication from the emergency director to variouso

s perso nnel to let them know of the enanges that he wishea to
.

6 make in the prescrioed organization?

9 A As part of the emergency cirector training and

10 also as indicated in the plan -- or, in the procedures,

il ratner thr ' the plan -- the emergency director upon arrival

12 in the control room was to establish himself first of ali as
13 oeing in cha rge and, second, is to estaolish which

14 individuals are responsible f or which aspects of the

15 emergency response and to define those communications

is networks.

Il Specifically, on March 29, Gary Miller did just that.

19 When he arrived in the control room and was briefed on the

11 circumstances, he immediately called everyone to attention

23 and declared himself as emergency director and declared

21 myself, Mike Ross, Dick Seiglitiz, and George Kunder, I

22 believe, as ceing the individuals responsible for specific

23 items, and that all communications in those particular areas

24 would come through us and that only wanted a certain number

25 of individuals talking to him, and that all communications
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2 And I may oe mistaken aoout the other names. I know I

3 was one, bu t I don't recall the specifi: otner individuals.

4 I tnink I have them right.

5 3 You had the responsibility under the requirements

6 that Mr. Miller set forth for radiological assessment?

/ A Ta at is correct.

3 J .t,at was Mr. Kunder's prescrioed responsiollity?
,

9 A I don't recall.

10 0 Would that also be your answer witn respect to

il Mr. Seiglitiz and Mr. Ross' responsioilities ?

12 A I can only recall slight espects of the total

13 organiz 3 tion there , but I do recall that Mr. Seiglitiz was

14 put osck on the panel and was directly responsicle for all

15 opera tions of the plant.

la Mike Ross, I belie ve, was -- I'm not -- I can't recall

I, specifically.

13 0 Does looking at either the chart on page II-2-12.>

19 whicn is figure II-2-3, or the chart on page II-2-13, which

20 is figure 11-2-4, assist you in describing what the specific

21 responsibilities of Messrs. Kunder, Ross, and Seiglitiz?

22 A Ye s . As a matter of f act, I had just looked at

23 that, and, if I recall, Mr. Seiglitiz was given total charg?

24 of the panel, which really would be the airect operations of
i

25 the -- or direct control of the plant from the control roo7;

__ _ _ _ _ . . _
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pv DA1 i *vhereas Mike Ross was given total plent operations

2 respansibility, including directing Mr. S eiglitiz and the

3 panel and interf ace with him relevant to the secondary plant

4 and auxiliary aree systems.

? Mr. Kunder, I celieve, was put in cherge of the tecnnical

6 support or trying to determine, based on plant parame ters

/ through use of tne engineers, what specifically was

8 happening in the plant.

9 0 So, using the chart at II-2-3, as you understoou

10 it, Ar. Ross and Mr. Seiglitiz were witnin the box laoeled

11 " Plan t Opere tions" ?

12 A That is correct.

13 O And they were tola that tney would report directly

14 to Mr. Miller and others would report to the m?

15 A I think, to clarify, I think Mr. Seiglitiz was to

15 report to Mr. Ross t Mr. Ross directly to Mr. Miller.

1/ Q And you were in the radiological assessment box on

16 the chart?

19 A That is correct.

20 0 Mr. Kunder was in the tecnnicel support box on the

21 chart ?

22 A That is correct.

23 0 And as you understand it, you, Mr. KL'nder, ana

24 Mr. Ross were to report directly to '4r. Miller?
.

26 A Yes There was at least one other individual that
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2 specific functions, out he was also speaking directly with

3 Mr. Miller. I would tend to put him in the same category as

4 Mr. Kunder technical support.

s 0 In prior drills , nad 'tr. 4 iller or whoever was

6 acting as tne emergency director made an announcement

similar to the one you have just testified aoout, that he#

3 wants one person in charge of one tning and other people in

d charge of other things and he wants only certain people to

10 r epo r t to him?

11 A Yes.

12 0 That was the standard opera ting procedure ?

13 A It was something that we had det? rained through

14 the previous years of drills to be en eff ective method of

15 establishing the emergency organization in the control room,

16 and it's something that we had stressed in our training

1/ programs for emergency directions and in fact had occurred

13 for at least the last several drills, seven or eight drills,

19 to my knowledge, those that I was involved in.

23 0 dould it ce f air to say tha t in the actual conduct

21 of emergency response or emergency drills , the

22 organizational chart, such as it appeared in the emergency

-23 plan, was used as a guideline, but in f act the emergency

24 director modified the original or established the

25 organization in a way to try to tailor it to the specific

i
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pv DAR 1 response?

2 A' I would think that that would be a fair
3 a sse s sment.

4 0 Do you know whether the emergency plan or

3 procedures had a provision which stated that the emergency

o director could make the kinds of changes to suit the

/ particular situation such as I just describid?

s A I don't know that there is a speci fic statement in

9 the plan or procedure that says that. I would think that it

10 would be at least to a degree addressed.

11 J Mr. Miller made the announcement in the control

12 room?

13 A Tnat is correct.

14 0 And that's where the announcement of the actual

la organizational structure would normally be made?

15 A That is correct.

Ie 0 How were people who were not in the control room

13 advised of what their communications responsibility was?

11 A The direct communication with the ECS was netween

20 mysel f and -- we ll, Tom Mulle avy, but understanding that Tom

21 was not at the EC5 at the time of the site emergency

| 22 dec la ra ti on. At that time it was first a technician,

23 Mike Janouski, and then Joa DeMann, and I ca lled the ECS on

24 the phone , on the page phone , and established that

25 communications and established the fact that I would be
;

!

|
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2 through me.

3 I don't think that it was of any unusual or surprise to

4 them, in that I think they would anticipate if I were in tha

5 control roon I would be the guy they would be talking to. I

5 don't believe that there are any other links otner tqa.n, of

i course, the Unit I control room, to Unit 2 control room

interf ace, which is defined in the plan as is estaolished0

> via the control room hotline to -- which was the mechanism

10 used, I believe, to oring the Unit I control room up to

11 speed on what was happening and who was involved.

12 0 Mr. Mulleavy did come at some point to the 5057

13 A Yes. He was there relatively early, out no t at

14 the time of the emergency declaration.

la G hhen he arrived, did he make contact with you?

15 A As a matter of f ac t, I don't recall the specifics,

il out I think it was just a matter of each time I spoke to

13 Joe DeMann, all of a sudden it wasn't Joe , i t was Tom. And

11 I recognized that Tom was there and he was in charge, and I

29 don't think I even asked whether he had taken overi I just

21 a ssumed. I can't recall specifically.

22 0 Did you also assume that he understood that this

23 communication line was to you, or did you specifically te 11

24 him to communicate to you?

23 A I don't recall specifically, to, out I don't think
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2 coanonicated or just a matter of cir:umstance, it happen 3d

3 that way.

4 -Q Now, there came a time wnan tne emergency control

5 station had to be moved?

5 A Tnat is correct.

O And the reason for that was the contamination or.

3 expasure levels in the ECS?

9 A Tne airborne activity levels in tne ECS, yes.

10 J Inis was f airly soon af ter the emergency was

11 declared?

12 A It was of approximately -- I recall about 9:00 to

15 ):33, mayos as late as 10:03, somewnere in that vicinity.

14 J Prior to that time, as you understood it,

15 Mr. Mulleavy -- or Mr. DeMann, prior to Mr. Mulleavy's

15 arrival, was communicating with or dispatching various

1/ monitoring teams and repair party teams?

13 A Tney were not dispatching repsir party teams, to

11 my <nowledge. I don't know of any repairs that were

23 necessary. But monitoring teams were being dispatchec, yes.

21 Q The ECS was moved to the Unit 2 control room?

22 A That is correct. Initially, yes.

23 0 How long did it remain in the Unit 2 control room?

24 A I can only guesstimate two hours, mayce a little

23 less than tnat.
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4 A Ic went to the Unit I control room.

3 2 And '.fr. '.tulleavy went to the Unit I control room?

4 A That is correct.

a J And as you understood it, the responsio111 ties of

a the EC5 director were the same in all three places?

A fnat is correct..

d 'bnitoring teams were disp 3 tcaed f rom all tnree.

p19:37y

13 A 'bnitoring teams were dispatched from'the HP leo.

11 in Unit 1. Once they were out, it wa s just a matter of

12 communicatin g with them.

13 J faey continued to communicate with the E05

14 director wherever ha was?

Io A That is correct.' And'the choice of the Unit i

16 control room was primarily because the communications

14 capabilities were there.

13 0 Do you know hos the monitoring teems were advised

1/ of the shifting location of the EC57

2] A I don' t know how they -- I could only imegine it

21 was v ia the radio. They were in constant communication.

22 0 When the ECS was moved to the Unit 2 control room

23 -- s t ri ke that.

24 Af ter the ECS had been moved to the Unit 2 control room,

25 to your knowledge were repair party teams sent out?

;

I
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- 4 originally s ent out. I know they aere in suosecuent osys.

a I don't recall on March 28 what repairs were necessary.

4 One of tae -- I think a key point here is that tne

5 emergency r3 pair party or tne directing of the repair work

5 cecame a function of the personnel in tne Unit 2 control

/ room and specifically under either Jan 3hovelin or

3 Jics Sei;11tiz, primarily because one of the things that we

> had initially done ef ter the 7:00 o' clock proolem was to

13 close the door between the two units so ths we woula

li minimize the impact of the radioactivity on Unit 1.

12 And it made it impossible to enter the Unit 2 suxiliary

13 builaing from the Unit I control pointi so therefore it was

14 a matter of necessity that the individuals had to be

13 direc ted f rom or depart from the Unit 2 control room to

15 enter the auxiliary building.

I, O Were you aware when repair party teams were

13 dispe tched from the Unit 2 control room?

I, A I was aware of the dispatching of repair party

23 teams and oserators from the Unit 2 control room.

21 0 Nhen they were dispatched, who, if anyone, had any

22 nealth physics or radiological protec tion role or function

23 in de termining what they would do, what the precautions th?y

24 would take were?

25 A In the majority of the cases, I was involved in

|
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pv 3Al ! ois:ussing with the groups or, in some cases, it was single

2 individuals, the radiological assessment anc the protection

3 that they should take.

4 I was not noout to send any MP people in with then-,

5 because it would only double exposura. I didn't think that

5 it wa s a via ole thing to ao.

t ,43 also aad HP technicians there that I am sure

3 inter f aced with them, though I can't be specific. I have

v also been made aware that there were some tnat didn't have

10 any interf a:9.

11 ) Did you heve any role in attempting to control

12 ingress and egress? Strike that.

13 Did you have any role in controlling ingress to and

12 egress from the control room?

15 A No, not -- no specific role in controlling

15 personnel ge tting to or f rom the control room.

Il 3 1nat aoout entries into various plant areas which

13 had or might have had or were likely to have high levels of

1) radiction?

23 A Well, the personnel entering the areas -- and that

21 was primarily the auxiliary ouilding -- were being

22 dispa tched f rom the control room. As such, we had interf ace

23 with most of the people that went in.

24 Again, I have been made aware suosequent to the event

2a that there were some that hud interface only with their
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2 I can't ce positive on that.

3 0 To your knowledge, were any emergency repair teams

4 dispatchea oy or supervised by the dC3 direc tor during tne

j incident?

5 A I don't know. I don't recall.

C Did you have any role in making aecisions or osing.

3 consulted with respect to dacisions on operational matters

> during the emergency?

10 A Ye s .

11 0 Specifically, were you consulted with respect to

12 the venting of the makeup tank?

13 A Yes.

14 2 Can you tell me aoout that?

15 A Well, first of all, all decisions that were mace
~

13 were made oy Gary Miller. dut the mechanisms that they used

il to make the decisions was to periodically -- and I would say

13 aoout every half-hour to hour -- call a group of individuals

19 into the shif t supervisor's office. And those individuals

2) consisted of those that I have previously named, those

21 speaking directly with them: Mike Ross, George Kunder,

22 Jim Seelinger. It also included Rogers from B&W anc myself,

23 and occasionally Bill Zewe would be involved. And each time

24 we me t we discussed the plant situation, where we thought we

25 were, what we thought we could do to continue in our efforts

|

|
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pv OAd I to move the plant to a stacle conaition, relevant to the

2 venting of th? makeup plant.

3 And the first venting took place, I celieve, on tne

4 af ternoon of '.tarch 29, and it was out of necessity in tnat

6 the makeup tank pressure in:re asea -- driven the pressure ua

3 to the point where the re113f valve was going to lif t

7 anywwy. And in order to maintain our soility to use the

3 makeup tank for hign pressure injection and systen

> tempe rature-pre ssure control, we haa to De sole to keep that

10 relief valve from lifting.

! 11 And rather than let the relief valve lif t, it w3s

12 cetermined that the oest way to approach it would be to open

13 the vent fr7m the makeup tank to tne vent header.

14 I was involved, of course. I rea lly couldn't predict

13 phat kind of radiation release would take place. So it was

15 a matter of as the relief valve was lif ted, monitoring some

14 of the strip charts that we had, to see specifically what

15 type of effect it had.

1/ I was involved on the periodic opening of the vent on

20 March 29. On the 30th, I arrived jus t af ter the makeup tank

21 vent was opened for continuous venting. Specifically, we

22 were working on a 7:00 to 7:00 shift, and I nad the days ana

23 Tom Mulleavy had the nights.

24 When I arrived, it was acout 7:15 or 7:30, when I got to

25 the control room; and the makeup tank vent was already
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2 strip chart and recognized that the rel?vant readings on

3 .'iar:n 30 were much lower then the re adings on March 29 and

4 Marca 23. 3o I felt f airly confident that it was not a

3 major concern.

a And that was acout the extent of it until I heard abou t
/ seven hours later that it had causea an evacuation or at

3 least began the nove towards an evacuation, thich quite

i surpr ised me.

13 J Mith respect to the intermittent venting which

11 began on th! 29th, wa s Mr. Ro ss involve.1 in the meeting witn

12 '.f r . Miller and others?

13 A I would imagine so. I don't recall specifically.

1; J Do you know who actually turned tae knob or

13 operated the valve?

16 A It would probaoly have been one of the control

17 room operators on the panel.

IS 0 Do you know who gave the order to the control room

12 ope ra tor ?

20 A It would have been either the shif t supervisor or

21 foreman.

22 J Sy name, do you know?

23 A I don' t re c a ll . I am just trying to think who the

24 people were up there those days. Me went through so many

2a shif ts that I -- it is impossible to know which one was on

.
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2 J des it your understanding that the venting of the

3 .nakeup tank in the way that it was done was not a routin)

4 procedure?

3 A 8/ " routine ," something we would do in normal

5 opera tions ? .ie do vent the makeup tank periodically during

normal operations if we determine that in fact we don't have,

3 a suf ficient amount of hydrogen over pressure and we may

> have some nitrogen in the makeup tank. It is a me:nanism to

IJ sweep the nitrogen of f, and it is something that is done

!! under those circumstances.

12 But it's not typically done, nor do I know that it has

13 ever been done due to fears of lif ting the relief valve.

14 2 das there concern that there would ce a release of

15 radioactive material as a result of the venting of the

16 mak3up tank?

11 A Sure.

13 0 day would that have occurred?

I) A only oecause everything else we did causea a

20 relea se of radioactive material. It was a natural

21 concarn, I think. I don't know any specific raasons in the

22 first attempt, other than e/erything we did we were

23 concernea with and we monitored very closely. And after the

24 first time we opened and recognized that it did in fact

2; cause a release from that point on, it was a matter of

i

!

f
!

,
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pv JAR 1 alws/s monitoring tnat release, knowing it vould occur.

2 Ne haa e difficult time ?inpointing exactly why, and I

3 don't believe to this day that it can be specifically

4 determined, although it's -- we know that it is a leaky

3 valv3 on the system.

3 0 B? fore the first release, were you asked to

prealet the amount of radioactive material wnich would c3a

3 released or the level of exposure?

) A No, I don't recall .

13 0 Was there discussion in the meeting with

11 'tr. Miller of attempting to make such a predictioni.

12 A I don't recall.

13 0 What do the strip charts show?

14 A Well, first of all, the method that we were using

15 to monitor was to look at a couple of area monitors that

15 were in the vicinity of the ventilation exhaust ducts. The

1, actual effluent monitors were all pegged so they provided no

19 usable information.

19 So, it was just a strict gamma reading external to the

23 exhaust stocks that was giving us a relative reading.

21 And specifically, what I was looking at aid show an

22 increase in radiation level to a plateau, as we were

23 venting, and then when you closed the vent it gradually diea

24 off, or fairly rapidly died off within a matter of 15 or 20

25 minutes.
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pv DAR I J How many times, if you know, auring the 29th was

2 the makeup tank vented?

3 A I don't '<now specifically, but I Know it was

4 several, half a dozen or more.

5 O Mas there a meeting with Mr. Miller preceding 3 ach

5 venting?

7 A fla . Once we had aone it a couple of tim?s, we

3 cefined a preplanned method when, at what pressure tne

> operator would open it, how long he would keep it open or, I

10 celi 3ve what -- and I can't ce positive, but I believe it

11 was et what pressure he would open it and at what pre ssure

12 he would close it. And additionally, it required constant

13 monitoring of the radiation monitors and things of that

14 nature.

15 But it was a prede fined procedure that wis laid out af ter
gD'

15 doing it a couple of times. And f rom point on, it became a

is routine.

13

il

23

21

22

23

24

25
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I j' G The standard for opening and closing was based on

'
. ,

82|,pressurelevels, is that correct?
3! A The opening was based on pressure level. The closing,.

I

t

4 I think, was based on pressure level. It was either pressure

5, level or time. I think it was pressure level.
t

6 % There was also monitoring of the strip charts? ,

7| A Yes. ,

I'

8 G Was there a prescribed level of release which would

9 ! have caused the venting to stop?
I

10 f A We did not have a pre-defined level of release. We .

l .

11 : did have a continual watch and all of the i nformation was j

12 provided to either myself or Tom Mulleavy on the first vents.
t

13 What we were most concerned with and -- the release itself

14 was not the specific parameter of concern. It's the release

15 time, the dispersion, et cetera, to what sort of off-site

'

16 doses are we causing, and in our releases we were more con-

'7 |
cerned with what were our on and off-site people measuring

18 to tell us whether or not what we were doing was going to be !

:

19 a viable method of relieving the pressure.
:

'

20 0 Do you know whether there was any communication with
i
'

21 on or off-site people prior to intermittent venting to alert

22 them to that fact, so they could conduct some sort of

i
23 monitoring?

24 A We had established communications to do specifically
Am-Federei Reporters, Inc.

25 that, and as a matter of fact, not just the makeup tank vent,

|
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1 but we had established the mechanism that prior to doing any-

2 ;i thing that had release potential for causing additional
!

3' releases, we notified the monitoring teams to be aware, get

| -

4' in position, get ready to take the samples; and also got the
!.

5, helicopter up. It became a standard operation. -

|
'

*

6' G Did you have the helicopter up on March 29th with

7| respect to the makeup tank? .

!

8 A I can't be positive, but I think we did. |
i

9 % Who made the calls or the communication with the
i

10 j monitoring teams in the helicopter?

11 A The ECS, which had taken up permanent position in |
t

12 | Unit 1. Now, their communication I don't believe was directly .
.

13 to the helicopter pilot, but rather to the observation center. I

14 Somebody over there had contact with the helicopter pilot.

15 0 And at this point in time, you and Mr. Mulleavy

16 were alternating in the control room?

17 A Right. ,

i

13 0 Who was running the ECS?

19. A We had established a rotation of individuals that
I !

20 I included Len Landry, who is a health physics engineer who
|

21 works for me; Bev Good, is a health physics engineer out of

22 Reading; Lex Tsegaris, who formerly he worked at Three Mile

23 Island in the capacity of the training supervisor for several i

i
24 years and had been intimately involved in the emergency plan,

'

Ace FederCl Reporters, Inc.
'

25 and at the time of the accident was a maintenance supervisor
!
:
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1 at one of our coal-burning plants. He had been brought down

2 to assist in the operation of the ECS. i
,

'l
3i I don't -- we also had some other people from other plants.

I

4 I recall Bill Allen, who is my counterpart up at the '

|. ,

5{ Susquehanna site. He was in the ECS as a director at times.
'

6 Syd Porter, a consultant, was there at times. So it was a

7i combination of any one of those individuals at any given time.

! !
8j And who specifically was there at the time, I really couldn't !

!

9: tell you. :
!
i

10 , G Prior to a venting of the makeup tank, did you, when
i

11 you were on duty, make the call to the ECS, or did you direct
i

12 , someone else to make the call to the ECS? !

!

13 A I think it was a combination. I spoke with the ECS |
'

i

14 on many occasions and I feel confident that at least on one |
!
,

15 or two occasions I spoke directly. But I also feel that we '

i
16 probably had one of the CROs as time went on, and it became

'

17 | more of a routine. The CRO was, I believe, the guy w.aking the

15 call.
i
i. >

f

19 ' G After a period of time, would it be fair to say |
| |

20 that you were not directly involved in any of the communications;

21 with respect to the intermittent venting?

22 A I don't think I can say that I was not involved. I

23 was aware of every time they vented when I was in the control !
I
i

24 room.
IAm-Feed Roomn, W.

25 0 But you did not make the calls af ter a period of

i

t

_ . _ _ _ -
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1 time?

2 A I may have made some.

3 I G You did not make the calls in all cases? '
.

i

4| A That's true. j

l
Si G Did you not direct someone to make the calls in all

|

64 cases?
:

7; A I will agree that that's probably a correct assess-
!

i

8 ment. ,

i
1

9. G And did you not yourself monitor the strip charts? i

; -
,

10 A I did monitor them. But we also had an operator
j

!
11 specifically assigned to do that. I

12 ; G In all cases, did you direct the monitor to monitor
'

!
13 t the strip chart? l

i

i

14 A No, he was -- it was pre-planned. Again, as it |

15 became a relatively routine operation, Le was a prepositioned i

!
16 individual.

,

17 G What specific charts were read?

13 A The two in question that were giving us the best
i 4,

N:

| 19 j information were HPR-3632 and HPR-3640, which are two gamma
!i

20' monitors that sit in the vicinity of the auxiliary building |
1

21 exhaust duct and fuel handling exhaust duct. |

I

22 O Was it your view that they were giving you a |

23 reliable indication of the releases? I
|
1

24 A I was using them as a relative indicator. They are i

Am Fedeers Reporters, Inc.

25 our trend indicator, and I could tell at this time that it
i

I

.
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i

1
was either more than, less than, or the same as the last time,

! but from a standcoint of being able to put a quantitative
2

I ,

'

3i assessment on it, no, I did not use them that way.

4 O And you did not see a trend which made you feel it
!

I

S' was necessary to get a further quantitative assessment? Is j

i |

6; that a fair statement?

7{ A No, I did not. That is a fair statement, I didn't

i !

8' see a trend. As a matter of fact, after the first couple of
,

releases, the trend was such that I felt very confident that
9

10
we were at least headed in the right direction. The releases

!

11 | seemed to be relatively consistent, and with time they seemed ;

i
i

12 to -- although you couldn't see it from o'.e to the next,
i

13 over several they appeared to be a decreasing trend.

14 G And your testimony is that the trend went down on
2

|
15 ' the 30th? !

?

|

16 A When I arrived in the control room on the 30th, the
;

i

17 continuous venting of the makeup tank was already in process. i

13 I looked at the strip charts. I recall the fact that I was
'

V i

19 ! not concerned, because the relevant levels were less than the 3

|
levels of those monitors on March 28th and also on March 29th ;20

i
i

21 when we began the periodic Venting.
'

1

22 I felt very comfortable that -- well, I'm only looking
i

|

23 back now, but I recall not being concerned about it, because j
i

24 of the relevant levels. |
Am Fewd Rgorurs, lm. |

25 G Now, you're aware that there was a large release :

1

! ;

I |
I

*
. . .
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I when the vent was permanently opened?

l

2 ||
'

A I am not aware that there was a large release. I

3; don't believe there was a large release.

I
4j g I'm sorry. Was there a reading of 1200 MR above the

!
5! stack? '

,

6' A I was not aware of it at the time. I am aware of

'

7- it now. I also am aware that that was a measurement madei

! i

i
'

8i directly in the exhaust gas, closer than any other measurement
I I
,

9i, had ever been made, and therefore I don't know how we can

|
10 compare it with any other reading. Readings in similar loca-

,

I

11 : tions to other readings, such as at the site boundary, were |
.
#

12 ' consistent with what we had seen and very, very low. i

i

13 0 Are you saying that you think that the 1200 MR j
;*

14 reading was inaccurate? |
5

|15 A No, I believe it was an accurate reading, but I -

,

t

16 ' believe it was right in the source term. In other words, the
!.

17 1 reading was taken only a matter of 100 feet or more, that
!

13 't order of or that level of d irectly above the stack, whereas

| 2

li ' in the previous days I don't believe we had any readings !

| |
20 directly above the stack like that. |

21 0 So your inference would be, if you had had previous

22 readings, that they would have been as high as the one on |

23 Friday? f'

i

24 A I believe so. |
'

Am-FMe:) Coonm. tn.
25 0 And that they were then dispersed fairly quickly? ;

I

.

,
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1 A Yes, yes, a factor of 1,000 between the stack and
,

2 h the fencepost is not at all out of the question. I think

,
.

I
3 that's a really conservative factor to the fencepost.

'

4 G I Want to show you a document that has been intro-
,

5 duced in another deposition as Exhibit 7. It is a one-page j
. .

6' document, handwritten, entitled " Venting MU Tank Gas Space to

7 Vent Header." ,

6
.

8| Have you ever seen that document before?
i

'

9 A I can't say that I have or have not.

I
-

j G Do you know whether the procedure that is reflected10

,

11 ! in diat document is the procedure that was employed in venting |
i

'12 ; the makeup tank intermittently on the night of the 29th?
i
'13 A It appears to me -- and I haven't read the whole

14 thing -- it appears to me to be the procedure that was used.

15 G Do you recognize the handwriting on the document?

16 A It looks familiar, but I can't place it. ,
;

e

17 0 It is not yours?
4

IS ' A It is not_mine, no.
'

'

l9 [ G Do you know whether it ic in Mr. Miller's hand?
,

i .

,

20 A It is not Mr. Miller's handwriting.
.

21 O Is it in Mr. Mulleavy's handwriting?

22 A No, it is not in Mr. Mulleavy's handwriting. ;

23 0 Do you know whether it is in either Mr. Floyd's or |
|
.

24 Mr. Ross'?
! Ace Federet Roorters, Inc.

25 A I cannot be certain. At first guess I thought it was
i

i
.
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1 Mike Ross' handwriting, but I'm not an expert on his hand-

2 |, writing. I know Mr. Mulleavy's and Mr. Miller's very well,

3h and it's not either of those. ,

:
1 '

4 g When you lef t on the 29th, Mr. Mul".eavy took over
i

i

5 for you, is that right? '

'

|i

6' A At what point? I left twice on the 29th.

7j g I'm sorry. Let's take the first time. What time

N

8| did you leave?
|

9, A I left originally at approximately 6:00 o' clock in
i

10 , the morning, 6:30. And Mr. Mulleavy did not take over for !

.
i

'
t

II | me at that time.
<

|
t

12 ; I don't recall specifically who did, but that we had j

i
13 foremen coming in, and I believe at the time that I left there '

|
14 was a foreman on his way.and that I had a senior technician |

.

i

15 in the control room who was in charge until the foreman

16 arrived. But I have no positive recollection of who that ;

i

171 individual was.
| :

13 |, O Then you returned sometime after noon on the 29th? ;

19 II *
U A That is correct.
I I

20 g And during that afternoon or evening when you were
i

21 present, the decision first to vent the makeup tank was made? !

|
22 A On the 29th, I believe that to be true. j

!

23 g And then some time in the late evening of the 29th
!

24 or the early morning of the 30th, did Mr. Mulleavy relieve f
. _ , < , _ , , _ . :

25 'you?

f

l

- - -
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I A Tom Mulleavy relieved me at some time after 7:00

2| in the evening.
i

3: G When the -- when he relieved you, did you and he
I

4 have any discussion of the venting of the makeup tank?
,

5; A I don' t r ecall .

6 G And you relieved him the next morning?

7 A I relieved him at approximately 7:30 the next morning.

8 G Are you aware of any venting of the makeup tank

9 which took place on March 28th?
.

i,

10 | A I have to admit richt now that the timing totally

Il escapes me. I can't put it in a chronological sequence.

12 '; G Were you aware of any venting of any other vessels

13 on the 28th? |

'Id A Venting to atmosphere?
:

15 G Yes, sir, directly or indirectly,
i

16 ! A No, I'm not aware of any direct or indirect venting
|

17 of any other vessels.
,

13 G Would that also be true on the 29th and 30th?

U A That's correct.
,

+

!20 0 Were you aware of a 3,000 MR reading per hour above

l
21 the stack at approximately 2:00 p.m. on the 29th? ;

I

22 A No, I am not.

23 G Are you aware of a -- strike that. ,

24 Were you aware of a 1200 MR per hour reading above the ,

Am. Feed Remners, lrw. !

25 stack in the morning of the 29th?

I
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!

I A. No, I am not.

'

2 '{ I would like to also add that I have not been made awarej

3 of those two numbers, even subsequent to the events, up toj

d this point. I was not aware of them at those days.
,

5| G You testified that during the response to the

6 incident other persons became involved in relieving some of -

7' the load on you or words to that effect, is that right?
!

8 A. Right.

9
Q. Was one of those persons a Mr. Graber?

10 Bill Graber was ona of the individuals at thei A.
:

i
I' observation center. And I would not say that he or anyone

12 the observation center was taking any of the emergencyat
i

13 response responsibility from the people in the plant, but |

Id rather, they were a support group to provide manpower, sche-
pl i

j duling, logistics, supplies, that type of thing, rather than !

16 taking over responsibilities, j

II Was Mr. Graber, as you understood it, designated asG
i

IS - the person in charge of health physics during the emergency?
fi

19 ii I had heard that he had been designated as being,- A.

d
20 in charge of the HP support function. There was never any :

|

question in my nind that the in-plant health physics was21

22 the responsibility of those of us that were in the plant, and |
|

23 specifically Tom Mulleavy and I and our -- on our two shift ,

24 r'ot'ations, and subsequently we got into a four-shift rotation !

Aon-Feder) Koporters, Ific.

25
|

with two of the foremen being added to our rotation.

I
!

|
i
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l 0 What role did Mr. Limroth play in the emergency

?!
2 .i response? ,

1

3! A Again, he was similar to Mr. Graber, in that he was

4| at the observation center. He was providing support.

5 In other words, when I needed more instruments or respira-

6, tors, I didn't have the time to chase him down myself, I
!

l7; just called them and let the people at the observation center

8 provide that kind of support, setting up compressors to refill
-

i

9 | Scot air packs, that sort of thing, supportive role.

10 ]| 4 Did you have any discussion with Mr. Graber about

11 what his role was to be?

12 A No.

13 j % Did you ever have any discussion with Mr. Limroth
i

14 I about what Mr. Graber's role was to be?

15 ! A I -- for the first couple of days, I guess going into
!

16 | about at least the fifth or sixth day, all of my discussions

i

17|| with those individuals -- and it was primarily with
'

|

!!
11

18 || Dave Limroth -- were strictly, I needed this, I needed that,
19 when am I going to get it, type of discussions. I really was

!!

20 | not concerning myself with what type of an organization was
,

t

21 being established, but only in that my needs were being ,

i !
i i

22 filled. i

!

23 G Did you ever have any conversation with Mr. Herbein ',
i

!24 about Mr. Graber's role?
r.m+ece nepenm. w. ;

25 A No. ;

i

t |
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1 % Did you ever have any conversations with anyone

2, higher in authority than you about Mr. Graber's role? |

38 A No, I did not.

J. O Let me show you part of one of the appendices to

5; the investigation into the March 28th, 1979, Three Mile
i

6| Island by Office of Inspection & Enforcement, a document which
I

7. we have been discussing. It is page 2-A-58, and it purports
! !

B to be a part of a chronology of the event. I just want to

9| direct your attention to an item a t the top of the page
: !

10 | relating to measurements taken by helicopter, and ask you if'

,

11 that refreshes your recollection in any way as to a reading of

12 3,000 MR or 3 R per hour that was made during the 29th?
1

13 5 A It does not. I have to admit I have not read --,

1 :
-

la gone through all of these appendices with an item by item
,

:
'

15 i evaluation. Again, I don't recall that particular number,
,

.

16 i either on that date or subsequent to it.
,

17; MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

13 (Brief recess.) ;

I? MR. DIENELT: Let's go back on the record.
! il ,

,

*

20 |' BY MR. DIENELT:
I

21 4 Am I correct that Mr. Limroth became employed at
,

22 TMI about December of '78? !
i

23 A He was employed a few months earlier than that, but ;
i

24 was in a training capacity, if you will, until December, at
I

Am FWrJ Roorwrs, inc.

25 which time he took over official responsibilities. i

,

- , - _ . _ . , . ~ - , . ,,. . . _ . - ,
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:

I G Now, prior to the time he took over official respon-

2[ sibilities, your immediate superior was Mr. Miller, is that
!

3 correct?

4 A I don't really recall what the chart showed, but .

i

5j basically, prior to Dave Limroth coming in, I originally
1

6 reported to, directly to the Unit 1 superintendent, and then

7 when the second unit came on I reported -- I believe the

3 charts were changed to reflect that I reported to, directly

9; to Gary Miller. But in practice, the reporting had to be to
.

IO f both unit superintendents, because I was supporting each of
11 | them.

12 0 And these were who?
'

,

13 5l A The Unit 1 superintendent at the time was Jim O'Hanlin,
i

Id j who is no longer with us; and the Unit 2 superintendent was
15

! Jim Seelinger in an acting role.

16 | 0 Now, would Mr. Limroth -- when he assumed official
;

Ui responsibilities, how did your reporting or con.municating

U! responsibilities to your immediate superior or superiors :

d
" change, if it did at all?

20 A In practice, the health physics and chemistry
1
,

21 support of the units did not change. My reporting did not

22 change in practice. }
:

23 The major change was in the administrative functions or che |
|
'

24 deoartment in that I now had a superintendent that I could
Am-FMuo Rmorters, tx,

*
'

25 go to for personnel matters, budgetary matters, things of

,
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|

1i that nature.

2[ G What is your understanding of the reason or reasons
!

3i why Mr. Limroth was brought in?

4 A I believe it was -- he was brought in because of the
.

5, -- there were several groups on the Island, including health
i

i6 | physics and chemistry, others being such as " admin," the
i

7 budgets group, the computer group that supported both units,
i

1

8ji and in their support of each unit, they were kind of in an
.

!

9 ] area where they had no direct supervisor to go to for their
f

10 own administrative concerns, other than Gary Miller, who was
4

11 at the level that he could not adequately support all of us

12 simultaneously.

13 | So it was a single individual that had direct responsibilities
i

.

14 i in all of those areas, but understanding that in practice each ,

15 | of those areas, as supporting two units, practically reported |

16 | to the unit superintendents.
,

17| Mr. Limroth reports to Mr. Miller?; 4 i

l '

i3 A That is(correct,

li G What was your role, if you had one, in response to
!!

!
1

1 the incident beginning on March 28th, in connection with any '

20
i

21 samples or surveys of radioactivity within the plant?

22 A Well, we as an organization were trying to establish j1

i
'

23 radiation level, airborne activity levels, contamination |

24 levels throughout the plant at every opportunity that we
Aa-Fecet Rumnen, inc. ;

25 could. We did not go out of our way to make specific
,

f

,,
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I entries pst to do that, but if entries were going to be madej

fer another purpose, we would use that as a time to gather
2

as much radiological information as we could. And I was
3

1 directly involved in gathering of that information, and to
4,

|
|

the best of our ability using it.51
' *
,

6| The biggest concern we had was that what you measured at

7 1
9:00 o' clock would probably be totally different at 10:00

8 :' o' clock. So we never relied on our historical measurements
1

9; to detere.ine what we were gcing to be faced with at any given
I,
- time.ja|-

11 G Apart from any surveys or measurments which were

made during Mr. Mulleavy's shift or at a time when you were12

13 h
not present, were you aware of any sampling or surveys at the

il -

time which took place without your direction or consultation?ja

i '

A Sampling, I assume you mean sampling within the
15 |.

.

16 auxiliary building?
!

17 i G 'le s , sir, within the plant.
i ,

A I think that the sampling within the plant, the;; g
J

17 Farveys that were taken, I was involved or at least aware of

20 the sampling that was going on. I don't think that I can
,

!

21 say that I directed all of the sampling, in that I would

22 expect that if a technician had to go into the auxiliary

23 building for a particular purpose, that he would in fact !

24 do routine health physics type survey work, just for his own .

',AwFees Reorms, W. ,

(25 Protection, as he went in. And it was that type of
!

i
t

. - .
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,

I

Il information that~we would then try to gather to define what
j .

2' type of levels we were faced with. |

3! 0 After the incident, did you become aware of

b
4! examples of sampling or surveys within the plant which had i

i*

5 taken place on your shift or while you were present, with

6| respect to which youwere not aware or had not been consulted?

7 A. The only question, just to define here -- when you
!

8 ;| say " sampling," are you referring also to primary system
,

i

9.| sampling?

10 ] 0 Primary system as well.
<

II A. I was made aware after the fact that there were

12 samples drawn of the coolant, and I also must admit right now .

13 ! that I was aware very shortly after the samples were taken
4 :
h '

14! that they had in fact been taken, but that I believe that in

15 i testimony or questioning by the NRC, I drew a blank on thar '

16 until my memory was jogged. But there were some letdown ,

17 samples attempted.
1

-

'

I3 a In'looking back now, I can recall that, yes, Cary Harner,

N our Unit 2 chemist, presented some data to me, but it was '

d
'

20 j kind of nonconclusive evidence of pretty much what we knew '

l

21 | was happening, anyway.
,

22 I don't -- I know that I didn't recognize the impact of {
t

23; those samples on the ECS, for instance. I didn't put the |
|

I

24 | sample with the evacuation'of'the ECS together until months
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc. ,'

'

25 afterward. If that's what you're referring to, yes, there
1

I

I
*

.
. . -.
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! i

ll were some that were drawn while I was there that I did not --

,

1 :

2 at least I don't recall being aware of before the sample. I .

I
!

3; do recall now being aware shortly after the sample, that it
l:

4 had been done.
! .

5 G Were you aware of samples that were taken of the
1

6 primary coolant on March 28th?
I

7 A Yes.

8 G One of these was the one that you just referred to?

i

9 A Right, right.

IO I G Was that the first one of which you became aware?

II A That was the first one that I became aware of, yes.s-3
.

12 O When you were made aware of it, did you issue a1y

13 1 instructions to Mr. Harner or to anyone else not to take any ;

14 more samples without consulting you or seeking directionJfrom

15 ; you? |
l

16 A I don't recall that I gave that direction.
i

17 |!
G With respect to any other samples of which you were

'
!

io :j aware on the 28th, were you consulted or did you give direc-
!,

P tions? ,

,I- i

20 |} A I don't recall any other samples on March 28th,

21 other than the ones I have referred to. The morning samples.

22 I don't believe there were any in the afternoon or evening

23 of the primary system.
I

G Were you aware of a sample of the primary coolant i24
'

Aa Fec.i nmorms. ix.
25 which took place on March 29th?

,

L
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.

l 'I A Yes, sir.
1

2, G That was a sample which led to a contamination of
,1

3 certain individuals?
,

,

dj A Contamination and overexposure of a few individuals.
i

g You had been consulted prior to the taking of that5

-

6, sample?

7, A Consulted in regards to the fact that the sample
i

|3 needed to be obtained, yes.

G Were you involved in the discussions of what pre-9

!>

I0f cautions would be taken to attempt to minimize the exposurei
'

i

'I' or the prospect of contamination with respect to the taking
'

12 of that sample?
,

I

I3 i A No, I was not. |
I

|

Id | G Do you know what precautions were taken?

A I know now what precautions were taken, yes. {IS

'

16 | g Did you not know at the time?

I7 A I did not know at the time.
; )'

'

35 j g Would it be fair to say that the people who went
c

[ in to take that sample decided upon what precautions they
t :

20i would take themselves, rather than have the precautions
'

21 prescribed for them or discussed with them by other persons?

22 A That is correct. The individuals drawing that j
!

23 sample were probably the best individuals on site for drawing |
|

! '

24 it and for defining the precautions. They knew the system.
Ace Feders 14eporters, Inc.

i

25 It was an HP foreman who is an extremely good practical,

;

__ _ - , . . - . . . _
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i

l i{ field-type HP foreman, and I had --

2 ,, g That was Velez?

3i A Yes, sir. And I had an awful lot of confidence
i

4j that if it cculd be done, that those were the guys that could i

5 do it.

6 g Now, you knew the sample was going to be taken?

7 .|. A Yes, sir.

k
'

B g Did you have any role in selecting the people who

9 were going to take it?

10 , A The role -- my role is that I discussed the taking

'

II of the sample with Pet'e Velez, described the urgency, if you

12 will, or the desire, the need to take it. And I did not
,

13 specifically appoint Pete to take it, but he indicated that
.

!
I '

14 I he would look into taking it. And it was his choice, I

N ,

15 i believe, of talking to Ed Houser, which again, I think was
I i

16 ' probably was the best choice that could be made, to take the !

I
,

'7 ! sample with him. ,

!! |
'

I3 l But from a standpoint of defining who was going to takei

d .

I9 I it, I was involved in talking with Pete, but not directly with
'

il

20 ' Ed Houser.

21 g Were you the person who instructed or directed

22 Mr. "Glez to either take the sample or to see to it that the ,

.

23 sample was taken? I

i

24 A Yes. !
Am-Federet Reporte,s, Inc.

25 g Who told you to take the sample or see to it that

i
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1 the sample was taken, if anyone?

2' A. It was -- there were several people involved in it,
;

3 and Gary Miller was involved. I can only imagine that the

4 other individuals would be people such as George Kunder and
i

*

5' Joe Logan, but there was -- it was more or less my feeling

6 | that, based on the discussions of the seriousness of concern
i

to criticality, whar kind
7 9| about uhere the plant was relevant!

8 ;f of shutdown margin we had, what type of reduction in boron

9 concentration we could absorb without going critical again,

10| and even if we were still critical, there were many concerns

11 raised that we may very well have been still critical. And .

12 I don't recall that anyone specifically ordered me, but rather,
i

13 ! that I was requested to see if we could get a boron, and that
|

:

14 | the urgency, the concerns, the seriousness of concerns was |
4

i
'

15 fairly well evident to me.
I

.

16 | g At this point, was it the general understanding or |
1 1

-

; 17 assumption among you -- you, Mr. Miller and others -- that
h

t

18 l there was failed fuel?i

1
19 ' A. Yes, absolutely. j

;

*! !

20 ;I O Would it be fair to say that your understanding of
I #

21 the results of the discussions you had with Mr. Miller and

22 others was that you were responsible for balancing the need :

i

23 to take a sample against the risk of harm that might occur to | |
| |

1

24 ' persons who would take the sample? '

Am reco n.pon.n, inc. |

25 A. Yes, I was responsible. And I also felt that any
,

:.

!

I
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|

j! individual who would be involved would have his own personal

n

2 || responsibility in doing just that; and that, since we had :

i

3: effectively no idea as to what type of radiation levels we

were going to face, it was a matter of decisions that would'

4| i
i have to be made as the sample was being obtained, whether we

5

would have to abort it at any point or continue on. And I'

6
I

7,| felt the individuals involved were more than capable of
making that judgment. ,

8, i
, i

9 G When you discussed the need for and the possibility ,

a of taking a sample with Mr. Velez, did you discuss with himio ,
i

11 , the fact or the assumption that there was failed fuel?
|

1; A I don't recall. ,

'
u

13 | G As you understood it, did he at that time know or
i

la assume, as did you, that there was failed fuel? |
I.

15 | A I can't believe that anyone didn't recognize that

I

16 ! fact. .

I i
'

17 || G As you understood it, did he know or assume that

13]iradiation levels, although you didn't know what to expect, |
'

Il
19 could be high?

q .

'l i

70 || A Yes.

21 0 Did you suggest to him that any shortcuts be taken

in the preparation for drawing the primary coolant sampling? ,22
i )

i

23 A No, sir. !

| |

24 G Would it be fair to say that you expected him to ;

4e..Feo.<a n oorters, inc. j
,

25 take all the precautions that he felt were necessary in 3

!
.

L
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,

I taking it?

2 g. A Yes, I think that is a fair assessment. I don't

.i

3 believe that there was any indication of the fact that we

4 needed the sample in an hour, or that we needed it in two ;

i

5 hours, or we had to have the results now; but rather, that i

1

6! the results had to be obtained or that there was an ancy
i
I

7i for the results to be obtained, and that we ought to be as

,

8 expeditious as possible.

9 But I don't recall any words indicating that we either had

10 j to do it right away or that -- I feel like I conveyed the
'

11 message that we had to make the best effort we could within

12 a reasonable amount of time. And how that was expressed, I
:

i
13 really can't recall, but I feel that that was the tone of our

14 ' conversation. |
i

!

15 , O Did you discuss with him the possibility that the i

16 mission might have to be aborted?

!

17 t A No, I did not.
I

15 ] g You assumed that he, as an experienced foreman,
'

0

19 > would be able to know whether and when to abort? .

.i

20 A Yes, sir. i

i
I

21 g I take it it was not your view that there was any

22 life-threatening situation involved as a result of which the
,

!

23 sample had to be drawn at virtually any cost? ;

24 A I agree with that. I don't feel that the urgency | |

!i An-Fw r.i m.mners, irw.

25 that was conveyed to me would have at all given us the need
,

!

. . . _ _ .,- _ _ . . .
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s
l 'li to approach any time of a life-threatening exposure level.

2j I felt relatively confident that the individuals involved
1

3' could do the job within the limits of the Code of Federal
4

Regulations, which are well below any life-threatening levels, ;d

I

5 and in fact, I think that the obtaining of the sample was done .

.

6 | relatively close to those levels, and individuals that were
l7; over-exposed were not over-exposed very much.
I I

8, G In normal rather than emergency tires -- strike
I

,

'
9 that.

10 Your testimony is that there was no life-threatening
,

11 situation, either to the individuals who were taking the t

12 sample or to the safety of individuals in the plant; is that
|

13| !1 correct?

k i
: 14 il A I didn't feel at any time during March 28, 29, 30th,

'
i !

i 15 i that we had situations that were or could approach life- f
ii

!

16 { threatening or should approach life-threatening; in other
!

17 j words, that the levels that we were seeing were extremely |
!'

15 0 high, but that it would require many, at least the better ,

4

19 1 part of any hour spent in some of those levels, before one
if

' t

20 would be concerned with life-threatening levels. |
|

I
21 I think the approach that we were taking was, we were

22 working with a one and a half rem limitation on entries into ,
,

f

23 the auxiliary building and were able to stay within that |

24 limitation f airly*,well., and that there were a few minor
Am4 Wed Recrurs,lx.

25 exceptions in the one and a half rem. To be more specific,
,

m . -- r
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!

!

I it was a limit that we placed, recognizing that one might
q
4

2" pick up an additional one rem just trying to exit the area.
5

3| So we were trying to be conservative and allow for that margini
,

4 of safety. j
I.

5 Also, in the obtaining of the sample, although I didn't
;

.

6 recognize or have any feel for the levels that we would be
9

I
.

74 seeing, I didn't feel that the time involved in drawing of the
!

g sample, which was in the order of a minute or two, that weE 4

I9i would have to see thousands of R per hour, 2,000, 3,000 or
i

t

10j 4,000 per hour higher, or possibly more, before one would be
,

'
II concerned about life-threatening situations in the time frame

12 we were dealing with. ,

13 0 Were you or to your knowledge was Mr. Miller or |

Id -|wereanyoftheothersinvolvedinthedecisionmakingwith
'

;

i'
15

i respect to taking the primary coolant sample on the 29th, of ,

i '

I0 the view that there was a life-threatening situation to the*

I

i

17 ! plant or to persons outside the place where the sample was to
,

i
13 be drawn, which justified an emergency effort to draw the

.,

'' sample? ;

20 i A I didn't feel that way and I don't believe that that -

I i

21 feeling was conveyed to me by Mr. Miller.

% In normal times, when it is necessary to obtain a |22
:

I22 sample or conduct a survey in an area in which it is expected

24
| Am.Fede,3 Reporters. Inc.

that-there will be a high level of radioactivity and some
*

'

25 prospect of either overexposure or contamination, is a

,

- _ .
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!

Ij radiation work permit required?
s

2' A Yes.

3 g Was a radiation work permit obtained in connection

4I with the drawing of the primary coolant samples on the 29th? '

5 A No, it was not.
.

I
6 2 Why not?

7j A I don't feel that a radiation work permit ennla i

,

Bj have provided any additional radiological control. It

1

9 obviously would have served as a gooc documentation for what

10 happened, but I think -- in our look at the way business was

II conducted on the days in question, I don't think we recognized

12 the value of the RWP from the documentation standpoint, but
,

i
i13 from a radiological standpoint, which is the type of -- or
:, -

:

Id the purpose for an RWP under normal conditions, where we can
~

i
15 specify to the worker or the individual who is going into an

i .

I16 area what the levels are, what precautions he's to take,
! i

17 ! what kind of clothes, what are his stay times, et cetera --
i

13 and March 28th and specifically in the drawing of the sample

U; on March 29th, that was all an unknown, anyway. So we really !
'

a,

20 U couldn' t write up an RWP that said: This is the radiation

21 level you're going to see, this is the stay time you've got. |
22

|
There had tols the judgment by the people as they went ,.

! ' !

23 along. And I think in looking at the techniques that this ,

I

24 | employed, which was to perform one step and then back off and ;
| '

l Am-Fewd Reorwrs, lm

25 get exposure measurements, determine what the situation was
'

,

!!
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.

Id to that point, before taking step two, I think was the most
e

2 .; reasonable approach that could have been taken.

3l An RWP, again, would not have increased the radiological
l

4i controls prior to the or during the event. It certainly would ,

l

5 l have provided good documentation, and from that standpoint I'm
|

6I sorry we didn't use the RWPs, and that particular aspect of
|

7 RWP was;made apparent to me around day three or day four, and

8,fassoonasitwaswegotintothe-- it was apparent to me, |
.

9| we got into the RWP business again.
I

j G In normal times, the RWP does have a radiological30

'

:

II control function, is that correct?

,

U A Yes, it does.
, ,

13 | G Can you give me an example of how the RWP radiolo-
'
'

t.
!

Id i gical control function would apply in normal times?
F

15 A Typically --
t

16 G Taking a sample of the kind that we're talking

I7, about.
{
! A Okay. Typically, any work that's to be done in ani5

9

area that requires an RWP -- and that is an area, a radiation
-|

area, contamination area, or airborne activity area -- the20 i ,

i !
21 worker would fill out an RWP, a certain section of an RWP |

!

22 that would specify where he is going, what areas he's going
,

i
23 ' to go in, and what he's got to do and who the individuals are j

,

24 that are going to do the work.
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

3
25 The technicians then would do a survey of the area and

?
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1 h determine first of all what radiation levels exist, specifically
'

2' if there were, for instance, in a room, possible a corner of

3 the room that might have some very hot piping, whereas the
i

4 work that is co be done is to be done in a separate section of
i

5, the room. It would sped fy what areas to be concerned about

6 and not to get into.
,

7 It would specify the airborne activity level that would
i8l tell them whether they needed to have respiratory protection;i

i
I

9| and that also would be specified right on the RWP.
I

10l If they needed to have a respirator, air line, respirator,
;

II Scott air pack, depending upon the magnitude of the activity,

12 contamination surveys that would define what type of protec-
,

.
.

13 { tive clothing that might be required; and then, finally, if
I I

Id the job that is being done might cause any of the items to i

15 change, such as -- a good example would be somebody going in

16 i to grind on a pipe, possibly grinding an old weld out where .

I7] the pipe would be contaminated. There is an obvious situation

'd i where the airborne activity would be of concern.

E One might specify the respiratory protection equipment to
,

22 be worn and possibly a label, air sample, would be worn to

21 document the actual airborne activity levels when the man !

!
22 was working. i

.

! -

23 ' It also can go as far as to say, if a particular job is

24 one in which there is a significant radiological concern such
Ace Federd Repo,ters, Inc.

25 as someone might be opening up a primary system component, ,

f

..
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-d.
1! we would specify that someone from the health physics organi-!

0
2. zation be there.

||

2 G As I understand it, before you would issue an RWP,
;

i

4| assuming you didn't already know what the radiation levels in
:

5 the area where the work was going to be done was, a rad chem
;

6i tech would go in and take measurements?

7 ';I A. That's correct.
1
i

8 4 And wouldn't need an RWP for that?

9 A The rad chem techs are, except from having an RWP

10 !| filled out prior to going in to obtain any data, they do in !

!

Il fact document post-entry on an RWP to the circumstances, which
:

'

il is more of a data collection device for historical purposes
'

13 | and exposure tracking. !
4

i-

14 % And also, I take it it has the contemporaneous

!
"

15 | purpose of letting you know what the exposure levels are? ,

i
'

16 | A Not really, because the technician would document

l

17 : the levels on a nurvey form, which is not part of the RWP,

d .

:3 i but rather, survey forms that are drawn up. We have survey

n
M forms, room layouts of every cubicle, every area of the !

20'i auxiliary and reactor buildings. And what the technician :

!
,

21 would do is to document all of his findings on that survey

22 form, which would then be filed in the lab and available for,
,

23 for instance on the next shift somebody wishes to go into |

24 that same area, another technician, and could look in and
| Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 say, yes, there is a survey that is only eight hours old

-
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i

d
I and that is acceptable for use to the subsequent RWP.

2 So the information on the RWP, if he were to document that,
,

3 would only be a redundant sourc e of information, and typically

i6

4 is not the source that we go to for radiological data.
: ,

5 G Now, how does the rad chem tech decide what

I
'

6! precautions to take before he goes in to measure the levels?
!

7' A The precautions are, basically, if you don't know,

8 you take the conservative approach. Or if you have no reason
i

i

9| to suspect that you don't have a problem -- let me give you
!

10 1 an example.

II
! It cbuld be you don't know the airborne activity level in
!

EI an area, and yet you have.a gross monitoring system for the

13 whole building which is not showing any specific problems,
i !

14 0 and, for instance, the room that an individual is entering ;

i

15 : has no pressurized components where you could have an airborne
i

16 f problem. Judgment would be made by the technician not to wear

"

any respiratory protection equipment to go in.
,

3 And on top of that, there is also some historical -- the

;

room had been sampled every day for the last 15 days, and

X { there has never been anything. One would judge that there is

|21 no problem. The entry, if there's no -- if there's reason
i

22 to suspect potential contamination, he would wear clothing in ,

23 to do the survey. i

!
24 ' Obviously, we train all of our techs to enter the room

- !'Am Fewel Rumnen, Inc.
l

25 with a dose rate meter first, so they won't be surprised. I

|
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1

1
We use -- if there is a suspected high level, something

2: like a teletector, where you have a 13-foot telescoping probe
1

3; to enter, that type of thing,
i

4 ;| G Let me try to summarize what I understand to be the
't
i

5; situation with the RWPs in normal times versus what happened
6 | on the 29th during the sample.

!
Please let me know if I'm misstating the situation.7

11

8| A Okay.
:

9| Q. What appears to me is that in normal time you would
i

10 go through essentially a two-step process, send the technician
'

!i in first, find out what the levels are. He would come out and

12 report the level on an RWP, as well as on a survey form.

13 ; Then you would prepare another RWP to send the people in to
i

1

14 ,, do the work.i

15 f A That's correct.
,

16 ) G And in the case of the primary coolant sample on
';

1

'g the 29th, you collapsed the two steps into one step, correct?
:

'3 A Basically, yes.
,

G And you didn't prepare any RWP before or after the
1

2 0 :' fact? 1

i ! |
i 1

21 A That's correct. |

22 G Is it also true that there were no survey forms
'

23 prepared af ter the f act,? !

24 A I believe that to be true.
Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 G Why were there no survey forms prepared? )

,
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1 || A. I don't know that the survey form -- well, I can

2; only surmise that the individuals were more concerned with

3 the situation at hand. Also, recognizing -- and this is more

4i opinion on my part now -- that the individuals were most

5 concerned with the sample, and when they completed their

6 drawing of the sample and analyzing of the sample, the sample

7 was stored in a lead pick, if you will, behind a lead cave.

8[ The radiation levels were far different than the levels

9 that they were faced with while they were in there and was of
i

10 ' most concern to them. And I don't feel that any of them

11fdesiredtogobackintothesampleroomtoseewhat the levels
I

12 were after the fact.
;

13 ' They had all received enough exposure. The job was done,

! ,

14 3 and that the levels would obviously be different the next
,

15 time anyone went in anyway.

16 (L Do you know whether there was any written record

'7 made of the levels which the group found when it entered the

3 room or when it stayed in the room to take the sample?

' ' A There are records, whether or not there are records --

'!

20 ;i I don't believe there are any records that exist that were
.

21 created at that time. There are, I believe, in the NUREG 0600

,
22 document reconstructed information relative to the radiation

u
23 h levels.

!
24 Most of that information, I believe, is part of the inves-

[ '
Ace Federet Ceporters. Inc.

25 tigation that we did into the incident, using both computer

.
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;

I" codes with the activity levels computed as well as mockups

2 and things of that nature, to try and reconstruct all of the

3 | information.
t

O. I believe you testified earlier that one functiond

5 that the survey forms ordinarily have is to permit the next

person or the next shift who was going to be involved in the6'

7 same area to know what the most recent reading has been. Is

8 f that essentially correct? *

9' A. That is correct.

U
0 What mechanism, if any, was there during the

II emergency to ensure that that function of the survey form was
t

II carried out?

13! A. Okay. We began on March 28th with a series of ,

1
,

'
Id ( layout drawings that were used to document radiation levels
15 as found by people making entries into the auxiliary building.
16 In other words, when they came out we would say, what levels

did you say, and to the best of the recollection of the

[
E individuals and for the most part, I think they were really

,

..'' accurate.'

20 '| An individual might state that, I went down this passageway ,

,

21 ]i to get to the panel that I had to go turn the switch on, and |
!22 the levels I saw as I passed this point were so much HR per,

.;.

23 ! and when I got to the panel -- and we only use that information
24 that the individual felt confident in; and then started

| Ace Fedcat Reporters. Inc.

25 creating a layout drawing radiation map, if you will. But
i

!

, - - .
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.1 :i also, recognizing that we used that as a reference, but we

2 never assumed that because the level was that an hour ago,

3l that it would be that again. ,

t

4, We tried to give the individuals going in a feel for the
j t

5 levels that they would see, but also were very much aware that
:I

6 the levels could be significantly different.

7 And one of the items that we tried to impose on theI

at what radiation levels, if
8.|individualswastounderstand
9| they were to see something abnormally high, at what point they

10 ' should stop and back out.
(

II In other words, if it was 500 MR per hour on April the 1st

i
12 and a half R per hour now, is that enough to make a guy turn

'
.

13 | and run out? It isn't.

!!
'

14 {l
Really, unless the guy has a four-hour job in there, which !

15 j we didn't have -- most of the entries were of the five-minute

16 duration, five, ten minutes. So we tried to talk to them ,

'7 in terms of what number of R per hour would give them how

3 J many millirem per minute, and use that as a judgment: Can
.

'
^~

they stay within their one and a half rem? That was the
e

20|
basic plan.

21 And I also know, just to clarify the record -- I previously 3
I.

-

testified to that, that when I left on March 29th in the22
|

23 morning, those records were in the record room. When I

24 arrived on March 29th, they were not there. What happened
' AwFWed Reorters. lm.

25 to them, I have never been able to determine. And immediately

i

b
- _ _ .
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i

1.j we began creating new survey information. We did not send

2 people into the building for the expressed purpose of deter-
,

3 mining radiation levels. Our intent was to try and minimize

1
4; the total exposure and let the worker who was going in do that

e.- 4 5 i work for us.
!

6| 0 In comparison with the survey forms that are kept

7 in normal times, how were the forms and documents that were
I
.

I
Bi created during the emergency different?

9 A. The only major difference was that the level of
,

10 detail might be cuite a bit less on the -- during the accident,
Il rather than having specific forms for each cubicle, we used

C a large full layout drawing of the entire elevation. We

13 { didn't concern ourselves so much with, it'se ae and a half R

| I

14 ! here, it's 1.4 R here, but rather the general area is about

15 one and a half R per hour, recognizing that we were relying

16 [ more on the individual and his ability to measure when he went

.!
,f i n .

,

3 i

'5 0 Would the normal survey form have been useable for

the purpose that you had during the emergency?
'l

23 A. I don't know that it would have done us any more

: ,

21 good than what we had.
1

4

22 G Would it have been any worse?

t

23 I A. It would have probably been similar, because we
|

24 ' were not involved in taking detailed surveys. So.therefore
Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 the level of detail would not have been there, anyway.
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I G Am I correct that in normal times survey forms are
,

2, filed in a file cabinet?

3 ', A They are filed in a file cabinet.
.!

G Or a notebook?4

5t A Where the most recent survey of any area is available

'l
6 ', by -- categorized by area, and historical data is pulled and

7 filed in a separate location for review. It's only the most

8| recent data that we are really interested in.

9! G Am I correct that the documents or forms that were

10 developed during the 29th were not filed in the same way?.j

11 A That's correct, yes.*

12 G Were they filed in any way?

13 A They were actually -- what we did was, we put
!!

Id sheets of clear plastic over these layout drawings, and then
d i

15 ]9
used a grease pencil, and when levels were determined to be

16 different, we erased one number and put another number on.
I i

7 So we were losing the historical aspect of it, essentially.

3 G Do you believe that having the historical aspect

.

of it would have been useful in attempting to indicate any
.i

23, kinds of trends or the like?
I

|

21 i' A I think that is kind of hard to say. I can't say ;
i

22 } that it would not have been useful. I would have to go through

23 |. it again.
1

G Would you have preferred to have the sample form j24
,

M Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 system as it operated under normal times to the system which
,

r ,w a
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I
1' you employed during the emergency?

2 A. I don't think that I would use anything other than

3 what I used as.the method. However, I think that I would

probably have liked to have had more clerical type people upa
,

5 there to document everything. For those of us who are sitting
<

l

6 here today , it would have been very helpful. I don't think

on the morning of March 28th that it even entered my mind7

8, what was going to be happening two months later, three months

9, later, trying to reconstruct it.

10 I don't think I would have looked for trends. Things were

II going on too fast to even try to assess trends. '

.

i

12 G Are you saying that there simply wasn' t time to
i

.

.i

13 ]u either do the survey as you would do in normal times or to
U i

la t use the survey for contemporaneous purposes that you would i

I

15 use it in normal times?
!

0 A Well, first of all, the time factor as far as doing
.

16
I

IU j! the survey was not important as much as the exposure that ,

!
_

'5 would have been expected to do those surveys, I don't think

I' , was justifiable. >

'! i

20 I don't feel on the first day or the second day, and i
i

|!

21 probably through the third day, that the situation was such

22 that we could have had the -- or did have the time to sit

123 - down and look at the big picture, the trending of radiation
;

|

24 levels, what's happening, can we put the picture together :

A*Femi amonm. ine. I

25 based on radiation rather than based on other plant parameters.

__
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l
I ,1 I didn't feel like I had the time. I don't think anyone else

2 did, either, under those circumstances.

3 C Had you been able to make the time or had you had ,

4 the time, would it have been, in your view, useful to you

5; to know what the trends were?

6 A I don't think I can answer that. I think I would

have to see what the trends were. I think there is a benefit'

8 '| to having them, but I think that the -- if we are looking for ,

i
*

9 the next accident and how we are going to handle it, I would
,

U strongly recommend that -- and I have made this recommendationi

II before -- that there be someone with a health physics back-i

..|
'- ] ground, and preferably somebody who is not f amiliar with the
13 plant, to stay in the background and watch the big picture. .

i

;l
iId 3 And the reason I say somebody who is not directly familiar
:

15 with the plant is that I think anybody who is in this position
|

16 ) gets caught up by the minute-to-minute happenings and gets
~t

U 4 too involved and gets dragged into the situation and can't
a i

4 stay back and look at the big picture.

I think -- I personally felt like I had that person

20 beginning on about day four in the form of Tom Murphy, who j

21 is an NRC health physicist, who came into the control room

22 and did just that. He stayed back and evaluated the big,

'

23 'l picture, and he couldn't get dragged into the minute-by-
'

-

24 ' minute happenings because he didn't know enough about the
' Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

20 plant or the situations to be pulled in. But he provided

,

'
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1 ,1 some very, very valuable suggestions to me, because he was

2; able to stand back and watch the big picture, watch the
-

3 situations developing, and not get caught up in the events.

I '

4 4 Do I understand correctly that, regardless_of the ,

I

5' format, that the recordization, that it took, that persons

k '

6 who went into areas where there were high radiation levels

i

7' did come back out and record that information?

8/ A We received a lot of information. We tried, first j

9 | of all, if an individual went through the building, went
I

10 | from one end to the other to get to a specific location, he

11 probably could not remember every point, but we tried to get

i

12 at least an idea, and in most cases were able to get two or
'

. .

! !13; three very firm numbers that he had confidence in in their
il

~
'

i
'

l a !! travel, as well as he information in the direct vicinity that

!

15 ; the work was performed. And we did. !

! I
16 I don't feel that we got 100 percent of that data back,

!

'7 | but we did get an awful lot of that data back and tried to ,

1 ,

:5 ,; construct the picture on what we did get back.
i

!g Was there one person who was responcible for getting"

!

20 ; the people who had just gone through an area of high radiation
'

21 and finding out what levels they had recorded and putting that

22 down? !

t t

23 A At various times there were different people, but
.

i24 there was a technician typically assigned to do that.
Ace Federal Reporters,8nc.

25 g Did you make that assignment? ',
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1| A I did on several occasions, yes.!

2' G Who else? ,

;

3 A Tom Mulleavy on his shift.

I

4 G So it would either be you or him?
4

i

5 A Yes.
i

6- O.
You indicated that you had a layout with a plastic

7 cover over it, on which you used a grease pencil. Thau wasI

i

8j during the 29th?
'

i

9| A That was on the 29th. I recall that, and then

10;! subsequent to that we continued with that type of approach.

11 ' Eventually, we put the large drawings up on the wall and

12 plasticized them for more convenient access for our people.
n

13 | @ When you came back, then, I believe on the 30th,

14 || and found that the chart that was being used was gone -- did

15 i I misstate you?

16 j A Yes, you did. I came back on the 29th. We had

17 ; drawings on the 28th where we were recording the levels.

:5 t When I came back on the 29th, I found that they were not in

the control room or they were not to be found readily, and '

i
H

!
,

20 we began new charts.

I

21 0 The plastic was gone and the chart was gone?
|

22 A The chart on the 28th, I don't believe were covered j
t,

i

20 with plastic. But.I'.think, rather, we were just penciling- i

i

24 them in. I don't recall specifically. I don't believe they

Ace-Fede,:A Repo,ters, Inc.

25 were covered with plastic. I think that may have been the

!
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,

I reason why we put them a little bit more permanently on the

2 tabletops and to the walls.

3 g Are you aware of any abbreviated RWP form to be f
.I

4.1 used in emergency situations? .

1 ,

t

5! A I'm not aware of one, no.

f
$ % Was the sample room or the area in which the sample

7 of primary coolant that had been taken was stored, posted as

8 l a high radiation area?
i ,

9 A Yes, sir, it was.

10 G Were you aware of an entry that was made by
,

II Mr. Janouski into the auxiliary building or a survey which

12 was taken by him in the auxiliary building on the 28th?

13 | I am aware that he made a run through the building,A
ii

14h did some surveying in the early morning of March 28th. I |

i
15 don't recall the specific hours after tne event had begun.

16 I don't recall any of the numbers offhand.

17 MS. RIDGEWAY: Mr. Dienelt, could I ask you to
!

!5 ; please clarify, are you aware of a survey on the 28th as to

'H whether the survey is on the 28th or whether he was aware on

20 the 28th? That is sometimes confusing. .

t

:

21 MR. DIENELT: That's fine. Let's clarify that.

22 BY MR. DIENELT:
'

e.

23 i G Were you aware,, prior to the time that Mr. Janouski
i

24 went through the auxiliary building on the 28th, that he was ;
'

Am FWest Rgorms, lm.

25 '

going to do so?
,

I

i !
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t

1 A I don't believe I was.

2 O Did you become aware of the fact that he had done

3 that on the 28th?
a

4 A Yes, I was.

5' MS. RIDGEWAY: Thank you.

5" BY MR. DIENELT: '

,

7 G When did you learn that he had done that?
'

i

8; A I learned of that some time on the morning of thei

1

7| 28th, I would estimate within maybe an hour after he had made
.i

10 , the run-through.

II ' G Do vou know what precautions he took before he

12 went through the building?

13 ' A No, I do not.

Id ' G Do you know whether anybody told him to take the
i

i

15 survey?
:

16 ,1;; A No, I do not.
I .

I7 ' G Dc you know to whom, if anyone, he reported the
,

i

:5 results of the survey?

U A I don' t recall that he reported the r esults of the

20 [ survey as much as his -- if I recall properly, his purpose ,

:.

.21 in going through the building was te ensure that it was in j

22 fact evacuated. And I recall him indicating to me some

23| levels of radiation, but I don't know that he documented

24 . thoroughly what he had seen, or that he gave me all of the i

Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 information. I recall him giving me some information on it.

.
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i

1, g Am I correct that there was no RWP obtained f.or
,

2' this?

3 A That's correct.
Il

4 g And was there a survey form prepared for it? .

5, A. Not to my knowledge.
!

6 % Was there any kind of documentation, to your

7 knowledge?
i

B L No.

7 g During the 28th and during the time that you were
.

10 ; present on the 29th, what control, if any, did you directly
Il or indirectly have over entries into' the auxiliary building?4

12 A We did not have absolute control. Most of the ,

13j; work that was going on in the form of either operations r

I! !

Id!j events or maintenance events were discussed in the control

15 ; room prior to the event taking place, and we were aware as !
'

16 | they -- as the discussions were going on, of these particular

17 antries. And in those that we were aware of, we ensured that
n

-

'!3 ' we briefed the individuals.
| 1

", Again, I felt at the time that we were aware of the bulk '

:
'

20 , of the entries. I thought we were aware of all of the

|
21 entries, and found out subsequent to the event there were

22 other entries made, as directed by shift foremen, that I did i

;

23 | not have an awareness of. i
! 1

i

I can't speak for the f act that any or all of my technicians!24
Am FWwel Rmorters, Inc.

25 that were in the control room knew of them, either.
,

1

|
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i

1 O Was the auxiliary building the building in which

2 the highest levels of radioactivity were found?

3| A Yes. Of course, understand that the reactor;

1

4 building was higher, but we weren't going in it. Yes.

5 g- What was the highest level or the highest reading

6, in the auxiliary building of which you were aware?

7 A On March 28th or during the entire evolution?

8| 0 Let's take March 28th.
i
1

7j A I believe we heard or saw numbers as high as 100 R
10 per hour in a specific location up in the -- 328 elevation

II ' back in the northwest corner, where there is a penetration
12 through the floor, a large penetration through the floor for
13 equipment access, where we -- I believe that the dose rays
14 were created by the fission gases rising through this pene-
15 ;a tration.

16 And those numbers were obtained primarily by putting a
., n

~

. probe out over the opening.
i d

3 Subsequent to that, we measured levels as high as 750 R
,

", per hour at the door entrance to the makeup valve alley.
.

,

20 j % At any time, were you aware of readings or exposure
21 ' rates as high as 1,000 R per nour?

!
;

. 22 A Other than on the primary coolant sample, I don't
il

23 | recall. Of course, I'm fairly confident that if anyone were
1

24 i to go up in the makeup valve alley, one would have seen
Am.Feders Reporters. Inc.

25 levels in excess of that seen. We had seen 750 R at the

!
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Ih door,-but I don't recall today that there are any numbers that
';

2' high.

3! G Were there monitors inside the auxiliary building
!

4 which had pegged?

5 A We had monitors inside the auxiliary building. Most

6 of the process monitors had pegged. I don't recall that any

7j of tha gamma monitors had pegged, those that were in the
i

B! auxiliary building, but I could be mistaken. I know we had

7 a problem with some of them failing. But I could be mistaken
i

10 i en that. I don't recall.

li G Did you issue any instructions on the 28th or on

12 the 29th, when you were present, that no entries should be

13 j made into the auxiliary building without notification of ycu
~

i

14 h or of someone in the control room?
i

15 A I don't know that I issued that direct instruction.

16 I recall talking to the -- there were twc operations foremen

'7 that were in. charge of assignment personnel to tasks, and

3 I can recall talking to them to get them to make sure that
4

19
, everybody that was making an entry came through the HP group. *

i!

20 : I don't recall that I made a specific directive. -

i

l !

21 @ Who were the two foremen? ,

22 A Well, the names of the two people I recall were
,

23 Fred Scheimann and Carl Guthrie. And of course, those
.

24 foremen changed on a shift rotation, also, so there were other
ua-Fues roomn. tx.

2$ individuals. But those two I recall talking to.

|

t ! )
,
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1 ;[ G Do you know the names of any control room foremen
4

2 or personnel who were' responsible for the entries into the

3- auxiliary building which you 3ater learned about, but which

4j you did not know at the time?

5; A I don't know the names of any individuals in the

6 control room that were responsible for those directives. I

i
7| don't think I could honestly answer that.

:

B, G Were you aware of any instruction which had been
i

9; given to change a seal return filter some time during the
i

10 | incident, which led Mr. Velez to refuse or refuse to permit
t

I a technician to make the change, because of readings of 10011

i
.

12 or 1,000 R per hour?

13 ' A I question the seal return filter. That might

, 14 ] be correct, but for some reason I think it was a makeup filter.
1

15 ; But that is besides the point.
!

16 I was made aware subsequent to the event that on one of

17 ' the shifts and when I was not present, that there was an
I

ISi attempt made to change a filter --and again, I thought it was
c

17 ~ makeup filter -- where one individual did in fact go down
.i '

20 , and make measurements. And whether it was greater than 1,000 R
'

| |
'

21 per hour, I would imagine -- as a matter of fact, I would
:

22 expect that in the event of the filter itself, it definitely

23 would be grea ter even than 1,000.
,

i !

24 Whether cr not that was measured or not, I don't know.
' AN Feder81 Reporters, Inc.

25 G Do you recadl the decision being made not to change

!

-- - _
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1 |j the filter, whatever filter it was?
i

;i
29 A I recall the decision, based on Pete Velez' concerns,

'l

3 _was made not to change the filter.

I

4 G Did you ever learn who the people were who had

5 gone into the auxiliary building without your knowledge?

6! A I-have been made aware of some of the names.
,

7' G Did you become aware of any instances of overexposure
!

B' or contamination as a result of those entries?

7 A I was made aware of one overexposure on the days

10 pending following the incident, in the vicinity of March 29th
i

11 or 30th, but not of the contamination instances until my

12 interviews with the NRC I&E group. .

13 ] G Am I correct that the purposes for the entries into

I the auxiliary building, both those about which you knew and14
'

15 | those which you did not know, was -- were to engage in i

!
'

16 h operational activities , as opposed to someone monitoring or
a,

17 sampling activities?

18 j| A That is correct.

il
19 G Forgive me if I have already asked you this, but

20 did Mr. Janouski report to you or communicate with you the

21 levels that he found in the auxiliary building when he went j

22 i through it on the morning --
|

-

23 ' A Yes, I recall that he did communicate some radiation ;

24 levels to me.
: 4=. Fees neem,s. ine.

25 G I'm going to show you a page II-2358 of the

..
_
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1( investigation into the March 28th, 1979, Three Mile Island
a

2 jj accident by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, which '

3| we have been discussing and which has been marked as
i

4; NUREC-0600, and ask you to look at the number rhat appears

5 circled there.

6' MS. RIDGEWAY: Which is numbered 3.2.4.9?
I

7 ,. MR. DIENELT: Correct.

3 BY MR. DIENELT:

9 0 Is this reference, as you understand it, a reference

10 to the entry or survey which Mr. Janouski made?,

II A No, it was not.

12 g This is another survey?

13 | A Yes.
I
,

Id
j G Do you know who made that survey?

15 | A I do not know.
I

16 Let me just indicate that it states on the morning of
.:

17 4 March 29th, and the particular survey that I am speaking of
1 ,

IS ' was Mr. Janouski, was made on the morning of the 28th. It

19 ; was very, very shortly after the initial incident, so I would

20 approximate between 7:00 and 7:30.

21
'

G No one reported levels such as those that are set
!

22 up on this page to you on the 29th? !

23 A This particular survey looks much like -- I think

24 these particular levels are not altogether out of the ballpark
| Ace-Feder:4 Reporters, Inc.

25 of the levels that I had been aware of. The two that are

!

| i

)
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I indicated here of 1,000 R per hour, door to makeup, and

2 d purification valve room -- again, I think the original question

3 was what were the levels that we had measured in the building,
;

4
i

and I think my answer was more towards the highest levels of

5| general radiation levels in the building.

6 Some of these talk about up -- and on the door of the
.

l
7: purification valve room. I don't doubt tha t at all, that

1
i8, the levels were that high. I think the key was that that was '

9 a contact reading with the door, due to the streaming from

10 inside. And we weren't putting people into those areas. So

II I don't understand what streams four or five refers to.

12 ; G You agree that someone in the auxiliary building

13 could have been exposed to a level as high as 1,000 R per

i

14 ji hour?
4

15 | A. One could have been exposed, yes.

!
'

16 | G And you have testified that persons entered the
i

I7 h auxiliary building without your knowledge? '

'I

1S i A. That is correct.
||

'

I9, G How long would it have taken for a person five
il

20 ' feet from an exposure at 1,000 R per hour to be killed?

21 A. Well, I think that can only be answered with a lot

22 of qualifiers. And let me maybe give you the situation that
1

23 most of the 1,000 R per hour measurements were made on !

24 contact with a door. And specifically, one that I can recall
, Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 very well was the entrance to the makeup valve alley, where
,

I
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1 l! you could walk up to the door parallel to the shield wall and
2 ;' parallel to the face of the door, so you could approach it to';

.'

3 } within a foot of the door and still be in just a 2 or 3 R per
i

4 f hour field, and hold the detector out, and there was a stream
,

5 of radiation at the door, which the area may have only been
6 about four feet wide, before you hit another concrete wall.

;'
,

7, So the individual would have to step right into the stream.
4

8, But to give kind of an idea as to what level would be
i

9 life-threatening up to about 1,000 R per hour, with medical
.

10 ' attention, an individual can survive. So if you use 1,000 R
*

11 as, say, the point at which one would be certain to have --
,

12 , actually, I think we can go higher than 1,000 R. But if we
i

13 ' did use that as a point, one would have an hour before one

14 | would be concerned. about loss of life.
i

: '

~

i15 ; G Were you aware of the activities with respect to .

|

16 | decontaminating individuals who had received contamination at
17 the time those activities were taking place?

0
!S A No, I was not.

If , G Who, if you know, was recponsible for supervising9

20 4 decontamination efforts? '

,

21 A I don' t believe there was any individual who
|

22 specifically was responsible for that.
*

I

23 % In normal times, when a person has been contaminated,
24 how does the decontamination process work?

4c..F o.r.: n.oorters, inc.

25 A If an individual is found to be contaminated -- the

i
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I

i

1 HP department -- and that could be a senior technician on a

1

2 ij back shift, it can be a senior technician even on days; if a
1

3 foreman is around, he would supervise the decontamination.
|
.

4| Typically, decontamination is not a major problem in that
!

'

5' washing with lukewarm water tyoically will remova any contami-
S

6 nation.

i
7q There are some specific problems associated with the

i
a

8, accident that we had, in that we had iodine levels that were

9I considerably higher than any that we had dealt with before,
l

10 j and we're not really well familiar with decontamination
11 techniques for iodine.

12 Iodine, if I read the literature properly since the

13 | accident, chemically combines with protein, hair and skin,
'

| '
Id wherever, to make decontamination very difficult. And I think

15 i that, again, you're hitting on a point that I feel very
,

!

!
16 strongly about, that we did not do very well, that I think

f

I7(shouldbedescribedinemergencyplans, and that is to have
b '

18 ij someone -- and I don't think it, again, can be a station
;,

.-

individual -- assigned as specifically responsible for decon-'' '

20 tamination procedures.
!

21 An HP from a neighboring nuclear plant might be a prime f
22 candidate for that kind of a role. It wouldn't have to be a
23 role that wouBd need to be filled immediately, but say |I <

| 24 12 hours after the accident, if you could have somebody set
I Aw Fews Reorwrs, lM.

25 up to take that responsibility and following through, it would

!
'i

il -
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i
l i, have been a big benefit.

|!

'2 h And I think we did a pretty poor job in that area, because i
1

3 'I of really not recognizing it in our plans prior to the accident
t

4 and during the accident. Those of us from the plant that couldi
1

5 have fulfilled that role were too actively involved in other

6' areas.

7 ,I! G Is there a decontamination facility that is
1

8; ordinarily used? *

9!
,

A There is a normal decontamination facility. There
i .

10 , is one designed in eacn of the units. Both facilities are

11 at the HP control points. There is no reason why that has to
'

,

12 be the_ facility. Typically, anyplace that you can get warm

, 13 ! water would be sufficient.
1

-

14 || You might have to rig a facility such that you don't put '

3

15 the waste water into the local drain system, if, say, this i
e

16 ' were off-site, but rather, collected it. But it wouldn't beI

o-5 17 j' a very difficult task.
,

.,i !

;c ; .

b !

17 ' f
-

i
20 i

21 1

22 i

i

!23
1,

24
'A<e Feder3 Reporters, Inc.
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'
i

|
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k ',JA.i i J Am I corract that the orainary facility was not
4 evailaole for at least part of the time curing the incident?

3 A Tnat is correct. A'e a id us e i t a t times, out it

4 was in tne HP lao in Unit I, which nad airborne activity

| 5 proolems curing the morning of the 23th. And subsequent to

5 the 28ta -- and I don't know exaccly which day -- we dia get
/ oac'.c in and reoccupied the iao. 7thetner that was on daj 3,

t

3 4, 5, I don't recall, that it oecame availaole again.
> u da re you not involved in the estaclishment of any

10 temporary d2 contamination f acilities, is that correct?

11 A No, I was not.

12 ) Do you know what oose assessment was made of
4

13 contaminated individuals?
I 14 A No, I do not.

la J Oo you know whether there were reports made with
13 respect to either overexposures or contaminations?

Is A If I could back up f or one second, I just
13 indicated tnat I was not aware. I am assuming you were

~

19 asking relevant to the time in question, being March 28, 29,
20 30ta, rather than suosequent awarene ss.
21 I am aware now of detailed reports, out not reports that
22 have oeen created, oh, through maybe June, July, on the
23 individuals --

24 0 Tnere were no records of which you were aware that
25 were made at the time?

i

._ _
_ -
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%7' JAR I A Tnat's correct.

2 J Inere have been suosequent recorJs made?

3 A On the contamination incicent, that is corrict.

4 ) Have you reviewed those raports?

3 A I have reviewed tne recent ones, yes.

a Q In normal times, are reports aade on overexposures

/ or contaminations contemporaneously with the event?

3 A Ye s.

> 0 Do you know why they were not made in this

IJ instance?

11 A I can only give an opinion. I just don't taink

li that that was one of the ke/ Items in anyone's mina at the

13 time.

14 MR. DIEN ELT: Off the record.

15 (Discussion off tne record. )

16 MR . DIENELT We have previously asked for cogics

!I of reports which have been prepared witn respect to

19 instances of overexposure or contamination that occurrea

li during the f our-cay period beginning on March 28th. Among
;

2J those reports, so the record will ce clear, we understand
-

21 there are some records whicn either are ceing prepared or

22 have been prepared by a consulting company known as

23 Porter /Gertz, and we want to make it clear that our reques'

24 for reports includes those reports, and also I should add,< ,

i

26 so that we con't have conflicting requests, that I am

'

_ - - . .
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k n)/W i aavised ay one of my colleagues that our re uest yestercay

aas for contamination reports from.darca 29th througn Junea

i 30tn.

4 M3. RID 3E, DAY: Than k you.

5 St MR. D IE.N ELT:

6 ) Ware you aware, on or coout April 2, of an
e inciaent involving a Mr. kwnich le to nas

3 contamination?
/ A I was aware, made aware tnat \, hec oean

13 concaninatec in tne course of coing a maintenance joo in
11 'Jni: 1.

12 M3. RID 3EWAY: Off the record.

13 (Jiscussion off tne recora.)
14 St VR. DIENELT:
la A You were made aware of th'at f ac t a f ter tne
la contamination occurred?
I4 A Yes, but on the same day of the contamination.
13 u dere you involved at all in the decision to engaas
I) in the activity which led to the cont amination?
23 A I aid not know that the J30 was even going on.
?! O Do you know who authorizes th3 Joo?
22 A No, I do not. I am assuming that oy
23 " authorization," you mean the Health Poysics aspects of i t.
24 I do not.
25 0 Yes, sir.
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k a 7 DA;l 1 A I do not.

4 2 '/ fare you aware at the tima, on March 28th, of the

3 3xistence of any potassium iodide or potassium iodate at tne

4 TMI?

a A I was not aware of any potassium iodide on-site.

a As a matter of f act, I f eel very confident tnat tnere was

. none, ce:ause I nad perso6 ally been opposed to it for

S sevaral ye ars coming on-sit?.

/ 3 You are saying that you are njt aware no'.'got the
10 existence of any potassium iodide on the site at any time

11 aft?r March 28th?

12 A It's not totally correct. I am not aware -- I at

13 f airly confident that there was no potassium iocide on-si te,

14 tnat had ceen brougnt on-site by Met Ed prior to +.ha

la accident or during the first day. I do kno.v that some

16 consultants or people from other f acilities -- and a good

il example would be one individual from Oak Ridge National

is Laos, wno was given a small container of potassium iooide

l> for use in conjunction with a physi:ian prior to his coming

2] to the site -- but I separate that from being a large

2 quantity that would ce availaole to other or to large

22 numbers of personnel.

23 J To your knowledge, no quantity of pills or liquid

; 24 potassium iodide was brought onto the site oy any person

i 26 oetween March 28th and April ist?
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| >*pJA7 i A I don't recall anyone cringing a large cuantity

4 on. I don't believe there was any largs quantities

3 on-s i te .

4 0 At any time ?
I

; 5 A fes.

6 J Since Marcn 28th?.

i

, A fe s..

3 0 Specifically, do you recall being aware that tne

9 potassium iodide pills had oeen brought on the site oy

1] Electric Scat?

11 A I am not aware tnat they oia oring them on-site.

12 a I want to show you a portion of a deposition of

13 Mr. Gracer, G-r-a-b e-r, which too'< place on Septemoer 5,

14 1971. I specifically want to ask you to read a passage
10 ceginning on line 19 of page 140 an_ continuing on to line 4

10 of page 141, and also to read specifically lines 21 and 22

Ii of page 13).

I 13 dowever, you are welcome to read the contents of tnosa
1

1/ pages , or any other portions of the deposition. Have you

20 had an opportunity to read those passagas?
21 A Ye s , I have.

22 0 Does Mr. Graber's testimony ref resh your
23 recollection with respect to the presence of potassium;

24 iodide?

25 A It does not. I still can't recall any potassium

!

. - . . .

_ . _ - _ - - - -
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P oJA.i i iocide oeing in Unit 2 control room. I also wou1J li ke to
J state that I am not a proponent of potassium ioulde.

J J I am going to ask you way not in a coment, out !

4 woulo like to pursue this, if I may. I will give you en

a oppor tunity to talk aoout tna t.

5 .la re you aware of the existence of any Lugals solution in

kits that w3re provided oy dadiation Management Corporetion?4

3 A On March 28th, I don't reca ll taa we haa Lugais,

i

/ solution in tne kits. I know today that we have Lugals
4

10 solution availaole to us. But I am still not a proponent of

11 i t. And I nave instituted some ratne r stric t controls of
12 it.

i 13 0 dhen did you get the Lugal solution?

14 A I can't put a date on it, out it Nas, I would

la imagine, in May, June type of time frame.

16 0 Lugal solution contains potassium iooice?
I4 A Potassium iodine, that's correc t.

Id J any do you oppose the use of potassium iocide?
I/ A Prior to coming to Three Mile Island. I worked in

23 a nuclear medicine laboratory in a nospital and we were very
21 much involved in the administration of quantities of iodine

22 to patients for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Ano I

23 have seen the eff ects on people who are allergic to iodine.
24 And I also know that many people, or a number of people, may
25 be allergic and not know it. And tnat they do not normally

, - _
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PApdAR I take iocine in sucn quantities that they could, in fact, see

2 the e ff ects of their allergy.

! 3 I have seen people who have what I would consider to ce

4; similar to an epileptic fit as a result of administering

5 enought iocine to saturate the thyroid. I don't know how
4

o many people I have out in the plant that are allergic . I

/ know I have one and I am concerned that there might ce
;

3 oth3rs. I cnink if it had to be administered, it snould ce
I

/ administerec with either some very positive knowledge tnat

13 an individual can in f act take potassium io ide, or with

11 either a pn/sician or a qualified nurse in a ttendance.

12 I also have some very strong f eelings aoout the ef fects,

13 the medical ef fects of exposure to the thyroid and I thin k

14 that we do an awful lot of, or have an awful lot of concerns

lo that are cased on an historical concern with the +h/roica

.

16 rather than an up-to-date nadical concern.
i

; I4 2 Did you ever discuss -- strike that.
i

13 During tne perico between March 23th and April 4th, did
1/ you ever discuss the possible use of potassium iodine with

20 Mr. Mulleavy?

21 A Excuse me, did you say prior to March 23th?

22 0 Setween March 28tn and April 4th.
,

23 A I don't recall discussing it with Tom Mulleavy. I ;
,

24 may have. I don't recall.

25 0 Do you know what quantities of iocine are usec to

|

|
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k+oJA3 1 olo:( --

4 A In milligrams?

3 J Yes, sir.

4 A No, I do not.

o 3 Jo you know how tney compare with the cuantities

thac are ussd for taerapeutic purposes?a

e A On e strict milligram casis -- I %now the

B quantities that we used in nospitals for ciagnostic purposes
9 cid not saturate the thyroia. The therapeutic doses did. I

IJ con't recall wnat they were in terms of milligrams, out I
11 recall waat tney were in terms of microcuries.

12 ; I am going to ask Mr. Lynca to ass you a f ew
13 questions, if I may, aoout potassium iocine.

i 14 BY MR. LYNCH:

13 J I'm really interest ed if, in your awareness of tne
! 15 relevant magnitude cetween the use of potassium iodice or

1. iodate or Lugal solution -- they all being oifferenc -- the
13 doses that you used to achieve prophylactic thyroid cloctage
1/ due to radiciodine or for radiciodine versus tnose levels of
23 ioaine that you would oe using for therapeutic purposes?
21 A .ie ll, firs t of all, the levels tha t were used f or

22 therapeutic purposes were intended to saturate, and I am
23 assuming that the quantities of potassium iocide necessary
24 to be e ff ective clocking the thyroic would, in fact,

i 25 approach the saturation level.

I

i

; i

.

4
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P'oJAd i I tnink tnat is the whole principle oehino it. 3o I f eel

4 tnat we may have, la tnerapautic or tnerapeutic purposes,

3 used larger quantities, but in the area of ciagnostic I <now

4 we did not saturate the tnyroid.

o O Are you aware of any recent -- say, within the

o last year or two -- findings of the federal governmsnt tnat

/ there is utility in using tnyroia clocking agents in the

i event of a nuclear amergency wnere you have releases of

/ r adic iodines ?

IJ A I am aware that in some faJeral document or

il regulatory guide, et cetera, that it is presentec. It is

le not imposed as a regulation. I also know tnat it is -- the

13 potassium iodine is a contro11ec crug, or I shoulo say, One

14 use of potassium iodide in the form such as Lugal solution,

13 comes unoer the controlled drug regulation. And it is a

13 requirement to have a physician prescrice it.

Ie I know tnat there are several companies that have been

13 aola to get physicians to prescrice it en masse for those

19 utili tie s. We have not been able to do it, cecause we do

20 ' not have a physician on our staf f or as part of that under

21 company payroll, so to spea<, who would take that

22 responsioility.

23 0 You are not aware of any pronouncements maae oy

24 the Department of Health, Education and Welf are or the Food

2a and Drug Administration as to the utility of potassium

1

i

. . _ . - . ., -
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t 70AR 1 iocice or iocine in any particular form for use in :nyroia
e olo:4 age?

3 A I am -- I can't speak specifically to tnose two
4 organizations. I am aware, and have oeen aware, that it is
o something tnat is consicereu in several documents, that :an
3 oe used as guidelines to emergency planning. I don't know,

4 or I don't feel that it is something that is regula:eo or --
3 I'm sure it is not a regulatory requirement to use it in an

,

/ emergency planning.

10 2 I am not trying to incicate it is a regulatory
11 re qui remen t. I am trying to elicit whether or not you are
la awars tnat :ne federal government has specifiea a position
13 that it is permissiole and even procent to use potassium
14 iodide or potassium iodate or other f orms, to proviae iocine

_

to for thyroid clockage.

to A I am not aware of that, specifically, no.
!! Q If you were aware of it, and if you had full
13 knowledge of that situation, would you change your ooinion
IV on tne use of potassium iodice or other forms of iodine for
2J olo Kage during radiological emergencies?
21 A I would think before I would change my opinions.
22 I would have to oe convdoced by a physician. I have gone
23 through it enough in hospitals that I have got enough
24 concern that I will oe the first to tell you -- I am not a
25 physician -- I would not personally take that responsibility

._ _
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k OA.i i unless it 'ves f airly wa 'l establisnea that cne

responsioility of either a pnysician or as mandatea oy ae

3 f ecaral agency . -- wnat you seem to os inoicating now is tnat
4 if, in fact, i t we re to come out from tne Food ana Jrug
a Acminstration, HEd, and had oeen prasentec in such a manner

a that it was -- it would take the respons!bility off of me,

/ yes, I tain< tnet seems to tell me tnat there is sucn

3 evidence to say tnat, in f ac t, the quantities -- and unaar

/ the directive which is put out, that it will be saf 3.

13 I am just very, very hesitant to do that without a lot

11 more guidance than I have seen.

12 a Is it correct to say, then, that oefors you haa
,

13 advocated the use of pota ssium iodice for people under your
14 autnority, that you would seek cc' ape tent meaical advice ana

la consent to administer such material?

13 A I think that is a f air assessment. Inat would

I, absolutely nave to De weighad against the risk at the tine.

Id And I think what is important is that I was never concerned

11 a oout the levels of iodine we saw from a standpoint of

23 extreme thyroid coses, from the standpoint of 'APC, yes, in

21 fact, we were concerned, out not from a hign level of
22 e xpos ure to the thyroid.

23 And I guess my answer is more cased on tne events of

24 ..iarcn 28th, 29th ano 30th, et cetera, rather than on a

25 hypothetical.

,

_ . _ . . _ _ _ - . . - ,
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k-'0A3 : J In tnat regard, is it your opinion tnat tnere was

4 no racioiocine proolem eitn3r to tas on-site or off-site

3 population cue to the Three tile Island emergency?

4 A If the proolem you are refe rring to -- a

5 signi ficant exposura ne=1th proolem, yes, I would say tnat's
3 a f air assuaption. Me cio ooviously have a proolen relevant

/ to maintaining MPO levels of iocine and that was wita us for

3 several months.

9 J Did you, at any time including the present,

1) per:31ve of th? potential for a significant release of

11 racioiocine from the plant, tnat could result in aaverse

12 nealth effects off-site?

13 A I dicn't perceive of that. I think primarily

14 because the iodine proolem that we did f ace was a long-t3rm
lj gradual re13 ase, ratner than a rapid, large concentra tion
lo release. And I really didn't see tnat that was going to
le change. I f eel relatively confident that tne control we naa

13 was such tna t it would not change.

19 J Would you say that if you put yourself in a
23 position that you were in at the time of the emergency

!21 ratha r than now -- in other words, not enjoying now the i

!22 information you have received regarcing the plant conditions
1

23 et ce tera, I'm interested in your perceptions at the tim 3,
24 whetner or not you could have perceived that the re wa s
25 potential for a radiciodine proolem.

-
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% , d A.< 1 43. RIDGE,iAY: eiould you put tnat in the form af a

c question?

J .4R . LYACH: That was a question, out with

4 clarification.

a THE WITNES3: I tnink I understand it. I think

the oest answer I can give is that at no time old I evera

e feel that a large scale release was imminent, or highly
d likely, or even remotely li<ely. Ine possiollity always

9 e xists remotely that it may ce, but I didn't f ee l -- and I'm

IJ looking oack at it now more f rom the standpoint of not oting
11 able to remember what I thought, out just rememoering what
12 feelings I old have, and that was not one of them. I was
13 not concerned aoout a major release of iocine. My concerns

14 were more of the lono-term low level release of iodine,
la whica kept me in an MPR hour problem, rather thet, Do I need
15 to go out and block thyroids around the countrysiae or even
ie in the plant?

13 J And wha t is the bas is for your -- f or tha t

19 assessment?

23 A The continued or the continual inf ormation oeing
21 provide f rom air sampling, from stack monitors, from whole
2d body count oata, things of that nature, that was availaole

23 to us.

24 Also, the knowledge of the cond!tions of the plant.
23 MA. LYNCH: Thank you.

i

-- _ _ - .
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kaoJAd i B( Md. OI53ELT:

2 0 You testified earlier aoout tne role whica a

3 Mr. Murphy f rom tne liRC played in tne response to tne

4 incioenti am I correct that you regarded his efforts as

5 nelpful?

5 A Aosolutely.

I u dare you cware at the time of other activities of

d JRC personnal in conn =ction with tne response to tne

/ accident?

IJ A Starting on Marca 28th, I was aware of tna JRC

li perso nnel wno a rrived, ne haa several inspectors tnat have

li either previously inspected here or at least who I was

13 familiar wi:h in the Health Physics area, tna t c a me in.

14 tie also nad some operations *ype inspectors that I am

13 familiar with, that arrived, and I think they playea an

lo entirely different role than what Tom Murphy played. I was

1/ Very well familiar with what was going on with those

13 individuals.

19 0 dould you characterize their role as e ssentially

20 that of observers?

21 A Tnat woula vary from individual to indivioual.

22 There were some inspectors that -- and specifically, one

23 inspector that has been my Health Pnysics inspector here for

24 the last couple of years, that because of his knowlege of

25 the plant, knowledge of the people, cid not come in as an
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%"%JAA 1 ooserver. de came in as an assistant ana did just tnat. de

2 provideo assistance to us, and was very helpful in feecing
3 ca04 information that ne was ootaining to us.

4 J dao wa s ta a t ?

5 A .<arl plumlee. Thare were others that I cio feel
3 uid act as coservers, primarily because it seemed -- and

i tnis is mor) Just kind of an af ter-the-f act ooserva tion on
3 my part -- that those that we re most familiar with the plant

/ and personnel were more involved in the events and tnose

IJ that were le ss f amiliar witn plant and personnel were more

11 ooservers. Ana they were involved in the events.

12 You indicated that the que s tion of whe tner the /GC*

13 personnel were observers varied from person to person?

14 A Yes.

la v Did it vary over time?

la A Ye s . I think if you compare the percentage of

1. inspectors that were observers on Day 1, ano by oos ervers ,

13 to <ind of qualify coet, I nean people who are intere tea in

1/ -- Are you following your rules anc regulations? And waat

23 is going on? And wnst does the book say that you snould ce

21 doing? -- regardless of the context, I think the percentage

22 was very low on Day 1, and increaseo with time.

23 In the area of observers -- and I guess I'm going oack to
24 oeing -- I&E inspectors, it increased with time, but there

2a were some indis iduals that you didn't see a change in.

.
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.< * o DA.< 1 dogar Zaoocowski was an incividual who, f or weeks on ena,

d oecause of nis plant familiarity, sia not appear to me to oe

3 playing the role of an insp3c tor, out rather was involved in

4 trying to evaluate situations anc to assist in making

a recommenoations as to what we coulc do witn tne plent or

witn the various systems.a

'

/ Su t I tnink, overall, the numoer of tnose indiviauals

declined witn time, tne numoer of ooservers increas3d witna

> time.

Is O Are you using tne woro "coserver" end tne doro

11 "inspec tor" interchangeaoly?

I: A Pre tty mucn, yes.

13 a And did you perceive a diff erence in the role

14 pla/ed oy tne inspectors or I&E personnel, and the role
13 pla/ed oy other NRC personnel ?

16 A '1911, of course the other NRC personnel that I naa/

it f amiliarity with was primarily Tom Murphy, and I tnink tnat
13 his role was quite a oit diff erent. I aidn't have mucn
1/ contact with any other people outside of Tom. I hao some
2J small contac t with John Collins, out I really couldn' t say
21 anytning in that particular area.

22 0 Were the activities of any NRC personnel a
23 hindrance or a harm to you in your functioning?
24 A To me personally, I would say no. Other than a

2a generic proolem of a lot of questions that were being asted,

l

^

._ _ _ _ .
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%*,JAf I thers was just not enougn time to answer. And I don't limit

d thac just to the llRO people, that was a generic proolem witn

J anyoody who wa3 not intirately involvec with the proceedings
4 from the initiating event right on tnrough. Ano oringing

people up to speeo on what was hapoening wasa

3 tim 3-consuming.4

4 2 01o Mr. .furphy or ..t r. pluml es or any otner aRJ

3 person with wnom you oeait provide you with advice on Health
a

/ dhysics or other matters with which you were cealing?

13 A Yes.

11 J DiJ you solicit tnat advice , or was it

Id volun teere c ?

13 A It was volunteered. I didn't think tnat I

14 recognized at the onset the value of that type of

is indiv idua l . And again, I am speaking primarily of Tom

la Murphy and his acility to stand cac4 ano look at the Dig
1/ p ic tu re . He, on many occasions, came to me and saic - gave
1.3 me two or tnree items that he felt I ought to have somecody

1/ pay strict attention to, or that I ought to pay more
,

23 a tten tion to.

21 I didn't actually solicit it, out I founa that as tims

24 went on, that I found myself going oack to him more and more

23 frequently, and just mayce a. ing, ahat else do you s ee?

24 Q Did you find the advice that he gave you to be-

25 helpful?
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kD13Al i A A0solut317.'
2 ) JiJ you follow tha aavi:e, in most instances?

3 A To tne oest I coula, yes. His advice was not

4 sps:1 fic as auch as it was - as mucn as it was general,

a general areas tnat we snoula pay more detailea attention to.

3

i
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pu JAR 1 0 Do you have any criticisms of the role which the

2 NRC played in terms of dealing with you, apart from the
3 criticism, if it is that, that on some occasions certain NRC

4 personnel asked too many ouestions?

5 A Directly related to me, I think that the -- I

$ don't have a lot of criticism. I don't have any criticism

7 of the way I was approached or treated by the NRC people,
8 but I know that there were a couple of occasions where some

9 of the people I had doing things complained of an NRC

10 inspector being a " hindrance," worrying abo >t the letter of

11 the regulation without recognizing the situation. I think

12 Pete Vele: may have given you an example of that.
13 Other than that, I think my only major cc,cern or

14 criticism is that as time progressed they had phone talkers
15 who did not know what they were talking about, and it made
16 it very, very difficult to get information to Bethesda or

17 whoever they were talking to.

IS Me weren't trying to get the information to them as much

19 as they were trying to get it from us, and I found that in

20 my particular situation, on a couple of occasions, I gave
21 Information where the phone talker didn't know what a

22 microcurie per cc was, and I had to spell it 7ut for him.

23 And I had some grave concern about how the message got
24 through to the guy on the other end.

25 0 Where were these phone talkers located?

|
t

,
-
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pv DAR I A Shif t supervisor's office in Unit 2.

2 O What time period?

3 A Oh, about two days into the event. From that
4 point on. The initial phone or the initial communicator,

5 they didn't have phone talkers, per se, where people such as
6 -- I remember Jim Higgins, who is an inspector, and I hao no

/ problems with him. He is very knowle dgeable.

B I got the feeling that the knowledgeable people were
9 replaced by an accountant or some body, just a warm body that

10 could relay information. And I think that really it gave me

il concern that thr; information was not going to get through
12 the way it snould have.

13 I think a lesson to be learned, I felt, is that the best

14 health physics or the best or the smartest of people during
15 accident conditions are going to confuse thinos such as a
16 microcurie or a millicurie or a millirem and a rem, and
17 unless you have somebody who is receiving the information
19 who can recognize an unusual number and question it, that
19 number is going to get through the way it was presented, and
20 under those kinds of conditions -- and I can't guarantee
21 that I am going to say the right thing or not -- drop an
22 exponent or give a plus-three rather than a minus-three on

23 an exponent.

24 I find that with semebody who recognizes the number, if a
25 person hears a number that is way out of sync, he will

;

.

|
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pv UAR I question it and cuite often a communications gap will be

2 decreased right then and there.

3 If the guy doesn't recognize the numcer, he is coina to i

4 pass them as real numbers, and by the time they get throuch

5 several communications, God knows what they are coing to
6 look like. I have the concern. I guarantee that it

7 happened.

8 0 Any other criticisms of the NRC role es it related

9 to you?

10 A Not directly to me, no.

11 0 Did you have the impression that NRO personnel

12 were providing a useful service or tilling a useful role in

13 connection with activities in the control room which were
14 not your direct responsibility?

15 A The feeling I had was that the people that I saw

16 in the control room in the early hours and for the first day
~

17 were f amiliar f aces, and I got the feeling that they were
18 helping, that they were involved and they were providing
19 useful information, useful input and suggestions.

20 But, again, I stress that most of those people were
21 inspectors that had been with us for quite a while. They

22 not only know the plant, but they know the people and they
23 know who's going to be able to do what, which I think is

24 very, very important.

25 0 Am I correct that one suagestion you would have

|

!
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pv OAR I for future NRC role in an incident such as this would be to
2 keep the NRC people who are familiar with the pl. ant and the
3 personnel on the joo or to get then to the Joo, rather than

4 having what primarily can ce characterized as "outsicers"

5 come in?

6 A I think there is a tremendous benefit to do thet,

7 yes.

9 0 Would there be any other suggestions that you
9 would have with respect to the kind of role or activities

10 which NRC should play?

11 A Nell, I think I may have mentioned earlier that

12 there are benefits also to having people who are not

13 f amiliar with the plant and personnel, but that these people
14 ought. I think, ought to recognize that they can do the most
15 good by staying out of the minute-to-minute activities and
16 step Dack and look at the big picture. And especially in

17 the area of health physics.

18 I did notice, as a matter of fact, that when Carl riurige
19 came in, Carl Plumlee was totally aosorbed oy the incident.
20 He got involved with what was happening. He couldn't

21 provide that step eack.

22 I think there is a benefit to having the other, but I
23 think they have got to recognize their role. An outsider

24 without the plant-specific knowledge who tries to get
25 involved, I don't think can do the jobt and I think we were

.,
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pv JAR I kind of fortunate in both regards -- at least I was -- in

2 that I think that was the type of support I directly had.

3 tio w, there were other inspectors that were at various

4 locations around the plant who were cetting involved without

5 any knowledge of the people or the plant, and that was a

6 problem or a hindrance in some areas.

7 0 For you, ."r. Plumlee played the role of e key

8 participant while Mr. Murphy played the role of an ooserver

9 or adviser? Or would that be e fair characterization?

10 A Yes, except I would just like to qualify

11 Tom Murpny's being en ooserver -- I define as diff erent then

12 some of the other ooservers that I have talked about.

13 Tom Murphy did not concern himself with the compliance with

14 the letter of the law, compliance with the letter of the

15 * procecure, but rather was what you're doing regardless of

16 whether it's directly in accordance with your procedures or

17 in accordance with all regulatory guides and regulations,

18 was it really adequate for good health physics control.

19 He went beyond the scope -- he really didn't care about

20 what the procedures saids he didn't ask to see procedures or

21 to -- for us to comply specifically with procedures. He

22 stepped back and looked at the way we were doing it and

23 tried to recognize is what you're doing adequate or should

24 it be modified. He really didn't give a lot of advice as to

25 how to modify, but rather gave advice as to what areas

:

.

;

'
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pv DAR I snoulo'I concern myself with and figurec tnet I woulo oe
;

j 2 capaole of determining what modifications should ce made.

3 And which is, I think, different f rom the coserver, the Id5
i
i 4 ooserver, that I talked about that I felt sone of them were
;

5 -- and they weren't airectly involved with me -- but so?.e of

6 them were lookina at the letter of the law, saying, "You've
7 got to do this" and "You're not doing that."

l

8 MR. DIEllELT Off the record.t

9 (Wnereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the taking of the

10 deposition was recessed for lunch, to reconvene at 1: 45

11 p.m., this same day.)

12

13
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pv JAR I AFTEH100N SESSION

2 (1845 p.n.)

3 Whereupon,
i

4 RICHARD DUBIEL

5 resumed the stand and, having been previously duly sworn,
6 was examinec and testified further as follows: l

7 EXAMINATInti (Continued)
S SY MR. DIENELT

9 0 Did you have any role in drafting the emergency
10 plan or procedures?

11 A Yes, I have, over the course of several years,
12 been involved in the updating of the plans.
13 0 When you came to the plant, was there already a
14 plan?

15 A Yes, there was.

16 0 Do you know who prepared that plan?
17 A I do not know specifically. I do know that pieces

18 of it were prepared by people such as Jack Herbein,
19 Joe Colitz, and Dick Deakin was involved, out it was
20 probably a compilation of many people.
21 0 When you oegan work at T'4I, was there a single
22 plan for both Unit I and Unit 27

23 A When I began work, there was only one unit here,
24 and the plan was entirely devoted to Unit I, and it treated

25 Unit 2 as an adjoining construction site.
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pv DAR I O dere you involved in the drafting of the Unit 2

2 plan?

3 A That's correct. Anc what we casically did was not

4 to change the plan in its entirety, but rather to filter in

5 the Unit 2 aspect of it as well as updating and exchancino

6 regulations.

/ 0 das there, as you understood it, a perso' ' ho had

8 principal responsioility for the draf ting of the Unit 2

9 plan?

10 A dell, I had the principal responsioility for the

|| drafting, and I had assigned that to Len L9ndry, who did

12 most of the work on it.

13 0 You then exercisec the review function?
14 A I exercised both consultation and review, initial

15 re vie w. Final review, of course, was through the PORO
16 systems.

17 0 Have you ever been a member of PORC7

18 A Yes.

19 O Are you now?

20 A Yes.

21 O Were you on March 2S?

22 A Yes.

23 0 For what period of time prior to March 28 were you
24 a member of PORC?

25 A I had been a member of the Unit i PORC for several
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pv JAR I years. Specifically, I oelieve I was first essioned as a
1

2 PORC memoer in 1975 for Unit I, and then at the very onset

3 of the estaolishment of Unit 2 PORC T became a memoer.
4 0 Are you tne person who was principally responsicle

for the changes or amendments to the emergency piirl for Units

6 21

7 A I was involved in a majority of those chen7es. Of

8 course, understand that anybody can make a recommended
9 chance and all recommended chances are evaluated by PORC.

10 But the majority would have come out of either myself or my
|| organization.

12 0 If someone wanted to make a change to the
13 emergency plan, would that person come to you or to PORC?

14 A That person would not necessarily come to me. The

15 recuirement would be to submit a change to the plan on a
16 standard change form to the PORC secretary who would then
17 distribute copies of the change for review, and then a final
18 PORC meeting would be held to discuss the chan7e and either

;

19 approve or disapprove, eitner recommend disapproval or
20 approval to the superintendent, who has a final say.
21 0 Why, as you understand i t, were you the person who

22 was at least initially principally responsible for

23 developing Unit 2 emergency plan and the person who was
24 involved in the ma jority of changes to them?
25 A Primarily, because the people have related the
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pv DAR I emergency plan as wri tten to radiolocical espects.
2 Emergency plan doesn't deal with plant emeroency
3 procedures -- by that, I mean operations procedures -- but
4 rather is geared toward radiological aspects. And it was a

5 natural place, I think, for the health physics group to cet
6 involved in that. And I think my predecessor and people
7 before him were also involved heavily in the emeraency '

8 planning area.

9 O Are you a member of the emergency planning group?
10 A I don't know tnat that organization is very well
li defined, to me. Can you clarify that ?

12 O As I understand it, the FSAR provides for an
13 emergency planning group consisting of the station

14 superintendent, unit superintendent, radiation protection
is supervisor, and medical radiation consultent.

,

16 Are you famil'iar with such a group?
17 A No, I am not.

18 0 dould it be fair to say that you have not been
19 involved in meetings of such a group?
20 A That's correct.

21 O Is there a person who is the medical radiation
22 consultant to TMI?

23 A There is an organization, which is Radiation
24 Management Corporation, which has several physicians, any
25 one of which could become that consultant at a given time.

. __
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pv OAR 1 0 Is Tere one particular person in RMC who you can

2 look to as the medical radiation consultant?

3 A There actually -- there are two that I am -- that

4 I have dealt with in the past: Dr. Linneman and

5 Dr. Bre nnan. I don't believe that is the total extent of

6 their staff, althougn they have access to many others in

7 Philadelphia.

8 0 Prior to March 28, had you been involved in

9 meetings with state and local agencies to discuss what their

10 response would be to an emergency situation!

11 A Yes, I have.

12 0 Was that -- were those meetings frequent?

13 A Those meetings were typically annually, where we

14 would have a full-fledged meeting, meaning all participants

15 involved. But we also had periodic meetings that might be
16 just Met Ed with a state civil defense, or strictly with the

17 county civil defense or things of that nature.

18 0 With respect to the periodic meetings, would you

19 be the person from Met Ed to attend?

20 A I have been one of the attendees from Vet Ed. We

21 would typically have two or three people, and the most

22 recent meeting, the station superintendent, Gary Viller, was

23 in attendance.

24 0 You also were in attendance?
25 A Yes. '

i
i

|
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pv DAR 1 O What other persons, by position if not by n ame , ,

2 typically attended these meetings?

3 A de typically have tried to get a shif t supervisor

4 in attendance, supervisor of operations, other members of

5 the HP group, which could consist of an HP engineer. Most

6 recent meetings that I note, the HP engineer was there. Me

7 had representation from our Reading office.

8 0 dere minutes kept of these meetings?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Who was the person who took the minutes?

11 A I don't remember. -

12 O Were agendes of these meetings prepared in

13 advance?

14 A I believe there was. Let me just kind of give you
.

15 an idea of the way the meeting was conducted. We would send

16 out letters to the various organizations, including the

17 local fire, police, civil defense-type agencies, defining

18 the topics for discussion. And it may have oeen a really

19 general outline of the topics. And we were more or less

20 trying to keep it informal and allow various additional

21 topics to be brought op if time allowed itself to do so.

22 0 Were minutes kept of the annual meetings?

23 A Yes. We kept a list of attendees. We kept a list

24 of items discussed, and we typically would walk away with a

25 list of action items. Usually, as a matter of f act, if I

i

|
.

L.
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pv DAR I remember rightly, the form it took was a letter sioned by

2 the station superintendent. To whom it was adaressed, I

3 don't recall. But the distribution was to all the

4 participants.

5 0 Were agendas prepared for the annual meetings?

6 A Yes, fairly similar to what I have just described.

7 0 What was the last meeting, whether it was an

8 annual or a periodic meeting, which you had attended prior

9 to Varch 23, 1979?

10 A I know there was a meeting h?ld in the fall, and

11 the date would be approximately mid-Octocer. I don't recall

12 whether we had any smaller discussion-type meetings, limited
'

13 number of organizations, between October and March.

14 The one in October sticks in my mind. That one was the

15 full-fledged, as many as could possibly attend. I think we

15 get f airly good turnout from the state and county

17 organizations, and reasonable attendance from the local.

18 0 You attended the October meeting?

19 A Yes.

20 0 Can you recall what the major subjects of

21 discussion, as you perceived them to be, were ?

22 A Well, the major discussion really was towards the :
1

23 communications between TMI and the off-site agencies which

24 really is strictly a county communications between TMI and

25 the state BRH and a communications network from the county

1
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p" DAR 1 and local level.

2 I think the main point of concern was to allow the local

3 representatives to ensure that those local representatives

4 understood that TMI wouldn't be calling them -- calling them

5 but that the communications would be through the state and

6 filtering down the county and local networks.

7 0 Was there a person designated oy the emergency

8 plan as an individual who would be responsible for

9 coordination of emergency planning with off-site agencies

10 during an emergency?

11 A Excuse me. Coordination of emergency planning or

12 coordination of the implementation?

13 A Emergency response...

14 A The emergency procedures defines it to be the

15 emergency director's responsibility to ensure that the

16 communications are established. And from that point on --

17 and he can specify an engineer operator, the oest person 'a

18 has available to him, who doesn't have other functions, as

19 the individual responsible for the communications,

20 establishing the communications.

21 And then typically, for instance, all of the radiological

22 information becomes a direct communications between myself

23 and the BRH, and in f act it did that morning, on March 28,

24 although I didn't initiate the original cell. That was done

25 by an engineer. He established the communications, and then

: -

i

! !
l i

4
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pv DAR I it was turned over to me.

2 0 He did so at Mr. Miller's airection?
3 A He was actually directed to do it oefore

4 Gary Miller actually arrived. So it was under the direction

5 of either Bill Zewe or George Kunder.

5 0 From that time on, you were the person who was

7 prin,arily responsible for the communications with t:^.e

8 o f f-s ite agenc ie s ?

? A I was directly involved in communications with the

10 oureau of radiological protecticn, and that was really the

11 extent of my communications. And as far as our plan goes,

12 that's the communications link that we planned to establish

13 and did establish, and we tried to minimize the nuncer of

14 of f-site agencies that we talked to but rather leave it to

15 tnem to maintain communications With other agencies.

16 0 To your knowledge, was there anyona else that had

17 greater contact with the BRH than did you during the period

18 between !.tarch 28 and April 2?

19 A Let ne break that down into two intervals, if you

20 will. The early time from, say, the time of the occurrence

21 to -- until later in the day of March 28 -- mid-af ternoon,

22 late af ternoon, I don't recall when -- I was the primary

23 communications link to the BRH. And forgive me if I keep

24 jumping back from BHR and BRP. I believe it was the BRP,

25 bureau of radiological protection -- I still refer to the

1

1

L.
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pv DAR I old organization.
.

2 That particular communications function, as time

3 procressad, went to the emergency control station where the

4 off-site monitoring teams were being communicated with. It

5 became part of the ECS' responsioility once we were out of

6 the -- we say once we were in a position where things hao to

7 a great deal staoilized, and it became more of a routine

8 type of feeding of information and contact, updating of

9 changing plant conditions.

10 So, I would say from March -- the latter part of March 29

11 until April 2 the communications would have oeen done by the

12 individuals -- primarily the individuals I mentioned oefore:

13 Len Landry and those people.

14 O das there an individual who was primarily

15 responsible for coordinating emergency planninc prior to the

16 March 28th emergen'cy with outside agencies?

17 A Yes. I was that individual.

13 0 Nould it be fair to say that your activity in

19 coordinating the emergency plannin7 was primarily the

20 attendance at the meetings we have discussed?

21 A No, I think it was much more than that.

22 0 What else did you do?

23 A We constantly reviewed and commented or indicated

24 our approval of changes to the emergency plans of off-site

25 agencies. We constantly looked at our plan for the

|
|
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pu DAR I interface cetween our plan and the off-site agencies' plan.

2 ne also met on several occasions to discuss changing
3 regulations and the potential impact on our plans.

4 0 rihen you commented on the~ emergency plans of the

5 state and local agencies, did you ever do so in writing?,

6 A It typically was not'a -- I do n' t believe we have

7 ever done it in writing. Most of our menos were in the form:

'

B of getting together at a meeting and discussing their

9 proposed changes or their intended changes.

10 We had really little impact on the off-site agencies'

11 plans except from an interface with TMI standpoint, how they
12 did their business and communicatec was pretty much lef t up
13 to them and we weren't in a position to say that we either

14 agreed or disagreed. It was their choice as long as we were

15 content that the interf ace between our plan and their plan
16 was in fact always consistent.

17 O Did you maintain a file of minutes and agendas of
18 meetings with the state or other off-site agencies?

19 A I have various files on emergency planning, and to
20 the degree that information pertaining to those minutes are
21 in there, I really don't know. I imagine most of it would

22 be in those kind of files.

23 0 Do you know whether there was a file maintained by !

24 Met Ed in which copies of the minutes and copies of the
25 agendas were placed?

!

|
4
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pv JAR 1 A I don't know for-sure. I'm sure, in several

2 areas. One specific file, I don't think so.

3 0 I take it it was not your responsioility to

4 maintain a Met Ed file if there had been one on the subject?

5 A Well, I think there is no set definition of what

6 type of information is to be maintained in that area other

7 than, of course, the documentation of meeting the

8 commitments that we have in our emergency plan which would

9 call for a meeting once a year with the off-site acencies.

10 We have committed to that in our procedures. I don't know '

11 that it is spelled out in the plan in that detail.

12 Those -- that k ind of information is typically maintained

13 in the training department. Of course, others have copies

14 of it in the! personal files to back that up.

15

dE
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: DA? ish I J .inen you dttended the annual meeting, an I
'

2 correct that -- strike that.

3 How, if you know, cid the training department get copies

* of Met Ed minutes or agendas that vare prepared in

connection 5 tith annual meetings with off site agencies?a

5 A Tne mechanism?

e 2 Yes.

3 A I don't know that I coula ce specific. Typically,

> the training department was on the distribution or if they

IJ weren't on the cistribution, it wou1J be a matter of someone

11 such as Leo Landry or myself just providing a copy to tnem.

12 0 It would De on a sistribution of a letter f rom
13 Mr. 4111e r . Is that correct?

14 A Right, right. I can't be specific on that because

16 I don't recall the actual mechanism.
15 MR. DIENELT: Let me make a document request. I

1/ will try to make it specific. I would like the letters or
.

13 memoranda of Mr. Miller regarding the meetings with off-site
ld agencies going back to the beginning of Unit 1, whicn can be

23 f ound in the training department file s.

21 (discussion off the record.

22 BY MR. DIENELT

23 0 You testified a moment ago tnat tne principal contact
24 which you had and which you understood you were supposed to

25 have with off-site agencies was with the BRP or BRM?

1

'

t
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DAR gsh- 1 A Tnat's right.

2 Q Co you know the extent to whicn, if any, tnere was

3 contact from the plant during the emergency with otner state

4 and local organizations?

5 A Other than the official notifications, I aon't

5 oelie ve tha t we had direct contact with other state and locel
county agencies,4

d 2 I, connection with your ac tivities in preparin; tne

s Unit 2 emergency plan or reviewing the drafts of that plan

10 which Yr. Landry prepared and in connection with tne >

11 amendments or changes to the plan with which ~you desit, nov

12 dio you assure yourself, if you did, tnat tne plan and tne

13 changes to the plan were in conformance witn NRC regulatiens?

14 A Well, first of all, we used the NRC regulations as

la guidelines and secondly, the plan was reviewed on site

13 oy an NRC inspector who indicated his concurrence with our

17 plan.

13 Recognizing tnat the regulatory guides are not aosolute

19 requirements but rather, our guidelines, there were some

20 obvious deviations from the reg guiae, ou t ne had indicated

21 his approval ano eff ective1/, it -- through licensing chain,

22 a licensing item -- that we had to nave an approved plan

23 prior to licensing of Unit 2.

24 0 Were you ever made aware of any statement f rom

26 NRC, whether headquarters or an inspector, that the

u
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SAP ash I amer;ency plan or any amendment to tne plan was not acequata

2 or not acceptable?

3 A I have neard subsaouent to March 23 and as

4 recently, I guess, as in the middle of July, tha t in f ac t ,

5 someone, ana I can only stata this as secons- or third-hand,

5 someone in deshington had serious raservations about the

1 plan.

3 I was not aware of that at the time of licensing. I was

y not aware of it at the time of the acciaent.

13 J Jo you know who tne person in Wasnington who

li allegedly had the reservation was?

12 A do, and I can't be certain that it is factual.

13 C From whom did you gain the impression tnat there

14 was some person in .1ashington who had those reservations?

15 A I don't recall. I oelieve it to oe someone in

16 our own management that had heard it. Possioly, it coula

14 have been Lex Sagaras , but I can't ce certain.

13 J In emergency planning, whether in the context of

19 the actual preparing of a plan or in the context of actually

20 planning to implement the procedures, wha t role, if any,

21 did persons at the level of 'Ar. Miller and soove plan?

22 A In the planning stage?

23 0 Ye s .

24 A I think they played a fairly significant role in

25 that they, a s the level of Gary Miller, he's the emergency

1

)
1

I
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BAR gsh I d irec tor. He ned a significant role in reviewing the plan.

2 noviously, the thing that the plan has to oe tailored to

3 the amergency director's abilities to implement. And Gary

4 '41:.J er was very mucn involved end actively involved in the

a review.

6 And most of the changes that occurred were run through Gary

/ Mille r be fore they were implemented.

3 J Maat was the role played oy persons higner than

9 Gar / Mi lle r?

13 A I don't recall there being a very strong role in

11 people -- levels aoove Gary Miller in the development of the

12 plan. I don't thing that there is very much interface

13 whatsoever.

14 0 Ware there persons higher than Gary Miller on the

15 PORC?

15 A No.

Is 0 Am I correct that the final approval for the plan

13 witnin Met Ed was the PORC?

19 A No. The final approval is with the superintendent

20 and in this particular case, since the plan encompasses cotn

21 units, it would require the approval of both unit

22 superintendents.

23 The PORC really acts in a recommended approval status.

24 0 Prior to the March 28th incident, had you oeen

25 involved in any discussions regarding the possiollity of need

|
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!AR 7sh I to evacuate the puolic from areas around the plant in the

2 avant of an accident?

3 A I was involved in the licensing hearings for Joit

4 2 thct dealt with that particular item quite extensively.

o here procedures set forth in the plan or in tne-

5 procedures for tne evacuation?

/ A The evacuation of the general puolic is not tn3

3 responsioility of the licensee. So we cid not have specifi:

9 plans or procedures for their evacuation, out rather, relie;

10 on the state agencies.

11 0 Wes the subject of the evacuation part of the

12 discussions that you had with state agencies in your annual

13 or pe riodic mee t'ngs ?

14 A We have discussed it. I don't recall whether i t

13 was a specific topic for discussion in the most recent

16 meeting.

17 0 Prior to the accident, were you satisfied that the

13 planning for evacuation of members of the puolic around the

19 p l a n t ,' if tnat became necessary, was adequat e ?

20 A I don't know that I can honestly say that I hed

21 avaluated it as osing adequate, not ceing an expert in tne

22 area of personal evacuation.

23 I felt a high level of confidence in the people at the

24 state and county levels to implement their plans and thr.t I

25 felt they had the right approach to it. They had cone it on

,
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2R 7sh I several occasions for other than nuclear problems ena hav e

2 dona it ver/ successfully.

3 3 Prior to the accident, had you been involved in

4 any discussions with other plants or other utilities wita

3 resp 3ct to tne role that they might play in providing

6 addit ional personnel, additional equipment, or other kin;s of

/ support in the event of an emergency?

8 A Prior to Maren 28th, I don't recall ever oeing

> involved in any discussions with other plants.

13 0 Do you know whether anyone at -- strike that.

11 Do you know whether anyone from Met Ed had been involved

12 in those kinds of discussions?

13 A I don't know of anybody, no.

14 Q das it your view prior to the accident tha t there

is were enough persons in the health physics department to aeal

16 with an emergency?

I4 A Nat knowing how many people it takes to d3al with

IS an amergency, I don't think that I can honestly answer taat.

11 I am a little bit too much influenced by the events, out

20 I think that I can honestly say that we always had enough

21 people to carry out the plans as defineJ, and I also feel

22 that the plans that were written and developed and in place

23 on March 28th were heavily weighted towards the ability co

21 monitor and determine the extent of the -- or the impact of

25 the emergency on the general public rather than concerning ,

1
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2R ash I itself with the impact of an emergency on tne people insid?

d the plant.

3 And I think many of us were driven towards the protection

4 of the public and away from the protection of our own peaple.

6 If you don't mind me speaking in terms of what I thin).

6 uoda/, I can say that I don't tnink that there were enough

7 people to do both initially. Whether or not it is necessery

3 to have additional people on the site is sonething I think

9 that should oe looked at real hard, cased on the ability

10 to ge t additional people f rom other utilities,

li Recognizing the need to get people from other utilitias

12 and the time-f rame they can be obtained would be a strong

13 f actor as to whether you need more people on a site at any

14 given time.

15 During cuttages, am I correct that supplementary health

16 physics personnel were ordinarily brought in?

17 A Yes.

13 0 Wact was the reason for that?

19 A de ll, normally, staffing level for an operating

23 plant for the health physics area is quite small relevant

21 to tne numoer of personnel needed for a major outtage.

22 Typically, when a plant is operating, much of the eculpment

23 is inaccessible. Most of our repairs and maintenance is of

24 a minor nature or a preventive maintenance type of natura

25 that does not involve entry into areas that have high

|

[ 4

1
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1AR ash l radiological hazards.

2 During an cuttage, that changes ouite drastically and I

3 taink it is standard-to staff for the 11 months that you're

4 supposed to oe operating rather than for the I month -- taat's

6 procholy a little bit inaccurate. 10 months versus 2 months

5 that you are supposed to be down for en cuttage.

/ 2 Mare you aware of any arrangements which had oeen

3 maos with other utilities to borrow personnel f rom them

/ prior to the accident?

10 A No, I was not.

11 O Were personnel corrowed from, retained from otner

12 utilities during the accident?

13 A Yes, yes, they were.

14 V Did you have any role in making the arrangements

16 for them?

16 A I had some role in that as we recognized the need,

were getting requests from other utilities to determine1i wa

18 if we needed help.

19 And aoout the same time, almost coincidental with the

20 other utilities calling in and offering assistance, we were

21 recognizing the need for assistance and I, on several

22 occasions, relayed my needs to the people at the observation

23 center and tney got the other outfits to supply peo, ale. ,

I

24 0 Was there one person at the ooservation center who '

26 stands out in your mind as a person who made the arrangements

|

t i
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LR 1sh I with other utilities?

2 A I aon't know. My discussions were primarily 'rita

3 Dave Limroth. Whether he had someone specifically assigned to

4 oc that, I really oon't know.

3 0 In responding to the acciaent, yo*J also made use

of supplementary health physics personnel wnom you octeineaa

/ f rom othe r c ompanies such as Electric 33at.

3 Is that correct?

9 A Electric Boat provided primarily supervision. Th3y

IJ old not hava or did not send individuels of the level of
11 tecnnician.

12 J Mnere did you get the tecanicians?

13 A They came primarily from other utilities, from

14 technician vendors, as we call them, nuclear support servicas,

15 rad services.

16 These are organizations that are in the ousiness of

14 providing health physics technicians used primarily for

16 outtage work.

19 0 Tnese are sometimes referred to as rent-e-tecas?

20 A Tnat's correct.

21 J Can you tell me in general terms how the rent-s-techs

22 and outside technicians from the health physics area were

23 deployed in comparison to the deployment of the in-plant or

24 tha normal staff?

25 A During the accident?

|
|
|

,
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SR ash ! J Juring the accident, yes, sir.

2 A First of all, we tried to get most of our health

3 physics tecnnicians orought into the Unit 2 f acility, into
4 the Unit 2 control room, Unit 2 control point, and we

o comoletely vacated Unit 1.

5le did this cecause, primarily oecause we were aale toa

/ obtain people from nuclear support sarvices who were vary

3 familiar with Unit I and most of the indiviauals in:1uding

> the supervisors had very recently been involved in a Unit i

IJ outtage and had just --

11 As a matcer of f act, within days -a f ter the accident,

12 cefore the accident, had left the site.

13 So it was very normal for them to assume the

14 responsioilities oack in Unit 1. So that allowed us -- our

lo main goal or ' objective was to get all of our own people

15 involved in Unit 2.

17 Now we did supply one individual as a communications link,

la so to speak, to the NSS people in Unit 1. Ne also trie; to

19 get our people out of the environmental monitoring busin ess,

20 our own tecnnicians. Ne had a lot of our Met Ed employees

21 that were f amiliar with the area assigned to vehicles tha t

22 moved the other technicians primarily from other plants around

23 the area.

24 fou had one individual who had f amiliarity with the local

25 environment and another individual who knew how to take

'

"--
- . _
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2R asa I samples and do surveys, and putting the two toge ther Ja'n us

a the ability to.get all of our off-site monitoring done sna

3 also to get our own people into the plant.

4 J anat person, if tnere was one, was primarily

5 responsiole for deploying these troops?

5 A I don't know that there was one single person who
-

was individually responsiole. If you are talking acout joo,

3 assignments, who was going to os doing what ratner taan tne

9 actual specific direction, minute-cy-minute of those

10 individuels --

11 2 Yes, sir.

12 A Okay. I don't think that there was one indiviJuel.

13 It was more of a several people recognizing needs and trying

14 to fill thos e needs.
,

13 An d if I can again kina of anticipate what you are getting

16 at, I feel very strongly that this is one of the areas that

17 ought to oe defined, not only from tne standpoint of ge ttin;

13 the right kinds of people into the right s po t -- I don't

I? think we used the talent that we had availaole to us as

2J efficiently as we could have. I think we used it to ge t the

21 Job done, but we could have been a lot more efficient ana

22 done a lot more if we had somebody who had pre-defined

23_ oojectives to approach the situation with. -

24 And the other thing which I think was so important was to
|

| 25 have somebody who you can look at -- the idea of getting people
|
l
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'AR_gsh I on a shift rotation oecause .ve, in the first couple of ;2ys,

2 just ran Iqto -- we were exhaustea, and then looked for

3 someone to replace the guy.

4 There was very little coordination. It was kind of a

5 rude awakening when you recognize tnat you had been working

5 f or 24 hours and there w6s nooody fresh ready to come in enu

take your place. That type of coordination very early on,

3 to start seaing that the thing isn't going to be a five-nour

/ emergency, out it's going to last for days, if not weeks,

10 and trying to get people into a rotation where they coul

11 get o ff and get soma rest.

12 0 And I take it that as you understood the amer 33n:/

13 plan, it aid not designate an individuel to play the ro13

14 which you just described?

la a Inat's correct.

16 'J Wno was the group that filled this role?

Ie A Well, it was a combination of people at the

13 observation center. I know that Jack Herbein was one

19 individual aho cecame acutely aware of the problem, not just

2) in health physics, out in all areas, and was trying to get

21 people to look at this -- how do we best start rotating our

22 people, getting them into shif t coverage and the H? ares?

23 It was primarily Dave Limroth who was trying to organize

24 this. But I think, too, that the recognition of the proolem

25 didn' t really occur until March 29th.
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9AR gsh I J Did there come a time when, as you understood it,

2 the deploym2nt of the troops or the allocation of parsonnel

3 whicn you hsve described, essentiaily Unit 2, your own p+ opie ,

4 -the Unit 1, the :lSS people, environmental monitoring and

5 other personnel, ceme to pass?

5 A The cuestion is was there a point in tias?

/ 2 das there a point which you could tell me you

3 oelieve that the troops were in piece according to that?

/ A I think it occurred over time, but I think oy '. torch

13 30ta, maybe late in the day, 4 arch 29 th, we were eff ectively

11 into a situation where people knew what their role was and

12- who was cova ring what area.

13 0 Do you know whether there were any records of work

14 assignments made during the period oeginning on March 23th and

15 continuing through to the period af te r which the accident was

15 over?

14 A I don't know of any historical record of who was

IS doing what. I know that at any given time we typica lly hcd

11 a list, you know, a notebook in the back pocket that said

23 that these were the six guys who were here and this-is enat

21 they were doing because it was being updated and all this

22 was thrown out.,

23 I don't think that there is a historical document that
24 shows who was whe re a t wha t time .

25 0 Am I correct that there were drills for emergencies
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JA? 1sh I on at least an annual basis?

2 A Inat's correct.

3 J Had there been more than one emergency drill in

4 19t37

3 i Y3s, the re was,

a 2 How many were there in 19497

/ A I think the numoer was either 7 or S.

3 0 An I correct that all 7 or 8 took place within a

? snort pertoo of time?

10 A Over the course of possioly 6 to 7 weeks.

11 O Ne re -- strike tha t. /las there one main drill an;

12 a group of preparation orills?

13 A The way wa conducted our crills was, first of all,

14 we wanted to run at least one drill for every shif t so that

15 everyone was involved.

15 ele typically ran at least one drill that we called our

il .nain drill that was a full olown drill involving all off-site

13 ag9ncies that we invited ths NRC to come in and witness.

19 It was the one that we pointed towards. I guess /ou could

23 call it a main drill.

21 The other drills were in many ways preoaration for tnat

22 particular drill in that it got people oack in the emergency

23 response way of thinking.

24 .ie did not run the same scenario in each drill. As a

25 matter of fact, the scenario for the main drill had not cea,

5

_
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9AD gsh I run prior to the main drill.

J So it was, in f act, a f r3sh scanario or new scenario.

3 J Jno was in charge of drills ?

4 A dell, tne conduc ting of the drills -- it's my

3 re sponsioility to ensure that they are conduc ted and

5 primarily, we use a comoination of people to conduct or to

put on the arill as a whole. /Ie have the training deparcte7t-
e

3 which has -- I don't know t.Te total numoer -- but a t least
> two or'three reactor operations licensed people dovn in their

10 group that we use to develop the plent scenario.

Il Lan Landry, with the use of some consult.nts and primarily

12 ?ortar Gertz developed the radiological sequence of events.

13 The main purpose is to ge t those of us that are involved

14 in the actual response to the drill separate from those that

15 are developing the drill, and then we use a combination of

is training department, quality control department, 4? department,

17 and Reading people as drill o bservers to re-evalua te ,

13 critique. And eventually from that, we cef.ae areas that we

19 feel we can improve on.

20 C dho decides when the orill will occur?

21 A It's usually decided, the dates are usually cnosen

22 by those that are going to be conducting the drill and then

23 approved by Gary Miller.

24 0 dno selects the scenario for the drill?

25 A The scenario is ceveloped, as I indicatea, anJ
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AR gsh i 3ary Miller, typically, as i believe this t3 be the case in

i all crills, nas an of f-site supervisor review it, cita tae

3 expre ssed concern being that in conducting the drill, we

4 don't do something like trip the plant or make sure that

5 taere is no eff ect on tne operations of the plant.

a .is typica lly -- well, it is well defined, at leest to

e most indiviauals, wno is going to -- which shif t is going to

d De running tne crill on what day just by the timing and one

> of the other shif t supervisors is usually approacheo by the

10 training group that develops the scenario and asks f or

li en independent review.

12 That review then is provided to Gery Miller, not in terms

13 of a specific detailed account, but r ather -- ye s, I reviewed

14 it and it is acceptable and you are not going to have a

la proolem reviewing tne plant. And Jary will accept tha t a s

15 final word.

17 0 What role did you personally play in either th?

19 sale: tion of the day or the determination of the scenario?

19 A First of all, I don't get involved in the selection

23 of the scenarios because I am typically a participating

21 memoer in tne emergency response group.

22 As far as determining the date, I am sure that all of us

23 have some input into it. Tne re is more to scheduling a

24 drill than just picking a day.

23 One of the concerns is that you obviously can't just run a

l
i

!
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DAR 7sh I arill with your operating crew. Inst requires tnat oper;;in~

2 crew to leste the control room. Even though it may oe a

3 simulatea proolem in the control room, you have to plcn th.u,

4 f or instance , the previous shif t has to ce neld over to

5 man the control roon while the shift that is responaing to the

3 drill has to possibly be evacuated, or something like that.

/ 50 there is a lot of int 3rf ace Detween tne operations

3 aepartment and the training department and tne drill scheoules

9 are usually provided well in advance to upper manegement,

13 me cod Gary Miller and the other superintenjents for their

11 final approval.

12 0 riould it be fair to say that your role is a

e 13 coordinator of the arills?
c-

14 A Tnat's correct.

15 0 Who determines that operational personnel will

15 participate in the drill?

Is A I can only guess on that that the training people

13 recognize the need to involve every opera tions shif t. I can

19 only imagine that their interface with the operations

20 supervisor to coordinate the timing of the drills is sucn that

21 he is sure that he has adequate personnel to both respond to

22 the drill and to continually operate the plant.

23

24

25
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l 4 It's my understanding that, of the seven emergency

2- drills'that have been conducted in 1978, Messrs. Zewe,
,

,

3 Federick and Faust had participated in only one, and

4| Mr. Scheimann had participated in none. These were the four

5 people on duty at 4:00 a.m. on the 28th when the emergencyi

6 began?

7! A. That's right.
i'

8' G Do you know how it happened that three of them only
,

9 had participated in one drill, and one of them had participated

10 in none?
!

II A. Well, the fact that three participated in one drill

12 , indicates that -- our objective is for every shift to be

i
13 ' involved in one. Why Fred Scheimann was not involved in one

i '

la |
! could have been due to either his being ill, on vacatien, or
: 1

15 for one reason or another not in attendance at the time the

16 other individuals were involved.
I

i

17 We have not -- our plan is not defined or does not definep

13!|! the fact that every individual will participate in at
|

least

;I

H; one drill, but rather, that every shift will participate, and
20 > the total invotvement of all personnel on the shift is a j

2I function of what the scenario is,

i

22 % I also understand that, from among 23 on duty, {
l

23 operators on both Units 1 and 2, on the 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

24 on the March 27th to March 28th shift, ten of them had not ,

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc. ;

'
25 participated in a drill in 1978. Do you know why that was?

;
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i .

II A No, I don't know. Again, I feel it is probably the

b
2 same reasons.g

3| One thing I would like to just qualify here, it's my

I

4i opinion, and I think the way the emergency plan is developed,
I

5 versus the emergency operating procedures, that the emergency

6 plan and the drills associated with it are more developed

7/ toward the radiological aspects rather than the actual

i

8, response to the plant. And as such, our plan or concerns with
:
i

9 the plan is in the exercise of those individuals in the commu-

10 , nications and the communications links and the equipment that

11 would be involved in responding to the radiological situation

12 at hand, rather than in a plant emergency, which really is
!

1

|13 ; covered through an entirely different training program and '

i
14 licensing of the operators. ;

:,

1

15 i I don't know if that helps to qualify some of those i
,

16 ques tions . |,

17 y G Just for the record, let me make certain that you

13 have no additional information to assist us with the reason :

! i

19 ! why, as we understand it, only four of ten individuals -

I. ,

20 | normally assigned to Unit 2 for operation on the 11:00 p.m. ;

I i

21 to 7:00 a.m. shift, hadn't participated in any drill in 1978.

22 L I know of no other information. |

23 4. Was there a person designated in the emergency plan

24 who had the role of the person who was responsible for making
Ace Federy) Reporters, Inc,

25 sure that it was implemented when an emergency took place?

.

*
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l

!

li A There is no individual defined in the plan that would.

2 ;! I .would assume that the type of individual you're talking about

3 would be one who would take the plan out and go use it more

1

4| as a checklist, are we doing this or that. There is nobody

i i

S defined in the plan to specifically fill that function.

6 However, we have in various drills in the past and cn March 28th,

7 have had an individual who specifically did that. In other

8 words, took the plan out and started going down the various

9 functions to make sure that there were people fulfilling each

10 i
'

of the roles, and that they were at least in the process of

Il ' conducting their business as required.

12! Did you say there was somebody who filled that roleO

'
13 on March 28th?

,

Id A. Yes. !

i

15 0 Who was that?

k16 A. Joe Logan.i

|
17 G During previ6us emergency drills, there was also

IB l someone kho fnifilled that role? !i

|| !

Uf A. Yes. This typically -- this is another item that
'

I h
20 is presented in the emergency director's training. And that j

!

21 individual can be anyone whom the emergency director chooses. i

22 It could be an engineer or even an operatcr, an auxiliary !

i

23 operator. !
|

24 And we have on many occasions that I can recall -- and I '
'

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 can't guarantee that it was 100 percent, but on many

.

.
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1

't

1y occasions we have had an individual who is specifically assigned
'l '

2 ] to do that by the emergency director.
3 G As you recall, when Mr. Miller made his announcement

4| on the 28th when he arrived, did he specify Mr. Logan as the *

|

5 person who was to ensure that the emergency plan was imple-
l6 mented?

71 A. Yes, he did.
))

8 /' G Apart from drills, what kind of training in respond- '

i

9 ing to emergencies takes place?
> .

10 A In accordance with our emergency plan, we have a
,

i

II - training program that's defined, that indicates the various !

12 functions, emergency functions, and which individual is to be

13 trained in each of those particular functions, wha. normal

Id classificati6n of individual gets each t ge of training, and
i :

15 i that training was conducted in 1978. Tha.t portion of it is I

|

16 entirely classroom tralning, with some in the area of use of

17 radiological equipment and health physics instrumentation.
,

18 !t There is some hands-on training.

t
-

l9 G Who conducted that training?
,
-

t

20 A It is conducted by various people, depending upon

21 the classification of the emergency greap. I have conducted j
,-

22 some, training department has conducted some.
,

1

23 0 Is there a person who coordinates that classr6cm

24 training?
Ace Federst Resorters, Inc,

i

25 A Yes. Well, I am responsible for it. I had

,

._
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|

1| Len Landri this year or 1978, designated to work with the
'

2p training group to coordinate all of it and to ensure the
3 documentation. ,

i
,
'

dj G So would it be fair that, pursuant to the emergency
I

5 plan, you are the person who has the responsibility, although
,

; you may delegate. it, for ensuring that both the classoom and6

,

7 the drill parts of training are carried out?

8 A Yes.
',

9 G It is my understanding that attendance at critiques
I

10 , that occur subsequent to the drill is not mandatory, although
:

II i it is encouraged; is that correct? ,

12 A That's probably a good assessment, although my
,

'

I
13 observations have been that those people involved in the drills'i

!

Id are typically in attendance at the critiques, with few !

15 exceptions.
'

!

16 ! O Were you ever saware of any complaints by technicians'
:
,

17 within your department that they have not bee invited to
i

IB ' critiques, and therefore didn't attend any? ,

,

M A No, I am not aware that there were concerns there.
I

!

20' G By what means was the availability of tile critique

21 and the encouragement to attend them made known?

22 A At the end of each drill, in terminating a drill, i

13 an announcement is made indicating that the drill is in &ct |

24 terminated and to return to normal operations; and then an
~ Aco-Federd Reporters, Inc.

| 25 announcement as to the time and place of the critique is

;

.
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mto 6
.

1

1 given. .

2j G Is there any training other than what we have just

3 discussed which i s specifically oriented for the personnel
t

who may be in the position to act as emergency director?4
'

!

5| A I don't believe so.
-

i

6j The only additional item I guess I could mention is that

7. they are all senior reactor or hold senior reactor operator

8 licenses, which provides them the other aspect of emergency |
i

'
9 training, that associated with the plant.

10 , O Is an effort made to ensure that all persons who

may be called upon to act as emergency director have had or11 ,

12 been-involved in a drill in which they acted as emergency ,

13 I director'
!

I.

I14 A. Yes, I believe that is one of the objectives that we !
!

!i

15 have. ;

16 | @ During a typical annual drill, would 'pu have more
I

i

17 ; than one person acting as the emergency director?
| |

18 p A. No, not typically.
d

19 O Who was the emergency director during the main ;

l
20' drill, if I may call it that, which you had had in 1978? j

i
,

21 A I don' t r ecall.

22 O Would it be -- strike that. ;

|

23 As you understand it, were there as many as seven different :
.

!
24 emergency directors for the seven different drills in 1978?

| Ace Fe.rs n.coners, inc.
25 A. I believe there were. And typically it is designed i

i
&

I
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I that way. We have obviously -- we have more emergency

'

2 directors than we have drills, and several individuals who have

3' run them for two or three years would be the ones who would
i

4 not run a drill on a given year. And I think in this past ,

i year, for instance, Mr. Floyd, Mr. Ross, were not involved asS

!

6' emergency director, since they have done it for several years.

7 G Are there records which would indicate who was the
i i

8 i emergency director in the seven drills that took place in
!

>

9! 1978?

10 A That shou 1d be available, yes.

II O Maybe in the training department?

i
'

12 A I would believe so.

13 MR. DIENELT: I would like to request those records,
I

I14 if they exist.

15 Off the record.

16 (Discussion off the record.)
#

17 ! MR. DIENELT: Back on the record.
i

18 | I am advised by my betters that those records have already
b19 4 been receiv~ed, so I will withdraw the request. '

:

20 BY MR. DIENELT: j

21 g Do you know whether anybody who acted as emergency

22 director during the response to the March 28 incident had not
.

,

23 had the opportunity to act as emergency director in a dril??

24 A I don't believe so. I think they have all had the
: Ace Focier:3 Reporters, Inc.

'
25 training and the drills.

,
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1h G Did there come a point in time when, as you under-
1

2 stood it, the accident was over and recovery began?

3 A. There was no specific time. *Ve evolved to it.

I

4j G Was there a specific event?
!

S| A. No. To qualify that, there was a specific point in
,

'

6 time when we felt confident in the stability of the plant,

7 but that didn't make the release stop. And that was a rather

!
B long-term gradual evolution from accident to recovery.

!
9' O Can you approximate or state a date by which you

10 felt certain that the evolution from emergency to recovery

'
Il ' had taken place -- or had completed, I should say?

12 ; A. I can only guess that about the first part of May,

13I it was fairly evident that we were into a recovery mode. We
i

14 were on long-term cooling. And what the specific date was,
1

15 ! I don't recall.
I

16 ! q During emergency drills were various persons given
;t

17 || an opportunity to act as the ECS director?
'| |

I6 4 A. We have had several people act as ECS director, yes,
a

19 G Do you know whether, in response to the accident on

20 i March 28, there was anybody who acted as ECS director who had
i

21 not played that role in a drill? |

22 A. I can't be certain that Mike Janouski, who fulfilled ;

!
'

23| that function for a very brief time at the very onset, has |

24 personally been involved in a drill. I know"he has had the
Ace Feder$1 Reporters, Inc. ,

25 training, but other than that, I think everyone has been
f

,
. . .-
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I

I involved in the drill.

2 O At the time when you and Mr. Mulleavy were

3
,

.

alternating 12-hour shifts, am I correct that someone else
i

d who was in the Unit 1 control room was regarded as ECS

5' director?

6 A. That's correct.

i G It's your understanding that all the persons who7
'

- .
,

|8'' filled that role in that period had had an opportunity to ,

9 play that role in a drill?

10
i A. No, I don't feel that. As a matter of fact, I'm

11 - fairly certain that they have not; although I also think that
.

12: the function was entirely different than what one would have

13 f'

; seen during a drill.
,

I What is the event that marks the requirement for !O
I

15 ievacuation of nonessential personnel?

16
A. The event that marks-the requirement --

| I
I7 Is it the declaration of site emergency or siteG

I8 ) emergency or something?
!

19'i
.

'

A Discretion of the emergency director. ;
:
i 1

20 g When, in resp ise to the March 28th incident, was !

i

21 it determined to evacuate nonessential personnel?
!

A. Approximately 10:00 o' clock in the morning. I J

23 don't know the exact time.
!

24
O N U" M D"*"" -

AceF o.r:: n.cori.ri, inc.

25 A No, I don't. The nonessential personnel were -- had
,

, , . - - - , . , - ,, - - - , - - - , . - - . . - - , - - - . - - .
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1I 'been mustered for quite some time at holding points, and it
'l

2 was at that point that we recognized that there really was no

3 need and that we had the observation center set up to accom-

4 modate all of the support people that we needed, and that they ;
i

1

5 would be close enough at hand if we did need people. i

6 g In the last answer, when you referred to "that

i 7 point," do you mean 10:00 o' clock or whenever it was that the

8L evacuation was actually ordered?

9! A Yes.
'

10 4 But your testimony was that the evacuees were all

11 at the places where they were supposed to muster and they were !

12 ' ready to leave for some period prior to that?

i13 ; A Yes. ,

s
,

14 0 And they went to their mustering points upon the I

15 i declaration of~a site emergency?
I

|
i 16 j A That's correct.

i
II

17 j G Do you recall doing an off-site dose calculation
!

!
18 at approximately 7:10 on the morning of March 28th? ,

i
!

3 '

19 ? A I did not do any off-site dose calculations.

!
20 g Do you recall verifying one? ,

i

21 A I recall verifying one. I recall looking at several

22 during the morning. !

!

23 g And specifically, do you recall one that was made |
'

24 by Mr. Crawford based on a reading of the dome monitor?
Am Federal Reporters, loc.

25 A Yes, sir, I do.

l
.. ., - - _ -
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i

Il g Do you remember verifying that one?

2, A Yes, I do.

3 '' O Am I correct that Mr. Crawford's calculation was
I

4j incorrect? :

i i

5 A No, I think Mr. Crawford's calculation was correct.
i

'

6 G Was it based on an incorrect reading of the monitor?j
'l

7 h|
A No, I don't believe so.

!

8 0 What was the calculation of the off-site dose he :
i

9 came up with?

'
10 A Approximately 10 R per hour gamma at a location

11 which was the center of the town of Goldsboro, which is on

12i the west shore of the Susquehanna.
'

i

13 | 0 And your understanding is that, based upon the ;

I
i '

14
i informatio.n that he had, he correctly calculated a projected

15 { dose of 10 R per hour?
I '

16 ; A Yes.
!

. ., . :
"L 0 That would have b een the basis for evacuating

i
i

I3 || Goldsboro, isn't itt
h

I9 ' If it Was based only on information we had available,A
l ,

20 yes. ;

!
21 O What did you do to verify it?

22 A At the time -- md I know I have some concerns with | '

23 the NUREG document 0600, in the timing, and I have gone back

24 since the accident, because I recalled when that figure was
Ace-Feder:A Reporters, Inc.

25 given to me we already had monitors at the site boundary in
i

v v y
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1 the direction of Goldsboro on the west shore of the island
0g here that were reading zero, no detectible radiation whatsoever.2

3 Also, at that time our containment pressure was negligible and

4 it may have been one pound. >

5 The projection is based on 55 pounds of pressure and at
,

;

6 twice the tech spec allowable leak rate. I understand that

7 the NUREG document indicates that was made at 10 after 7:00.
il

B If one were to review the radiation monitoring system strip

9' charts and assume that the numbers that Howie Crawford used

10 to input to the calculations were correct, that he read the
f '

Il monitor correctly, the timing was more like 7:35 rather than
.

i

i
*

12 : 7:10.,
'

.

13 And I believe that those numbers were accurate and were

14 made -- the calculations were made about 7:35. And I ?ecall ,

15 having the information available from the fencepost monitor,

16 f if you will, prior to that calculation. And those first
'

17 j) numbers were arrailable around' 7 :25 to 7 :30.
'

,

I

18 ' O Am I correct that when you saw Mr. Crawford's

F

19 ' calculation, as you recall it, you already had monitoring
\ I

20 | data which tended fairly strongly to suggest that the 10 R
i

21 per hour projection in Goldsboro couldn't possibly be right?
(22 A That is correct. l

i

23 O Did you have any role in ordering a Pennsylvania ,

24 State -- or requesting a Pennsylvania State Police helicopter
j Acefederal Reporters, Inc,

25 to come to TMI and take a team to Goldsboro to verify what
4

i

i
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1 you thought and hoped was the fact, which is that it did not

2'j have a 10 R per hour reading there?
:

3 ;| A Yes, I was involved in the determination for the

4 need of a helicopter. I did not make the specific request.

5 G Do you know who did?
.

6 A George Kunder made the request via the site protec-

7 tion officer. It might have been a sergeant, someone in the
!

,

8 security force.
!

9' G Did the helicopter arrive?

10 A The helicopter came in. I don' t recall a time.
;

.

II I believe it was an hour later.

12 G To your knowledge, did a team go in the helicopter

13 | to Goldsboro and take a measurement?i

'

Id A I thought one did. I have been led to believe --i

!
15 ! when we determined t'he need for the helicopter, we simulta-

16 neously sent a team in a car to drive around. But recognizing
,

\
17 the time it takes to get there, we requested a helicopter.

I '

13 j Which team got there first I don't know. I know the helicopter
i

19 was available, because I subsequently used it for other
,

I !

20 things.

21 g What did you use it for? f
I,

22 A We had an iodine reading in Gold'sboro that was ,

23 questionable. In fact, the iodine sample was taken in

,6Dgo 24 xenen, x-e-n-e-n, atmosphere, and I did not feel comfortable, ,

= Aw FWw) Rworwrs, lm.

25 that the reading taken was accurate. The reading was low
,

i ,

'

)l
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'

i

1| enough to provide me with many hours to evaluate it, and I
i!

2 requested that helicopter to take the sample to the State

3" Bureau of Radiological Protection for them to analyze it in

4 their laboratories, to get a good handle on the actual value.
,

5, G Did there come a time when someone reported back to

6 you about an actual reading which had been made in Goldsboro

1
7 after you requested that one be made by the team, either in

,,

8 the car or by the team in the helicopter?

9 A Yes.

10 G What was the reading that came back?;

;

II A No dete:tible levels. This also is the one that had
,

12 the detectible level of iodine. Although the leve.' was very

13 low, it was detectible. And I felt -- Itthink we have subse-
,

14 .quently shown that the equipment used to monitor, analyze for
i

15 the iodine dose, needs time to warm up and stabilize, and it

16 was a quick field measurement that gave us a few spurious

17 counts, and we thbught it to be iodine.

0
'

I8 ' G Can you explain how Mr. Crawford could have made an

H accurt.te calculation of 10 R per hour as the expected level in
! i !

20 1 Goldsboro when in fact there were no detectible levels? ,

21 A I think that the single biggest factor in that
.

22 particular item is that the dome monitor did not respond -

|
23; accurately. The projected levels are based on the dome j

} 1

24 monitor readings, plus some very conservative assumptions. *

! AeFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 Since we are trying to do, in defining the procedure for dose
,

e r ~ -
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1 projections, there are a lot of parameters which cannot be
:

2 determined, so that conservative assumptions are made. And

3, I feel, first of all, that the dome monitor overresponded

4 significantly.
-

5 I feel, secondly, that the building pressure of one or two
;

6 pounds versus the conservative assumption of 55 pounds would ,

7, add to it; and, thirdly, an accident leak rate of twice that
i

i
8; of an allowable tech spec release rate, considering the fact

9 that we were a brand-new plant in a brand-new building and

10 were pretty leak-tight, and had to infer their conservatism
, ,

II | to the qualification. I

!

12 But I think the dome monitor was the overwhelming problem.

I13 MR. DIENELT: Off the record. |

'

Id | (Brief recess.)
i

15 | BY MR. DIENELT:
1

16 ! O You indicated when you were discussing the possible

17 presence of iodine in Goldsboro, I believe, that you felt
i

18 ; that its presence might be due to a large release of xenon
i

" or mobile gases?
|

20 A. Potential, not necessarily large, but potential ,

21 that would also be absorbed on the charcoal filter,xenon, ;

22 which would interfere with the iodine analysis. |

23 G At what point did you draw that conclusion or

24 hypothesis?
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A. I have known that for years.

.
. __- _ _ - -
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1 G In the specific context of this incident? Maybe

2H what I'm asking you is, when did you get the reading with

3i respect to iodine which --

4i A We obtained the reading at approximately 8:30 to ,

i

I

5' 8:45, in that neighborhood. The reading itself was not a

6- very high reading, if it was a real reading. It allowed for

7 many, many hours for us to evaluate it before we would have
i

8, to take any type of protective action.

9 As a matter of fact, I think it was in the matter of.

,

10 ' hundreds of hours before any protective action would be

11 , required. So I felt -- and I discussed it with the Sta,.e ;

,

12 Bureau of Radiological Protection, the fact that we ought to

13 do a very thorough evaluation, get the-charcoal cartridge and

14 the sample analyzed at the state laboratories to determine if f

15 in fact we really did have iodine.

|
16 G Apart from the helicopter that came from the state

17 police in connection with the readings or the expected levels
,

18 in Goldsboro, were you involved in any requests for other |
; t

019i- helicopters?
I

|

I 20 A I did not make any other requests for other heli- j

;

21 copters, no. ;

i

22 O Other helicopters were used in connection with the
'

!
I i

| 23 response? ;
'

!

|
'

24 A Yes.

: Am-Fewet Rgorurs, tm. ;

25 0 Do you know where they were obtained?
'

:
,
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1 A I don't kr.ow specifically. I have been led to

2I believe that they were helicopters frca a helicopter service

c-9 3 in the Gettysburg area. I could be mistaken on that,

i

a

5 '

6|
|

7

8

9

10

i
11

|

|
i

13 ;

i

14 |

.

'

15

16

17

t

18 |

19 1

!

20 j.

:,

21

22 i

!

23

24

Ace Feder:3 neoorters anc.

25
i
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kno0A4 1 J Jo you Anow who made the errangements for them?

2 A I know I didn't out whoever aid, it was one of ta:

J best thinas they diJ.

4 0 dire there any arrangement made, or plans for the

5 use o f helicopters developeo prior to the accid'nt?

5 A No, there were not, otner than, of course, what we
'

/ Just maationed. de had on many ocessions discussed the

3 potential for use for the state police nelicopter in

9 f errying people to the west shore, out not f or the use --

10 monitoring use, tnat we gave the helicopcers later on.

11 O Had you ever used nelicopters in crills?

14 A We have not used them in emergency drills. No.

!3 3 dere you involved in estaolisning any

14 communications between the Unit 2 control room and the 323,

la af ter tne emergency was declared on Marca 26th?

16 A Establishing the communications?

I/ 0 Yes, opening the phone line.

13 A Yes, I guess I have to say yes, in that I -- once

19 I arrived in the control room and assessed the situation, I

2] called the ECS on the page and established a connonications

21 link with the -- with Joe DeMann at the time, in the

22 _ emergency control room station.

23 0 You encountered no delays or problems in

24 connection with estaolishing communication with the ECS?

23 A No.

|

I.

e- - __ _
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KonJAd i O tlere there any delays or Oroblems as the day wore

2 on, with E03?

3 A N3. I think in our experience on '4 arch 23th, we

4 found comm'iniJations to be easier then we had ever had them

o during tne orills, cecause of tne lack of normal tra f fic on

5 the communi stions network and normal conducting of

4 ousiness.

3 J dere there adcitions made to your %nowledge to tha

/ communications system from tne Unit 2 contr31 room to

10 resoond to the incident?

11 A I a ssume that you're talking in the first day,

la first hours?

13 0 Yes, sir.

1 -; A Tne only additional communications that I can

15 recall was tnat an additional radio lint was set up oetween

15 the control room and the observation center, specifically

11 between the control room and Jack Her cein at the ooservation

13 center.

19 0 At a time later than Maren 28th, were there

2J additional phones or other additional communications

21 equipment installed?

22 A Yes.
|

23 0 dnat was insta11eo?

24 A de had several additional phone lines installed.

25 0 Why was it necessary to have the additional lines?

|

- - - . _ , - - - - . - _ , - - - ,
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k'oJA4 1 A I feel that the ma jor proolem that we ran into was
.

d the cesire for various organizations to maintain opa, phana

3 lines. I think we nad at 13e st two dRC-dedic ated lines. 4

4 had a B&is-d3dicated line. Ne had verious other dedicated

a lines, and it just completely drained all of our normal

3 telechone lines fro 7 the control room. If we wante: to mate

/ normal calls, or even calls that were in suoport of the

3 emergency response out not to one of the specific agencias,

) we nad very limited phone capaoilitie s.

10 J I take it that you held the view, prior to the

11 incicent on Waren 23th, tnat the existing communications

12 network would be sufficient to deal witn any accident which

13 you contemplated?

14 A Yes.

16 3 Would it ce f air to say you didn't contempl ate an

16 accident of this magnitude?

I, A It would De f air to say I didn't comprehend an

13 accident of this type. Magnitude is questionable.

1/ 0 Did you have any role in coordinating efforts oy

20 state and federal agencies in connection with off-site

21 monitoring after March 28th?

22 A No, I did not.

23 0 You were aware that various agencies were engaged

24 in that monitoring?

25 0 I was aware that some agencies were involved in

|

. _ .
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kaoJA4 i monitoring. It too.c several wes%s cefore I was made aware

2 of the full scope of the monitoring.

3 0 Jo you '<now who , if anyona, was coordinating the

4 e f fort, or collecting and coordinating the information that

3 was being aeveloped oy the tarious alen;ies?

3 A I don't believe tnat ther3 was a single indivioual

/ or single orgenization that was co11 actin.7 all dat1. I

3 think that tne individual organizations had their 3in J2t3

/ collection mechanisms. But for instance, all the

IJ information available fron the DOE wasn't av a ilable to .(? t

11 Ed personnel for days -- at least not to the people I was

Id familiar with.

13 J das there a person or a Jo o c a t ego ry -- i t doe s n' t

14 h ave to ce Dy name -- who wa s de s i gn s t e d oy the emergen:/

la plan to attempt to collect or to coordinate all of the cata

la that various persons might collect in their off-site

I, monitoring e fforts during an emergency?

Id A No. The emergency plan r3 911y is defined -- or it

11 defines that the monitoring capability is handled entirely

23 oy Met Ea, and addresses itself to that situation, which is

21 the most conservative approach. The most limited numoer of

22 people available.

23 I don't think that the plan had ever thought to address

24 the multitude of interested parties that were here to take

23 the data, and I'm sure there is a lot of extremely good data

,

.

I

,
_ _ _ . -- . . _. .. . - . -
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k;o)Ad I ootained -- and tne coordination of that was not edcressed

2 in ne plan, and I don't think went a ff very well.

3 J Nnan you had communication with BRH, diu you

4 receive any results of monitoring, vaien BRH had as a result

of its own monitoring, or as a result of information3

a turnisheJ it by other sourc?s?

/ A No, I was not aware of an/.

3 ) /ie re there any persons fro n tne BRM or otherwisa

> from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the control room?

IJ A Not on March 23th. Not in any permanent-type

11 assignment during tne entira evolution.

! la 0 NRC persons were invited to the dr i ll s t is that

|3 corr?ct?

14 A Tnat is correct.

15 0 And they participated in the critiques?

15 A That is correct.

! l4 0 .1as there a mechanism for taking corrective action

13 or ad justing the emergency procedures which were followeo in

19 response to critiques that were made by NRC or by otner

20 perso ns ?

21 A NRC -- to cetter explain their role, the NRC
f
|

| 22 involved in our drills did not participate in the critiqu?
|

! 23 as individuals with ' comments, but rather to witness the

24 critique and then subsequent to the critique woulc hold en

25 interview that would be documented in an inspection recort.

. _ _
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kac]AR_ 1 And inspection recort responses are very well-cefinea.

4 0 Was Mr. Porter in a position of authority in the

3 period oeginning on March 2Sth?

4 A I would not define his position as one of

5 a utno ri ty . dr. Porter is a certified health physicist and a

5 consultant. He has oeen involved in emerg?ncy planning for

/ various utilities, and I think he acted in the role of a

3 cons ul t an t , out his advice was very hignly regarded.

9 J Am I correct that he and his company, Porter A

10 Gertz, were consultants to '.iet Ed prior to 4aren 287

11 A Ye s , the y we re .

12 J Wn at -- s t r i k e tha t .-

13 Had he dealt directly with you prior to March 2S?

14 A He has on many occasions, yes.

I; O Mnat kind of consulting role would he play?

15 A He played a variety of roles, one being energency

Is planning, another being environmental monitoring, another

id being in plant Health Physics , and several other areas.
,

1/ 0 dere there any other consultants who were emoloyed

23 prior to March 28th in connection with the Health Pnysics

21 program as f requently as was Mr. Porter?

22 A I would say no. He was our principal consultant.

23 I don't recall using any other organization, but on rare

24 occasions.

2a 0 Just so I can be clear, you did testify earlier
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' tacDAi I that Mr. Porter acted for some period of tine as tn- EC3

4 dira: tor in the period af ter .4 arch 23th?

3 A fa clarify that, ,4r. Porter was in the 303. I'

4 con't oelieve he was ever in tha 203 , in charge -- solel/ in

a charge of tne organization. But I celieve ne wes proviaing

a guidence to some of the other individuals such as Len Landry

4 anc 3ev Good, in nel;ing them esteolish the routing of

3 o ff-s ite monitoring.

/ ) Do you know whether he ever oraerea or requested

10 that any samples ce taken b/ the Rad Chan techs?

11 A l'm sure he had direct input into the directing of

12 s a mp l e --

13 0 You con't know which ones?

14 A No, I do no t. I'm sure tnere were numerous

15 samples.

15 Q Do you know whether he actually issued an order

1[ for someone to do it, or simply made requests or suggestions

13 that it be done?

19 A I don't know that one could distinguish cetween

2J the two on March 28th or 29th. I can't really answer that.

21 Q Did you give any instructions to anyone relating

22 to Mr. Porter's authority to request or direct that sampling

23 take place?

24 A No, I did not. Mr. Porter is f airly well known b/

26 most of the members of our staff, if not-all.

!
L

|
|

. - . - - - . _ . .-,
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k aoJA.? I J .fould it os fair to say that he was a person who

2 nad sufficient respect tnat wherever he went during the

3 response, if he made a suggestion or a request, people woul;
,

4 tenc to follow the suggestion or request bas e d o n ni s --

o cased on the respect they had for him rather than on any -

5 f ormal role tney f elt he has had?

/ A fnet is correct. I think that is e fair

3 assessment.

/ 0 I celieve you have indicated in your earlier

IJ testimony tnat you felt it tould have oeen desira' le to naveo

11 one individual exercising overall responsibility in the

12 dealth Physics areo in responding to the accident, in that

13 thera was no one to fill that role. Is that a fair
,

14 statement?

la A I think tnat the feeling -- or what I was trying

to to convey was that there -- I didn't feel that there was an

ie adequate cefinition of areas of responsibility in tne Healta

13 Physics area for the support of those that were inside. I

1/ f eel that the organization is f airly well-a tfined and taere

20 is no question of the responsioilities and the chain of

21 command in the Health Physics, for those of us who were

22 inside, out that many of the functions of Health Physics ar3

23 not going to be performed by those that are responding to

24 the e mergency. And especially in areas such as the

23 logis tics and supply, manning, coordination of schedules and

i

!
!

-
.. .
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kap 0AJ l things of tnat nature. And I feel that there ought to os

e not only a single individual responsiola off-site, out

a several individuals who, reporting to tnat single

4 individual, xno have functional areas defined.

6 0 But you have made --

5 .iould you have made Mr. Porter tnat individus1 if you haJ

7 nad the autnority to do so?

3 A I don't know that I would have maae him that

> individual, as much as I might have preferred to use his

10 capacility and expertise as one of the functional area

11 managers, if you will, rather than overall cooroinator.

12 I don't necessarily feel that that overall coordinator

13 has got to os a health physicist. I feel that each of tne

14 f unctional areas has got to oe somecody who is intimately

*

13 f amiliar with Health Physics, but tha t an overall

16 coordinator who is just a good manager would be sufficient,

Ie just to coordinate their activities and ensure that the

16 right kind of person, be it a Syd Porter or nealth physicist

1/ f rom Peach Bottom, or Sut auehanna plant or whatever, be in

20 eacn of the functional areas and is carrying out the

21 functional area responsiellities.

22 Q Did you make the concern that you have just

23 expresseo known during tne response to the accident?

24 A I don't think I recognized the problem dut. a the |

2a resonse as anywhere near that which I recognized several

i
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kaoJAd I wee.<s afterwards. I knew we were naving proolems off-site

2 because I didn't feel I was getting the response I wantec,

3 out I coulon't in any way aafine wn/ that was happening.

4 Man / times it actually go to tne point where we thought

5 taere were specific individuals that we re n' t functioning.

$ It wasn't that as much as tnat those indiviauals didn't hava
the cooroinetion to define for them -- to tne point theye

3 could support.

9 0 During the response, you were confused as to who

10 your boss was?

11 A No.

le o That was Gary Miller?

13 A That was Gary Miller.

14 Q I want to show you a document which has cesn

16 marked as Exhioit 30-18, entitled General Review of the

16 Health Physics Program at Tnree Mile Island Nuclear Station,

il dated March 20, 1979.

13 Are you familiar with that?

19 A Yes, I am.

2) Q dnen was the first time you saw it?

21 A I don't know the specific date, but I would guess

22 it to be prooably Marcn 23, 24.

23 Q Wnat was the context in which you saw it?

24 A It was given to me for review as the result of an

25 audit that had been performed at the station.
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xcp0A.1 1 0 Wno gave it to you?

2 A Jave Limroth.

3 Q Had you been interviewed of the authors of the

4 report?

5 A Yes.

o 0 Anat period of time or length of time had you

I spent with them?

d A I spent -- in a cirect inte rvie w -- on tha or e r

9 of tnree to four nours. But over tne course of one week's

lJ stay. I would think that that at least doublea, at least, if

11 not tripled, in total time.

12 0 Did you review the report for Mr. Limroth?

13 A I reviewea the report after it was given to me,

IJ and also we had estaolished a meeting, and I don't recall

15 the exact da'te at which the meetings was going to be hela.

la But we had a meeing set up amongst two or tnree of us to

il discuss this particular report in preparation for a meeting

13 with the vice president. Tha t first meeting was set up for

19 March 28th at 10:30 and never did materialize.

20 J Had you pr'apared anything in writing?

21 A In response to this? tio , I had not.

22 0 Yes, sir. Had you prepared anything in writing in

23 connection with the preparation of the review?

24 A In preparation?

25 3 of the report, of the document.
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k-" JAR I A do.

2 0 Can you recall what your reaction was when you
i

3 first reviewed the report?

4 A Yes. It was of no surprise ta me. The authors

j haa proviceu us with an exit interview prior to leaving the

a sita and before preparing tne report, wnere they had

4 cescrioec each of tne items as they felt they would appear :

8 in writing. The particular items under which -- there ar e

/ man /, I think, and in generel I agree with :he majority of

IJ them. I have a few of them I take exception to, out those

11 -- cut I feel that those I take excpe tion to are significant

12 ones.

13 J dno attended the exit interview?

14 A I don't remember all of the people, out Gary

la Aille r was there, Dave Limroth was enera. I wa s the re , in

16 attendance. I celieve Jim 3eelinger was there, and there

i, may have been someone else. I don't reca ll.

Id Q das Mr. Mulleavy there?

19 A I don't recall. I do not celieve so.

20 0 Were there changes of any significant nature in

21 the conclusions anc recommendations made in the report, from

22 those whicn were related to the group at the exit meeting?

23 A No.

24 0 Had the meeting which was scheduled for Narch 28th

2a at 10:30 ever been held?

.

!

i
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4a o 0A.1 1 A do, it was not.

2 J Has there oeen any meeting or consideration oy a

3 group since March 23th of tnis report?

4 A flo, not to my knowledge.

J J Has there ever oeen a meeting at which you were

present, or consideration b/ eny group of tne major itemsa

whicn you oelieve were iaentified in the report?,

d A Inere has not been a formal meeting held with a

9 group of individuals, although I feel tnat many of the

10 i tems , significant items that are presented here, nave in

il fact been -- some of the recommendations have been

12 incorporatea more as a result of the accioent than as a

13 result of tais report.

14 And primarily because of the tremendous change in the

is overall program at Three Mile Island. A lot of these

16 i ssue s , I tnink, are going away very rapidly. Not that this

1/ report is tne document that has caused those things.

13 0 Are you aware of any actions that were

19 contemplatea oy the Met Ed as a result of the exit interview

20 or the report prior to the accident on Marcn 28th?

21 A No, I do not believe there was any action

22 c on te mplated . As a matter of f act, the meeting that we had

23 scheduled on Maren 28th was to prepare the supervisory
i

24 oepar tment level e plan of attac k, if you will, that we |
|

26 could present to the Vice President in conjunction with our

|

|
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knoJAR I discussing tnis.

2 In other worcs, a game plan to try to resolve many or

J these proclams because we had no assurance tnat the / ice

4 President was going to, first of all, agree with some of the

3 findings, and seconcly, agree with our me tnod of solving

6 some of those preolems. Ana we wanted to put them out on

the t aole rignt et tne ceginning and we weren't going to.

d waste our time running cown the wroqg paths.

/ J dno was scheduled to attend tne meeting on Merch

10 28tn?

11 A Dave Limroth, mysel f , Jim Mudge , A-u-d-g-e , wna

12 was tne supervisor of the radiation safety anc environmentel

13 engineer group of Reacing, which was our off-site, our

14 corporate Health Physics support.

Mas Mr. Mulleavy schedulea to attend?la u

Io A I don't really know. I can't rememoer. I do '<now

17 the three of us were involved.

13 J dould it ce fair to characterize your view of what

1) was to take place in that meeting as a strategy session

2J oesigned to attempt to choose the oes t way to ge t management

21 to go along with changes that you wanted to make, at least

22 some of which had been suggested in the report?

23 A Right. We were attempting to define the me thocs

24 of implementing some of the recommendations and the type of

25 recommendations that exist in this document, are not small

. - _ - - -
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kapDAR 1 items , specific type concerns, out ra ther some very gener al

2 conce rns tnet I felt would take a f airly lengthy amount of

3 time to resolve. And as a matter of fact, some even

4 involved possible contract negotiations with the union,

a things that could drag on for years, and I think my major-

a concern was that we define the methoJs of resolving them,

and got the olessing of upp3r management right at the,

d oeginning so we knew we weren't going to be spending a lo t

/ of time , and then be turned around oy management and put

10 into .a di ff erent direction.

11 J Did you expect opposition or resistance from your

12 upp?r manage ment? -

13 A Ge ne rally, no. In some items, I felt that there

14 was the potential for resistance.

15 0 Turning bac k to Exhibit 30-18, you indicated that

16 there were a few items with which you took exception. Can

is you tell me what they are?

16 A We ll , I can give you one specific. I don't know

19 if I can give you all of them without a detailed review.

20 The one had to do with the -- some of the technical concerns

21 relative to the TLD readings over the previous several

22 months. I don't -- didn't personally f ee l that the

23 individual that made the comments had sufficient time to

24 evaluate all of the data, and that it was more of an

25 overview that indicated to him problems that I think he
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kapDAR I addre ssed in specifics that were not totally accurate. That

2 would be one example.

3 Q Do you have any otaers in mind at this time?

4 A I don't right now.

5 J You indicated that the exception you did have did

5 not go to what you regarded as the major points, is that

I correct?

3 A Tna t's correct.

/ 0 What were the major points?

13 A I think the major points were, first of all, the

11 chemistry, HP departments being a combined organiza tion,

12 ooth at the technician level and then the organizational

12 conce rns at a supervisory level. I think the item of the

14 necessity for a single individual responsible for dosimetry,

15 I think the definition, if fou will, of a rad chem tech's

16 job scope, and in that the rad chem tecas, through the

17 years , have evolved to fill functions that could oe, should

13 De filled oy utility workers, clerical personnel, things of

19 that nature, which were -- which was diluting the eff orts of

23 the technicians.

21 In the concern of how many technicians is enough, that

22 the number of technicians is going to be - you need, is

23 going to be defined by the job scope as you define it for

24 them.

25 And finally, it just slipped my mind, training. Training

_

m
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kap 0AR I of the technicians and the lack thereof anc the nee; or the

I didn't think tnat the opposition was going to come in2 --

3 .the form of -- or I didn't feel that the significant fincing

4 here was going to be objected to cy management, but I was

5 ver/ concerned aoout the recommenation or implementation of

a the .:orrective action that I was trying to push for.

2 So 4 hat you're saying is that you anticipatec.

5 management would nave problems with the amount of money you

9 wanted to spend on training?

10 A Nell, no, I think the concern I had in most of

Il these anc most of taese go cack to the same single item, we

12 were i n a -- I felt we were in a very tight concition

13 financially and this was being torne out by cuts in cuage t.

14 cuts in personnel oudget. And any time that we definea a

!3 proolem area that has a recommenced solution, that will

15 result in additional personnel. It was a very difficult or

4/D 17 hard spot with our management because of the problems tnat

13 we had had in the last couple of years in personnel oudge ts.

1/

2J

21

22

23

24

25

:

)
- - - - .. - - - ... -.
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1 0 In this context, who is "we"?

i

2 A We at Met Ed. .

1

i
3 G Are there any other major points in the report that <

4 you recall?
-

5 A I think I have covered them. I think that covers .
,

t

6; generally about all of the points.
'

'

|

7| G Were there major points of concern to you with
I

8 respect to the health physics program which were not addressed
i

9) by the report?
,

i

!
10 A Well, I would say no, primarily because I think the

:

11 report was general enough that it involved a lot of these j

12 genefal problems. Some of the specific areas which may not j
i
'

13 have been addressed would in fact solve themselves.

la An example would be some of the technical concerns on the

15 dosimetry would most adequately be covered by getting a j

|

16 single individual responsible who could focus on those areas. '

|
17 Whether that be a real problem or not is academic.

18 G Are you aware of other reports or audits similar ;

!

19 to the report and audit or examination which took place in |
|

|

20 connection with Exhibit 3018, that were made prior to the !

21 date of Exhibit 3018?

22 A I am aware of one such andit, which was done by

23 Don Reppert of GPU Service Corporation in conjunction with

24 Tom Potter of Pickard, Lowe & Garrick.
Ace Foo.r.i neponen, inc.

25 g What is that organization? |
6

i

_ __
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;

1 A Pickard, Lowe & Garrick is a consulting firm out of
,

2 Washington, D.C.
,

t
'

3 G Was it written in connection with that examination

4 or audit? -

5 A Yes, it was. ;'

6; G Did you have an opportunity to review that?

7| A Yes, and quite some time ago. I'm going back now

I !
, '

S i to a year or a year and a half.
t

9| G As best you can recall, how did the conclusions and

10 recommendations of the Reppert report, if we may call it that, !

!
11 compare with those of the NUS report, which is Exhibit 3018? .

1

12 ! A Well, I think the Reppert audit was done for a
.

13 completely different purpose and was focusing on a different ,

,

,!14 area.
i

15 To give a little background, the Reppert review or audit ;
f

16 was actually requested by the general office review board,
!

17 who brought up questions at one of the meetings based on some

18 problems that Oyster Creek hid had, and that one of the major

19 ' problems at Oyster Creek was the inadequacy of procedures. .

!
20 The Reppert and Potter review was asked to specifically look

21 at that area, an area of procedures, rather than a general

22 overview of the entire department.

23 I think that the findings would naturally be different, |
!

24 because they were looking at it from an entirely different
*

Am4WwW Rammes, inc.

25 aspect. If I recall properly, I think that the report was

!

'.

i
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1 a lot more favorable, but that it did touch on, although not

2 as extensively as this report, it did touch on the same general!

3 types of concerns.

4 One of the major differences, though, I think, if we can

5 look at it, was that I think the Reppert and Potter' review
,

l6. was done at a time when we hadn't felt the impact of Unit 2,
;

7f and therefore a lot of the problems that the NUS audit had

'

8 determined or defined were not quite as obvious, because af

9 the additional manpower being available to keep a lot of

i
'

10 these concerns a lot more hidden.

11 So I think -- it is my opinion of the way this transpired, |
t
1

12 ! I don't think that the Reppert report in any way presented |
:

13 the issues as vividly as this report did. And I think the
!

14 reasoning is as I have explained it.

15 g Do you recall whether there were any actions taken

16 with respect to procedures or with respeet to other matters

17 as a result of the P 3 pert report?

'IS A I don't recall right now.

19 | g Who would be in the best position to know whether f
I

f

20 | any changes had been made as a result of the Reppert report?

21 A Well, I probably would be that person. I unfortu-
,

22 nately haven't looked at it recently. And trying to go from j

,

23 memory, I just couldn't do it.

24 G Would it be fair to say that there were no dramatic
. Am.sewo n==n n ire. ;

25 or significant changes made as a result of tha Repport |

|
|
,
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1 report?

2 A I think that is a fair assessment, yes.
.

3 G I believe you said that the conclusions and recom-

2

4 mendations of the NUS report did not come as a surprise to
:
,

5 you?

|
6 A Oh, no. '

.

7 G And was the only reason for that that you had had
!

6 an exit interview? !
!!

i

9 A No.

l

10 | G You were aware prior to the exit interview and -

i

Il l prior to the audit that some of the problems or deficiencies, i

|
12 if I may call them that, existed?

13 A Yes, most identified in this audit were identified ,

t.

t

14 in the sequence that the two individuals that authored this i
!

15 report conducted interviews and tried to determine from an |

16 HP staff where the major concerns were with our supervision, ;

17 as well as many technicians. And then simultaneously it

i
18 started out as a two-man interview, and very rapidly went to .' ,

19 i a one-man interview; the other man out in the field, trying |

I

20 to substantiate some of the concerns, trying to witness for

21 themselves whether or not our concerns were in fact real.

22 And based on what they found, they either came back -- and I

23 think I could pretty much say every one of these recommenda- !

24 tions was in, was actually defined first by someone from my i

: A=-Fews neom, . ine. !
>

25 staff or myself. '
,

!
,
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I The bulk of them were things that I had asked them to

2 look into. They also looked into areas that they felt we

3 had had concerns, and came back feeling that we were not ,

'd accurate in our assessment, in that the symptcat that we were ,

t
.

5 seeing was probably a result of a cause other than what we

0 thought it was, and it was defined as such in the report. |
t

7I O Prior to the interviews with you and your staff,

8 had you had discussions with members of your staff regarding
,

,

9 problems in the health physics program? ;

j | A Yes.
! i

Il i

j G Have those discussions gone back over a period of

I12 ' time of as long as several years?

13 A Two years, maybe, yes.
I

G Had you, during that same two-year span, made known !14

|
15 the concerns which you had or the concerns which'your staff !

!
16 had to upper management?

I7 I think a lot of our concerns were made known to |A ,

I18 upper management on the Island. The question of whether they
!

lo have gone to highest management, I would say in most cases'

20 they had; not frequently from me, but via Gary Miller. I !

i

21 feel fairly certain that the majority, overwhelming majority
i.

of the concerns, have been brought to Gary Miller's attention.!22
.

I23 Have you ever expressed your concerns or those ofG,

:

24
your staff in writing? i

4 4.o.c.s c.oon.n. inc.
25 Not"all concerns expressed in one document. As aA

i
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1
matter of fact, I would say that it's ,-obably the best

assessment that some concerns were expressec individually in -

2|
'

3 writing at various times, but not a specific --

4 0 Individually by you? .

5i A Individually by me or by members of my staff to me, .

6, and then forsTrded to me.
>

7 G Do you know or can you approximate the number of
I

a separate instances in which there was some written communica-
|

9 tionidirectly or indirectly to Mr. Miller expressing a ,

10 ! concern with some aspect of the health physics program?

11 A I don't think I can put a real number on it.
!

!

12 i G Would it be as much as ten in the last two years?
I

13 A Half a dozen, maybe six.

|

14 I also would like to mention that Gary Miller did frequently.
'
!

15 hold meetings with the departments where he would have a
t

16 concerns meeting, if you will, where we could not only
.

17 discuss personal type concerns, but also department problems,

3| these types of problems, and they were discussed in those ;

i

19 types of meetings.
d
I G Were you sent -- when you sent or forwarded a20
4

21 written communication to Mr. Miller regarding the problems

4 - 22 with the health physics program, did you retain a copy? ;
;

23 A I probably have on most occasions.

24 G Did you place a copy in any file maintained at the i

! Ace FederJ Reporters, Inc.

25 company, as opposed to a personal file of yours? .

i

|

te ._ _
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I A. No.

2 MR. DIENELT: Off the record. ,

3 (Discussion off the record.)
,

4 MR. DIENELT: On the record. ,

,

5|
I would like to ask Mr. Dubiel, if you will, and if his

i

6; counsel would agree, to examine his own file and to make

7i available for our examination any written documents from him

8 or which he forwarded to Mr. Miller in relating to concerns

I

9| or problems in the health physics area for the period from
!.

10 ' March 28th, 1977, to March 28th, 1979.

11 BY MR. DIENELT:

12 Q. Did you ever receive back any written response to

!

13 , any of the individual concerns you made or relayed to j
.

14 Mr. Miller?

15 A. I can't say that I ilave or have not received

16 individual written response. I feel that every issue that i

I
t

17 was presented was addressed, and we discussed and tried to i

I3 formulate a game plan to work towards a resolution. I feel

19 ; like at Gary Miller's level, I got vnry good response, in |
| i

20 times not total agreement, but definitely it was a response. j

21 And we were attempting and have attempted to define methods

22 of resolving, and some of those things that we defined we~

23 couldn't move on for various reasons, and probably the single |

;
24 biggest reason heing the budget cuts that took away a lot of

[Ace Federd Reporters. Inc.

f25 our resolutions.

i
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I. G Were there any changes made during the two-year
1

2 period up to' March 28th, 1979, in the health physics program :

3 which you believe came as a result or partly as a result of
i

!4 the concerns that you or your staf f expressed'
!

5 A We -- I don't recall any specifics in the HP area. .

l!

6 The HP interface with rad wastes was an area of concern which !

7| was addressed and we did get resolution on. I can't give you

8 a specific answer strictly on the HP area. !

9
G What was done in the rad wastes area? .

! !

A The major concern we had there was the operations j
:

i

department responsibility in the area of rad waste and the I,li l

t

12 ' lack of any responsibility of HP in rad waste, and that we

13 felt there were a lot of health physics problems being created
1

Id that we had to solve, but had no impact on in the front end.
;

15 And as a result of -- af ter much going back and forth, we

16 finally got the entire rad waste group to report to me
,

I7 lirectly, which brought them all under my direction and |

I6| created an interface that was a lot stronger, and we put HP
||

" on the front end of the rad waste process.
,

!-

20 ' '

G Are you aware of any documents which would reflect
i

21 what changes or game plan you or Mr. Miller had asolved
i

upon which subsequently were not able to be implemented as |
;

23 a result of budgetary consideration?
,

24 A Well, the thing that sticks out most in my mind i

Aco+ederal Reporters, tric.

is that we had put in a persxmel budget request to add ,

f

-
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1 additional technicians -- would be the simplest one. And

2 those technicians were approved and authorized and subsequen': 'y

3 cut when we received a budget cut. And those documentations

4 are more -- most h the form of personnel forms that were

5 filled out and submitted to request additional authorization.

6 0 Did you and Mr. Miller prepare a proposed budget? -

!

7! A We, as a station, prepare a proposed budget that

i
I8 Gary Miller is responsible for. Part of that budget is a

9 personnel budget, and not only my concerns, but the concerns
i

10 of all the other concerns on the Island are filtered in, and

11 ! Gary Miller did provide th t my concerns were a top priority. |
1

^
i12 And in light of some of the other departments lacking manpower,

.

13 I felt that showed an awful strong regard by Gary Miller for
i

I14 the health physics concerns.

15 Unfortunately, we all lost, everybody. So I was the last
i

16 one to get cut. But it doesn't make much difference, r eally.

17 G The cuts were no deeper in terms of health physics
i

13
'

than they were in, say, terms of operational?
i

I19 I A No, and I think, as a classic example, a lack of
I I

20 ' machinists in the maintenance department was a critical !

!

21 item, and we had put the additional support in my department - -
|

22 Gary Miller had put that as a higher priority than the
,

23 machinists.

24 I think the cutting of the additional machinists cut
Am FWrJ Roorters, lm i

25 deeply into the maintenance group.
,

!

!

.
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I (Brief recess.)

2 BY MR. DIENELT:

3 0 Directing your attention to Exhibit 3018, the NUS

4 report, and specifically to page 2-1, can you tell me if you

5 agree with the statement made in the report that "The present

6 organization at Three Mile Island precludes the adequate1

t

7 performance of some critical health physics functions, and

8 the basic problem appears to be that the health physics

9 organization has not been properly upgraded to meet current
i i

10 demands."
I

|

!II And I should say that I'm asking you with respect to all
!.

12 ' of these for your opinion as of March 27th and prior. ;

!

I3 A Okay. I, as the statement that you just read, I |
:

Id generally agree with that statement.

15 g Was the f act or your view that the present organiza-

16 tion precludes adequate performance of some critical health
!

I7 physics functions made known by you to upper management prior

I6 | to March 28th?
'

'
!

: A It was made known in the fact that we had requested ;

I

20 additional personnel. i

i

21 I would just like to qualify one item there, which is

22 performance of some critical health physics functions is !
!

23 something that is subject to interpretation, and I felt that :
!

24
'

there were many functions that were required by either the
, Aos-Feded Reporters, Inc.

'
25 Code of Federal Regulations or regulatory guides or by our '

.
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1 cwn procedures that we may not have been fully adequate in

2 complying with, adequate to the sense that it was not the

3 ultimate position we would like to be in, but that I didn't

4 feel that we were in any way compromising the safety of the

5 workers at the station.
i

'
I

6! I did feel, though, that it showed trends towards that
i

I
7; ultimate end point if we continued to go in the direction we -

' I

8 were going in.

9 0 Had you and Mr. Miller recommended any changes
i

10 prior to March 28 to resolve the problem indicated by this

11 statement regarding the present organization?

12 A We had again requested additional people. We were, i

13 in fact, at the time working on reorganization to try to

14 become more efficient and put the right people in the right

15 spots to conduct the day to day b usiness . f

16 But I would also like to state that this particular state- ;

!
'

17 ment I think is a very general statement, which is brought
i

13 | out in additional statements further as we go through.

! 4

I9 ! O Let me direct your attention to another statement i

! ,
,

20 on page 2-1, that " Health physics and chemistry functions are :

1
21 combined under one department at the top, split apart at the

22 supervisor / foreman level, then recombined at the technician

23 level. This organizational structure is generally ineffective i
i

24 and has resulted in eerious problems at the technician level. I

Am-FWwd Recrwts, lm. ,

25 The scope of work is so extensive that none of the technicians
t

,
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I are properly qualified to perform all of their assigned

2 |. duties."
|

3 Do you agree with that statement? ,

4 A Yes.
i
i

5; G Had the problem reflected by that statement been

6! made known to upper management prior to the investigation or
!

7 audit which led to this report? '

I
8 A This is one of the items that has been discussed ,

9j in the past with station management, and in fact was being
,

i

10 ' addressed, or, I should say, the game plan, so to speak, to

11 work towards a solution had already been started, although it

|
12 | was not very far along at the time.

!

13 0 What had been done?

14 A We had begun to put together the justification and
:

15 documentation we felt would be necessary to sell upper manage-
,

16 ment on the idea of splitting. We had also begun to try to |

17 define the job functions of the two departments once they were

IS ' split, put together the position descriptions that are !

19 required, to try to work towards how we would present such a
i

20 ! split to the union, and define the classifications, all of ;

.

;

21 which had to be approved by the union or a contract negotiation;

I.

22 would have to be finalized.
.

!

23 Things such as, of course, dollars, salary, et cetera, we |
i

24 weren't concerning ourselves with. But the others we had
; Aces.oerts Reporters, Inc.

25 begun to work on.

.

. .
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1 G Had you formulated a recommendation as to how you

2' would propose to reorganize the department?

3 A' We had not put a formal proposal in. I feel that

4 that was part of what would go in as the justification. In
;

|
'

5, other words, a justification that would include a recommended
| '

6! split, how many would go into what area, and how they could

7 be used in general.
;

!

8 G Has any change in the organizational structure
,

9 taken place since March 28th?

10 | A No, it has not. But we are once again actively !

II involved in working towards that conclusion.
!

12 G Are there any definite plans for a change?

13 L There is definite plans to pursue it on my level. j
i

Id I don't know that upper management is fully aware of our

15 desires. By " upper management," I mean up to the vice presi- |

16 dent level.
,

17 G Turning your attention to page 2-3, at the top of
i

15
! the page, and I will ask you if you agree with the statement
i

II that "Dubiel's time and attention are spread much too thin,
,

'
,

20 just by the fact that all these people report directly to him. "!
21 A I guess I can't disagree with that. I don't think

22 anybody feels that they don't have enough work to do. I i

i

23 agreed with that statement at the time. I)really -- I think
'

I

'
24 that some of the solutions as defined here would alleviate

Ace Feded Reporters, Inc.

25 a lot of the problems, although I don't think that one could

,
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1 ever envision that fewer people reporting directly would make
i

2 all of the issues go away and that I would have plenty of time

3 to sit and think about everything that I had to do. I don't

4 think -- ,

!

5 % Had you made suggestions to upper management prior

6 to the investigation or examination that led to this report

7 regarding changes which could be made to give you more time !

8, to perform functions that you needed to perform? !

!

9| A Right. Basically, I would like to just mention ene

I
'

10 ' extenuating circumstance of this particular item, and this has
:

11 f been discussed between Gary Miller and myself quite often:
|

12 j the question of how many, of what kind of people and what

13 organization, is required, is one that we recognized was
|

14 almost impossible to resolve at the point we were at. Under- :

:

I
15 standing that we had, first of all, gotten.a single unit

16 operational to the point where it was starting to stabilize, ;

17 you could pretty much define the organization required to

IS | continually support Unit 1. f
i

19 . But at the' time I felt, anyway, and I think most others |
i

i
'

20 felt, that Unit 1 was achieving some consistency and pre-
|

21 dictability, Unit 2 went into a startup program. Startup

22 programs by nature are a tremendous workload and a tremendous'

:
I

23 drain on people.
'

24 We got into a ituation where we were now stabilized on
<

; Aerews awomri, ix.

25 one side, but totally unstabilized by this new plant coming
,

|
|'

|

i
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1 along on the other end of the Island.

2 About the time Unit 2 got on line and we may have had a
i

3 chance to start breathing, Unit 1 went into a refueling outage.

4 So for the very first time, we had one operational and one
|

5, refueling simultaneously. It was at this time that this audit

6 was performed.

7 So I think it's recognized that it was probably the worst ,

!

8 of times, and I think one of the reasons why a lot of the ,

I

9i items are so vividly portrayed as being major problems, we +

|
10 1 weren't living like this for a long time. It had evolved and j

11 1 developed, I think, through the year 1978, as we went through

12 the startup program in Unit 2, reaching a climax, I guess, in

13 the later months, November and December of '78, and then .

i

Id picked up again during the refueling outage. |
;
'

15 My discussions with Gary Miller in the hard spots that I

16 had in trying to define whether we wanted to get to was, we

17 couldn't really understand with what two units operating, with

I3 i some predictability and consistency, would ever be like, and *

i

19 trying to focus on where we wanted to go to was virtually
,

!

20 impossible during startup. And only from about January to ;

i

|
21 the accident, March 28th, were we able to start seeing that

22 kind of a picture.

I
23 But we saw the worst end of that picture and also had the

|

24 least amount of time to try and define the problems, to
Am-FWed Roorurs, tw.

25 accomplish the long-term objective of defining the right
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1 organization. So that was one of the real keys, I think, in
.

2 that, in that the situation'became quite difficult for me
'

3 trying to do my job over the course of the year 1978, because
1

4 the Unit 2 startup, and then in the first part of '79, with
i

5 the refueling outage.

6! And I don't think that we were far enough along to even
I

7 define where we wanted to go. I felt confident that Unit 1

i

8 was going to be critical on March 28th, and once we got |
.

9 Unit 1 commercial or critical and back on line, and Unit 2

10 on line, we would have a chance to start focusing on it, and

II I felt confident that we would work toward a reasonable
!

c-Il 12 resolution. !

!

13
.i

I

15 i

i
16

17
4

la

19 i
'

;

20 |
I

21 |

i

22 ;

i

23 I

.

-24
i Acs Federd Reporwes, Inc.

25

-,

F

!
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sid you exclain tne proolen or situatic" 'ini:n youp v]A.t i. .

e just descrioen to me to the two individuels who prepare; tne

3 AU5 report?

4 A. Ye s , I think they a re well aware of it. I also

3 think tnat some of tne items they pre sented here were itens

a that I really was hoping that we would present. I tain.:

, eney were e littis /ivir. in some of their descriptions.

3 altnough not incorrect.

/ ; Jirecting your attention to e statement oeginnino

13 on the cottom of pege I I- 3, "Essentia11/, all tool,

il equi? ment, end respirator decontamination et TVI is

la pnysically p arforme; oy the heelth physics /cnemistry

13 t e chn ic i ans . This is the msjor cause of the inaceouate

11 tecanician staffing."

la And then going over on'page II-4, this stetement: "A

la crew of personnel, such as utility wor'<ers, should os

1. permanently assignea to health physics for tne specific

id purpose of tool, equipment, and respirator decontenination."

19 Do you agree with those two statements ?

23 A I agree with the first stetement in that it was

21 and it is a major drain on my manpower. The resolution is

22 not necessarily tne only resolution. It is a resolution.

23 de were actually working more towards a cetter methoo of

24 decontaminating such as some of the f reon units or reverse

25 electropiating units that have oeen aeveloped recently.

.In
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p vuA4 i 5a, I tnink it was e comcination of a;oina tne oeo?1',

4 adaing tne equipment. I don't necessarily enree :n it t .3

3 pro) ossa resolution is the right one. It nay in f3:t nave

4 ce91.

6 u dea the concarn aoout the 9 mount of time dhicn was

o ursinec aff~cy havin.] the technicians engaced in tne tool.

-t 2 T Ji a ne n t , eno respirator contamination oy tne aeans the:

I were availacle ce c3de known to upper management prior to

9 the :onduct of the investigation tnet resultad in tne

IJ report?

11 A I aon't know tnat that specifically was scarassau

12 to upper management. The genersi proolem of not heving tna

13 utility-type lacor available to neelth physics ned o=en

14 acaressea.

lo inere also was a7 are a wne re we we re -- f irst of a ll, I

13 con't believe we were even staff e to tne 1= vel thet we

ie were allowea in the utility department. Because of

li carsonnel enenges ena that not, the utility group ceing tne

le lowes t or entry-level group at the 131ano, ana as en

23 electrician may-leave the company, a man is put into the

2i apprentice job if he is qualified to teke that posi tion; en;

22 the group tnet's always impacted regardless of who leeves is

23 utili ty itself. And as a result, tne utility staffing .ves

24 low.

2a rie were working to fill that staffing, al though I can sey

!
1
i
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p-VJAA 1 tnat tne cureaucrecy that_h30 dev9looed to refill 3 00sition

2 resulted in si:nificant tim? legs oetwe3n :reaticq of toe

a noli and filling of the hola.

* And wnen you comoounceo that wita many openings, it

a seem3d like de never were sole to cet u? to our staffin;.

There fore , f or me to draw adaitional rasources f rom theO

utility group was virtually imoossiale.a

a fne otner thin; that I tnink was lui:e ?vicent is tnat as

9 -in m/ previous statements, this particular eucit ceme in

IJ curing a ref ueling outage wnere tool and equipment ,

11 :ontamination and subsecuent deconte71 nation is et do

12 s osolute maximum. A7d tha .eed to turn it erouno it is et a

13. maximum. It proceoly impacted most at the time -- I don't

14 disagree that we nesaed the help there, and, es a matter of

la fact, we at this point have taken tne specific steps to

15 solve the proolem, meaing today, in Septemoer. We are again

II working oack to tne point of working to fill that particula:

13 need.

1) O How are you doing that?

2J A dhat we are trying to do is to get authorization

21 to estaolisa specific numoer of joos that will ce cla ssifie:

22 as utility worker Joos. But that tney will oe newly createo

23 Joos and assigneo to comoination of nealth pnysics ena rca

24 waste. And what we intena to ao is to have enouga positions

2a to fill cotn areas and rotate the indivicucis osseo on

,
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; v) A.s l' exposure consiceration, cecause' we neve tne same t'.r p e o f

-e neec in tne rac waste area.

3 a So, you want to exoand the size of the staff?

4 A In st is correct.

And consequent 1v tecrease t he cudge t ?; s

a A fnat is correct.

4 ) Are you optimistic tnet yT) will ce sole to 37

o tnat?

i A I tninx so.

IJ U Iurning to page II-5, a ste tement uncer tne title

li " Clerical Function" - "Tecnnicians are presently doino a

12 greSt deel of work which should ce anne cy clerks."

13 Ooing on, "This certainly reduces tha time availaole for

14 tne techniciens to perform tne more tecnnical work f or wnica

lo they are paid and supposed 1/ qualified."

la And continuino on, "Of- p?osicle e qual importance to tne

il acote is tne fact tnat the clerical work wnich is osing

13 pe r f o rmeJ of the tecnnicians leaves much to De oesired."

19 Jo you agree with those statemeats?

2J A I agree with those statements.

21 2 das the concern reflecte3 in tnose statements made

22 known to upper management prior to tne investication?

23 A I don't nelieve tnat tb particular concern was

24 made known to upper managerant. But if I could, I would

25 like to address this one in conjunction witn another issue
,

e

l

|

|
i

!
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p 'UJA.i i whi;n oescrices Nnere the clerk was all :ni3 time, anica is
..

d the i ssue . involving nosimetry.

; it may -- a s e me tter of f act, 1- is accressec on the

4 next page, which is page II-o, at tae very top, ana furtner

a e dara ssed in suosequent sec; ions,

a ae aid not have e cosimetrist. -!e cia not have a s in;:le

inoividual responsiole for cosiT.etry; ano as a result,a

5 almost all af the clerical functions involved in tne
aosimetry pro; ram and some of the supervisory functions vera/

1] ceing hanoleJ by the single clerk tae t Nas assignea to the

11 aspertnent.

12 I feel tnat the clericel functions of tne cepertment

.la coulu ce nandlec cy e single cler.<, and I tnink we nave

14 sin:3 the eccioent shown that that is in fect tne case,

15 proviced sne is not overrurcened wi:n dosimetry functions.

la And the resolution, or, I should say, whet was presented

il to management was not the need for more clerical support,

li out r ather tne need f or a casimetrist ena coslastry su7 port.

l/ 0 dow, has thet meeo oeen adaressea since tne

2) eccicent?
|

21 A It has oeen addressed, ana it has been setisfiac. !

22 0 By what means? |
,

23 A de have an individual that we nave hired who is a

24 f ull-tit.e dosimetry supervisor, ana his only functions are

25 in tne area of cosimetry.

1

, , - ,,- .. -- -.
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p' .vdAu i 'O Jtrectinc your attention to onge II-i, tnere- is a
-

4- - passege at tne cottom of tne pege snich sta:es, " previous

3 o u t ag e s , ' 'Je t do nes_ reportealy orougat in i sufficient

4~ - numoe r of rent-a-techs' to a;ecuately cover the scope of

radiological work to os performed. The numoer for tne last;-

a _ outage Was acout 25. For taa current Unit 1 outage,

now? /er, only six rent-a-tecas wers orovidea f or ae

a comparaole 'vork scope. - The result is tnet One on-tne-Joo

nealth pnysics coverage whicn is requirec for inexperienceJ/

IJ wor.<ers and is. normully performeo oy rent-e-cecns is grossly

-11 inaasquate."

I: vo you agree with tnat statement?

13 A Aosolutely.

14 a Continuing on to page II-8, tne statement tnat

is " Auxiliary operators are neitner trained nor cualified to

- 16 serva as health physics technicians." Do you agree witn

1/ tnat stetement?

13 A I feel that is a mi sinterpcetat ion cy. the o f fi:9.

I/ de provide trainiqq of auxiliary operators aoove sno beyona

2) - the training provided for -the average worker , but oy no

21 means are they trained or qualified to tne level of a healt,

22 technician, anc we ao not use them as suc h.

23 0 in other words, they don't neea tnat training? Is

- 24 that.what you are saying?

2i A 'They co not need the training to the level of a

.

!

i

4

e v 4 g , v - w -- w - - > - . . - . - , - -c-,e , - - , - -e ,- . - , - . , - , * , . n sur- ,
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.p vdA< . he alt h anysi: s te c h., tc ie n.I

4 0 Ana your view is taet tae/ get tne training tas:

J 'the/ need to perforn the functionc tnet they have?

4 i Rignt. They had -- if I coula. just expouna on

a tais perticular item -- this was e very, v?ry sorry suo jact

a wita us. Again, we oudgeten for tne Unit I refuelina

, outaae, I b111 eve, a total of 23 rent-e-tecas and haa 's e

3 matter of fact even gone out 3,c instructed nuclear support

/ services to make arrangements to provice tnose 23 techs.

10 At tns very lest minute -- meanino es early as one veer

li prior to tne outage -- the oute;e cudget was slesnea, and,

12 as a result, we Nere tola tnat we voulo get no accitionel

13 outside support. And I ned to figat, ana I got support fro 1

14 tne people an site, out hac to fignt with management to get

la enough dollars just to orin; in six techni:iens, which I
la thought was grossly inadequate. But it was e matter of

I4 eitner not spenaing collars there or not doing some of the

1:3 things that were -- expendea the dollars for things that

19 were requireo to ce done by tech specs or corrective

23 maintenance.

21 I feel li<e we really dia come out on the short ena of

22 that, ana I think tne entire outage su ffered oecause of it.

23 0 ?lno made the decision to cut tne cuaget?

24 A I can't specifically address, althougn I can say

25 that the original oudget is -- and original plans for

.

&
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>p VJAR ~1 outages -- e re oevelopac cased on waa t ces to 09 0799. Ana

d it's more.e aetter of developing a ulooet caseo on wnet
j

fou're goin; to ao retner tnan develop a cuo;et ano finurea

i 4 out dha t yau're going to oo.

|. 5 dut tne oudgeting that we hao set up, I celieve,
i

a considered One f act that we hed enticipated rate ralief lo77

/ oefore tne Outage, aqc we aid not 79 that relief. And
4

i therefore, the oudget w*s seriously impactea.

> And I would like to just mention, though, that tnat is my

| 1; interpretation, and I sit a lone way away from the financial

11 p eo.a l e .
.,

12 2 Nith whom cia you discuss the concern acout| -

13 slasning the oudget?

J

14 A 3sve Li?.roth, Jim Seelinger, Gery Miller. And
;

is those were the people apove me that I discusseo it with,

16 and, of course, Tom Mulleavy d.o otners thet worked for me
;

f
1, were totally involved.

13 J Is it your understanding taat the ouo?et cut was

' y :.ie t Ed , as opposed to G?U?19 made o
;

20 A I don't oelieve thet to ce tot ally accurate. I

21 think they worked vary much in conjunction in tne area ofI

22 f! nances.
!

| 23 O Do you know how the decision was macc to cut a

f 24 portion of tne oudget such as healta physics' portion in
i

2a comaarison to another portion of tne budget?
|

|

|
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p JJAd i A I Jon't know all One cetails otner taan tne cuccet

2 is fairly will cefined as to where :ne enticipatea Lollars

a are noin; to.go. Ana that snen a cuoget is cut, it's a

4 mattar of definina now many collars we have to sacrifice ana

a then lookin; et now many areas we can in fact cut tnose

a Jollars , vie ving, of course, tech-s?ic r3491 red items as

i oeing 9 top ?riority.

3 Some costs are fixad, sucn as tne cost or tne fuel. The

9 other a:eas of corrective mainten970e have to ce weighec for

1) long rm clant performance svailacility, cacacity,

11 wnstever, versus neelth physics.

le I don't feal tnat we were singleo out, oy any means. I

13 thin:<; all departments were seriously aff ected oy the cuts,

la J ere you singlea cut in the cuaget for tne outage!

la A No, no, sir. I f eel we ware give, fairly -- I

15 feel, f airly nign regard relative to the otner grouos.

1. Unfo tunately, taere is a tremendous amount of cost in any

li -- ei ther operatinq c anaitions or outage conditions -- tnat

; 19 a re fixed. And it is a very, very small percentaos of tne
4

2) costs that is dollars that you can olay witn anc collars

21 tnat you can eliminate.
!

22 Unfortunately, health physics is one of tnose dollars, if

23 you wish to view it that way.

24 0 Did you believe that -- strika tha t.

2a In your view, were you able to cover the outage

,

s
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p VDA.s 1 adequately . tith tne reaucec rete you haa?

2 A I guess tne auestion of wnst is "sosquetely" -- n

3 managed to get tnroughout tne outa7e witnout any

4 overexposures, without any significent uptases of

a radioactivity. I don't feel we off tred prof e ssionel succort

5 to tne worker that woulo have mini 11:ed the exposure or

minini ea tne potenti al for proolems oc:urring..

3 I tnink we were lucky we aid no: have proolems. In

> retrospect, I think our exposure levels were hianer than

13 what tney snoulc have oeen, our conte mination incidents were

11 nigna r tnan they saould hava bee n -- fortunately, none of

12 them resultin; or exceeding any le731 limits.

13 I aon't feel that that is adequete, thougn.

14 Do you celieve that the strain, if I may :all it.

is tnat, which was placed on the health physics department to

15 deal with tne Unit I outage had any impac t on its acility to

17 deel with tne emergency whicn oegan on Maren 287

IS A ? rom a nenpower standpoint?

11 O Yes, sir.

2. A I don't celieve so. I think it definitel/

21 affe: tea our long-term ability to responc to the

22 post-accident situation, meaning tnrough April, May, ano

23 June. Most of the people that we had on March 28 had come

24 off of appr7ximately live or six weeks of extended

l

~

29,25 overtime. I don't f eel that imoacted us on March 29,

..

_. , . , - . . - - , - - - . - - . , , - . - - - , ,-..,--,-n, , , , . -cv.
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p v)AR i ana 30, out into April it c? finitely did. I tnint all or

2 our people were very tirec oy tne eno of April.

3 0 Inere was a loss of occket chamoer dosimeters

4 during tne Unit I au c. ige 't

a A Yes.

5 ) In your view, did the fact that tne staff ym; naJ

i with whica o ceal with tne outage was reduced, contrioute

3 to ne lossas of the pocket chamoer aosimeters?

/ A fes. Aosolutely. Tyoically, auring an outace,

1. cecause of tne large numoer of wor'<ers tnat are going into

11 the :ontrolled area, we nave a sinole indiviaual to issue

12 and c ollect ano log exposures and maintain track of thes!

13 pocket dosimeters. That was the first individual tnat was

14 cut when I was reducea f rom 23 to six techs, ce:ause I

*

15 alon't tain( that his impact was of significance in the

15 safety standpoint, the radiologicel safe ty standpoint.

Is And there was also some damage to otherw

13 instruments during tne outage; wasn't there?

19. A Inere was. I don't know that I can saecifically

2J say that the re was any increase in camage in this outace

21 versus others. This outage, again, causes camage to the

22 equipment oscause of the tremendous amount of use tney ;at,

23 portable instruments.

24 0 Returning to the cudget question for a moment, c3

25 you know whether the districution of the oudget for an
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p v0AA I outage is determinea at the station manececant leval, tna

2 let id level, tne 3?] level?

3 A I know that it was determined or a recommence

4 districution estaclisheo at the station level. ?inal

6 approval is oy unoer managemeqt. Whether that includec 3?J

5 mana ement or not, I don't Inow.

/ In connection with the outace, tne recommendation.

9 inas far as neelth physics staffing that was mace a t tne

9 station management level was for a greater numoer?

10 A In3t is correct.

11 Is the sama -- ctrike that.s

12 Is the ascisionmaking process wnich you have just

13 described with respect to outage oudoet also applic3cle to

14 the distrioution for general operating oudgets?

16 A Ihat is correct.

Io 2 Now, returning to the cuestion of the training of

1/ auxiliary operators, are tha auxiliary operators used in any

19 health physics role during outages?

I/ A They are used in a health physics role, out tnat

2J particular role is of a, shall we say, a nontechnical, more

21 clerical nature. For instance, any individu al entering a

22 reactor ouilding has got to log in on en RhP and log out on

23 an RWP, and the R,1Ps must 09 maintained and secregated, if

24 you will. Tnat function is given to an auxiliary operator

23 during an outage. Picking up trash, contaminatec trash,

|
|

!

i
- - - - - - _ - .- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, __ _.
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p v0A2 I coulc ce a .100 given to an auxiliary operator, tnings of

2 tnet nature.

3 J Snen the auxiliary operators are used in tnat

4 capacity, do they also have operatino responsioilities?

> A |b , sir.

a J So they report only to heelth physics curing tnose

i s i tu a tion ?

3 A fn at is correct.

> a There is a statement on II-8 in the secono full
1) paragraph, tnat " dual reporting oy tnese personnel to coth

11 nealth physics and operations has oroved to De very

12 ine f f ec tive . " h'as there cual reporting?

13 A There is dual rc,pnrting in that an operator on one

la cay might raport to operations and the next day to healta

13 physi cs , out in any given instance he has only a sinole

16 reporting cnain.

Ie Q Mas that kind of dual recorting created proolems,

13 in your visa?

1) A I don't feel it has. I don't f eel it has oeen a

20 signi ficant problem.

21 Q Turning to pace III-I of the NUS report, tnere is

22 a statement that "There has oeen a oecline in health physics

23 cred i bility. " Do you agree with that statement?

24 A I don't know that I can agree or disagree.

2a Q Do you feel that the credioility of the health

,

|

"
-
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p VDAd I .onysics prooram was cond prior to Terch 28?

2 A I don't know that thera has been a chance in it or

3 I should say that the credioility has either increased or

4 decre ased over time. I don't think that it really nas

3 signi ficantly chenaed, with the exception, I cuess, of tnis

a year's refueling outgace wnere, cecause of the lec% of

s 34nning, th3re ooviously was not the attention caid to the

J averege wor <er that is normally psio.

9 If that is -- I don't thin k that -- I could intarpret

10 that as creoibility. I personally f eel that, witn tima, tha

11 individual f'41 emoloy ea , non-health physics cerson, hes

12 developad consioersoly in tne area of health physics throuch

13 the years, just oecausa of his increasing familiarity. Ano,

14 if anytning, I woulo think that we have developed closer

15 ties with our worsers.

15 .!o w , that might not in f act ce true f or the contracteo

1/ maintenance worker that comes in only for an outage. I

13 don't know that I could make a judgment there.

Il 2 Is it your view tnat upoer manacement views ano

2] treats health physics in thi way that it shou ld?

21 A I guess that depends on wnat you ce fine as "how it

22 should." Daviously, I am going to be a little oit

23 s uoje c tive , oeing health phys ics- oriented, and in light of

24 that, I would have to say ":lo." I don't think that health

25 physics has oeen approached oy upper management as I would

__ _ __ _ _ . - , _ . . _ - -. __ _ _ - - _
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p v0Ad I h av e liked to see it aopros hed. 'vhich is witn a view tovard
.

2 ene t echnical aspects and tne techni c a l de te il .

3 I seems to neve oeen approached as similar to any

4 engineer function. In many c ese s, the management 'has tried
(

5 to -- dhetner knovingly or unknowingly -- taey have trie; to

6 dic ta te policies in M?, or he elth physics , that are more

encinaerin;-oriented, retner then technic ally oriented
a

8 to verd tne s af ety 33pec ts .

> I don't tnink that there has oeen a tremendous disregard

13 for health physics, by any means. I think they have

11 recognizec the importance, out I personally don't tnink the.:

12 the individuals at upper management level h5ve a signifi:en:

13 understancing of health physics in the fiela.

{ 14 '4ost of them -- I think nealth ohysics nas chanced

13 dramatically over the last 10 or 15 years, and most of the

16 individuals in upper management know health physics from the

14 way it was in Yankee Row in 1964 or et 5exton plant in tne

13 '60s, which is so vestly different then it is today.

11 Regulations have oecome so much more restrictive, and, I

23 think, rightly so.

21 J Two days a go, one o f your f oremen, Mr. Velez,

22 incic ated in his testimony that he thought that the

23 management nad too much of what he characterized as an

24 " operations orientation ratner than a health physics
.

25 orien tation. " nould you agree with that characterization?

.:

. , _ - . - - .,. - -. - _. - - , .
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p v0AA i A iss, I wm;ld agree with tnet.

(esterday, Mr. Vulleavy in his testimony said2 a

3 that, in his view, upper manacement, oo:n be fore and eftar

4 March 28, regarceJ nealth physics as a "necessary evil."

dould you agree with that caaracterization?a

o A I think tnat is, with cualifications, that is e

goca statement.4

3 '4aat qualifications would you put on it?.

/ A .1911, f i rs t of all , I guess the thino that nas to

13 ce recognized, what is an " evil"? Health pnysics is never

11 -- as s never maae anything easier or a job go f aster. You

12 can obviously fix a valve or repair a pump or co an

13 operation infinitely faster if you con't have to worry acout

14 any nealth pnysics aspects. Therefore, we can only slow

15 things down or break even, at the very cest.

15 It being an " evil," I don't think, is in the true sense

11 of the word " evil," is an acc urate description. It is

13 necessary, and it does slow things down, anJ it does cost

19 money, anc you can't make any money because of that.
'

.

!

23 And there f ore, if that defines en " evil," the n, ye s, I

21 thin'c that is a f air assessment.

22 3 As I recall it, Mr. Mulleavy went on to say tnat,
;

23 in nis view, the management was prepared to a ttempt to acice

24 by the letter of f ederal regulations with respect to nealth

j 25 physics matters, but no further.
i

,

. - - - . - ._

- _ . .-. . . . - - _ . - _ . . _ - - - - - . . -- ,-
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, p vdAd i A Iney ooviously were committed to acida oy tne
4

2 le tter of tn3 law, the letter of tne f ed e r 31 regulation. I

3 con' t feel enat the supoort has oeen -- the support of

4 neelth pnysics -- has oeen to the extent of pushino its

radiological safety to the aearee tait most practitina>

5 neal;h physicists would lik? to see i t.

/ ..he t ne r i t's "no f urthe r. " I taink I would proceoly tak?

| 5 ex:3dtion to that. I think that they were willino to do

9 wnat could os cone practicaoly and without unaue cost or.

!

IJ cels/ in seneaules.,

:

li It t oo k a tremendous amount to justify expendino an

la additional f uncing or spending e day of down time, whicn was
,

13 very expensive to co, in the interest of taking health

14 physics a step furtaer than the law.

15
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pv dad i And I think in -- I can't say in all cases it wcs

2 deniad. We aid in f act have delays f or the sole purpose of

3 HP, out I don't think it was to the extent that any one of
4 us was satisfied totally.

> Q I have gained the impression from the testimon/ of

5 Aessers. Janouski, /elez, ana Mulleavy, thet tney celieva,

, as I woulc put it, that health physics is sonetning of a

5 step: hila in comparison, let's say, to operations.

> .iould you agree with that characterization?

13 A I don't know that I know the definition of a

11 "stspchild."

12 J I will try in colloquial terms to put it to you:

13 someone who is getting smaller portions, someone wno is not

14 treated as well,

la A Yas, I think that is a fair assessment,
.

16 understanoing that operations are the moneynakers, so to

il speak. They're the ones who are going to keep the plant

13 operating.

1) And not to go overboard on it, out I think we've got -to

23 all understand that this is a business and that if you can't

21 keep the plant operating, then you can't make tne money to

22 keep the entire organization solvent.

23 2 Are there instances, in your view, when followin;

24 health physics practices which you regara as good would save

25 money?
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+ pv DAR I A I am sure there are. I am just trying to thin.: of

2 something specifically.

3 3 If, for example, you hao oeen acla to have your

4 extra rent-a-tech during the last outage, do you tnink he

a wou' ave paid his salary several times over in avoiding

losse s of pocket chamoers?a

/ A Yas, sir, tnat is an evampl e that I should hava

3 thought of right away.

> Q Continuing on, on page III-1, there is tha

10 statament tnat "I'na inacequ cy in training of the naalta

!! physics / chemistry technicians are re adily apparent. When

14 conf ronted oy only sligntly o f f-normal si tua tions, taey

13 of tan lack sufficient understancing of their Joo to

la confidently take tne appropriate action. The technicians

la also appear to have insufficient knowledge of tne plant

to systams, including the radiological considerations that

i4 would apply if the system were operateo."

la Do you agree with that statenent?

l> A In general, yes. Althougn I don't feel tnat tne

20 final statement -- "they appear to have insufficient

21 knowledge of plant systems, including the radiological

22 syst3m would apply if the system were operated" -- is

23 entirely true.

24 I think, in most cases, going back to the second

23 sente nce, ws have operated under systems so many times tnat

i
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pv OAa i I taink they oy rote are very familiar with tne radiological

2 implications, and I don't tnink that we nave oeen tacing

3 inappropriate actions in opening sys tems.

4 0 aould it ce a f air characterization to say that

5 What happened beginning on March 23 das an off-normal

a s itu a tion ?

4 A I tnink tnat is a f air char acterization.
3 0 Cantinuing on, on page III-1, there is the

/ statanint: "Understaffing nas precluded any significant

13 technician training for at least the past 11 years."

11 Do you agree with that?

12 A I agree with that as ceing one of the principal

13 causes.

14 2 Haw long ceyond 1-1/2 years, if any perica of

13 time, has understaffing been a principal retson way tneri

16 nas not been sufficient technician training?

Is A I wouldn't go oeyond 1-1/2 years, primarily'

Id oecause the understaffing oicn't occur until the impact o f

19 Unit 2 was felt.

20 J ?las the concern aoout the lack of training arought

21 to the attention of upper manTgerant prior to tais

22 investigation?

23 A It has oeen presented. I don't feel it has oeen

24 presented adequately. I don't think that enough attention

25 has been placed higher. I think some of the other items w2

,

l

,

c, , . - - . ,
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pv JA1 I cov3 red wers ge tting tne prime cons 12erations oath oy myselt

2 and oy upper managenent.

3 J Jay was tnat?

4 A dost procably because I felt the most urgent neea,

3 I gue ss, was in tne other aree, and whenner that was a

a corr 3ct assessment or not is suoject to aeos te .

4 0 dould it ce f air to say tnat you aelievea that you

3 neeced to tale care of operational nealth paysics matters

9 cefore you coulc turn your concerns to traininc?

10 A Yes. But I think that the major concern was,

il first of ell, we had to get enough people such that we coula

i 14 afford to do the training, that we nave the manpower witnout
;

13 direc tly impacting the day-to-day operations of the HP

14 organization, and tnen, most importantly, we haa to figure
.

la out how we :ould train.

16 And I think the major concern that I have is that in the

1, particular area of training, that tnose indivicuals on my

is staff that are responsicle for the day-to-dey operation of

19 the HP group were also those indiviauals , tne or.'y
i

20 individuals available to do any training anc to taka a

21 first-line supervisor and to assign him -- first of all, a

22 first-line supervisor that has more than enough to ao to

23 oegin with, and assign him training responsioilities, which

24 is a fairly time-consuming effort in its own right, and

25 expect to get quality training is -- well, we are all

|

, ,- ___ - _ _ - _ . . - - . _ _ . _ _ _ ,,- -.
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pu JA.i I zicaing ourselves. And I have made that point ouite vivi;

'd since th3 accident.

3 ) Going on to page III-2, taere is a statem3nt taat:

4 "The overriding of aecisions made by health physics

personnal has ' ecome a routine ncc >rrence e: TMI." Jo youoa

$ agree with : hat statement?

; I Jon't necessarily agree rith th t stacement, no..

i Are you saying that decisions were not ovarridoen?.

9 A A311, mayce I ouant to qualify that. "Ov a rridi ng

10 of ascisions." I don't think tnat tners have been a

11 significent numoer of decisions that were ove rriddeg,

la because those decisions were not technically correct.

13 What I f eel has oeen a problem with several of our

14 -tecnnicians is that the philosophy I have always tried to

15 maintain, oath myself through the supervisors anc tried to

13 get to the technicians, is that there is a right way and a

1/ wrong way to do something, out if the wrong way is oeing

13 applied, that that doesn't mean that you just stop what's

19 going on ana walk away froa it and oring everythino to a

23 screeching halt, out in some methods implement the :orre:t

21 way.

22 And it is a positive approach rather than negative

23 approach, and I have had many occasions where I feel where

24 the negative approach was takens we can' t do that, cecause

25 the way they're doing is incorrect, and that's the end of

1

|

'

- .___ _ ..
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pv JAR 1 it.

c And wnat I have tried to do is to force the situation
a wae re , "Yes, we are going to do the Joo. dow how c r.n M3 oc

i i t ri ght , " a s oe '.n g the me thod. Ana I thi n'.c a lo t o f pc 3 p l e

a in 7ur organization heve ta.;en that type of an approach cy

myself or of other supervisors as ceing a reversal of taaira

/ . decision.
I

3 I don't necessarily oelieve thet to ce the case. I tain3

/ that most of the de:isions that are made -- e s a ma t t e r o f

13 fact, a tre.nendous numoer of decisions tnat are made on tne

11 tecnnician Level that ere never questioned -- as a matter of

12 fact, most of then are not crought to the attention of tne

13 supervisors, but quite frequently the most frequent type of

Il action that is brought to m/ attention is tnat the joo is

13 stopped and everything is at a standstill and we are not

15 getting anywhere.
,

Ie 2 Have situations been crought to your attention in

13 whi:h the naalth physics te:hnician e ttempted to stop tai

19 Job or change the way in which the joo was done and the

23 operations person just went ahead and did it the way he

21 want3d to?

24 A I nave had some occasions that that has happen 3a.
!

23 I tnink they are relatively few, and scattered over several
|

24 years. I am sure there are occasions I don't know acout,

23 also.

.

1

,

4

h
i
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pv OA3 i Are tnere occasions wnen a cispute oetween e-

2 nealth physics technician end an operational person es t7'

3 now a parti:ular Joo shoula ce cone, have oesn resolved oy

4 the shif t foreman?

3 A I am sure there are.

The health physics technician on the cac.:snif t3 u

reports to the snift forement isn't that correct?4

3 A 93 is responsible to the snif t foreman; nowever,

is still responsicle to the healtn pnysics orcenization/ ne

13 to acply the nealth physics progran.

li 0 Continuin? on to page 11-1, the statement,

il " Activities which may involve consiaereole chenges in

13 radiological conditions are f requently conoucted cy

la operations personnel without notification to health
'

13 physics." Is that true?

lo A I think tnat is true, with the qualification taet

1e the f requently -- 'te had several instances in the early

13 opera tions of Unit 2. We also hed several situations very

19 similar in the early operation of Unit 1, that is more of e
'

23 neeo to get the f amiliarization of the operators with their

21 systems and now their systems can aff ect hea lth physic s.

22 At the time of this audit, Unit 2 was only commerciel for

23 a bou t two months. Ano we were p coaoly at the maximun. 'h.

24 had new operatorst they were useo to moving resin around,

25 but the resin was never hot oefore. They were used to
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pv DAR I moving liquid waste, cut the liquia waste was never hot
.

2 cefore. And we Nere at the point in the learning curve :na t

3 ve were having the most cifficulty, and we were trying to

4 focus on this particular problem.

5 J You agree with th3 statement undqr 4.2 on paga

a IV-1, that " Improper description of Nor.< to oe performeo on

I the radiation work permit has oeen a continuing proclam"?

3 A Yas, I thi n k i t c.a s . Ana that was a good

9 statement at the time.

IJ J Are you aware of any instance.of overexoosure or

11 contamination which have resulted from eita?r tne conducc = of

12 activities which may involv3 changes in the radiological

13 conditions oy operations personnel without notifying neelth

14 physics or as a result of improper aescription of work to oa

15 performed under RNPs?

la A I am aware of some contamination instances that

14 have occurr31, not to overexposures due to that proolem.

13 0 In your view, would it have been likely tnat tne

19 instances of contamination would have not occurred or would

20 nave been less likely to occur if there had oeen proper

21 advice to the health physics department or in a proper-

22 description of the work to ce done on the RtiP?

23 A Aosolutely.

24 0 On page IV-2 at the bottom, the statement that.

23 "There was a definite communications gap apparent between
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pv 0AR I radia tion protection /chemiscry superv isor and tne na 3lta

2 anysics supervisor." das tnat your view?

3 A I don't agree witn that. In tnis particular case

4 at the time of the sucit, To,n Mulleavy ano I spoke many

5 times eacn osy, and I personally have a hara time

undarstanding how tney -- or what the basis was for thato

i s ta c a me nt . |

3 G Did you perceive a communications gap oetween In?

> nealth physics supervisor and the health ohysics foremen or

IJ a gap between the foremen and the technicians?

11 A I perceived a gap that could exist. I coulo not

12 spe:ificall/ say that it dio exist cetween the supervisor

13 and the foremen, primarily oecause of tne two-unit

14 responsioilities, and that if Tom got wrappeo in events

I; going on in one unit, he might not be paying the acpropriata

la a ttention to the otner unit.

I4 And on the foreman level, based on the six-shift

13 rotation, the communications with personnel on the oack

19 shift is a difficult thing. Whether or not that

20 communications gap existed, I really can't ce specific in my

21 opinion.

22 0 On page IV-3, there is a statement: "No e f fectiv?

23 metnods employed to ensure that all the technicians are

24 aware of procedure changes, although the proolem is most

20 preva lent f or temporary-change notice s , TCNs . It also
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pv DA.? I applies to :ne actual proceaure revisions."

d Would you agree with that?

3 A I think tnat is a gooo asse ssment.

das. it your view that there are inaaequacies in4 e

5 the nealth physics cocedures?

a A I don't celieve tnere were significant

I i nad e qua c ie s .

3 0 ?lould it ce fair to say it was your view that

whatever proolems arose came not from the procedures as/

IJ written, out f rom implementation of them?

11 A I'm not sure I quite understand the question.

12 J If there were proolems witn respect to the health

13 physics program at TMI, would you relate them to tne

14 procecures or the 1.nplementation of procedures?

12 A I would say it would be tne implementation of the*

15 procedures, rather than the procedures.

Ia O Going on to page V-1, did you agree tnat the

13 dPersonnel dosimetry within the TMI health physics program

19 was weak"?

23 A Yes.

21 0 Do you celieve tiAt the weakness has oeen solvec

22 oy the hiring of a dosimetrist?

23 A I think that is taking a step in the rignt |
:

24 direc tion. I don't think I can truly evaluate whether it is |
|

2a a strong or weak area right now. I think we have come a

1
1

I

-

_ . .
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pv DA.1 I long way. as nava a long way te go.

2 0 ?lare tnere problems with tne TLJ readar?

3 A I don't tnink tnere were significant proolems wita

4 the reader.

J J Going over to VI-2, do you agree that "Both taa

6 f requency and location at which routine air samples were

takan appear to ce inadequate, were inaceauate"?.

d A I would question the term -- the use of tne term

/ " inadequate." I think we had desires for improving our

10 progr am , but I don't f eel tnat the sampling that was osina

11 conductea was inadequate to prevent the significant proolem,

12 radiological proolem, f rom occurring.

13 0 Finally, on page VI-3, there is a statement:

14 "There appears to be no program at IMI for radio iodine

la sampling otne r tnan that provised by the iocine cartridg3s

16 in the plenum, plenum continuous moni ters." Is that a fair

17 statament, a true statement?

18 A Inat was a true statement, with a few exceptions.

11 0 And what are they?

23 A We dio take iodins samples in specific locations,

21 out not as a general rule.

22 0 Did you have a plan in mind after you receiveo and

23 reviewed this report and prior to tne scheduled meeting on

24 Maren 28, for the changes which you felt should be made to

25 improve the health physics program at TMI?
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pv DAR I A 'I had a basic plan.

2 0 What was tnat?

3 A Well, tne first thing was to try and focus on the

4 personnel aspects to try to determine tne planning le vel,

5 the joo sco.ae, try to provide the justification for

3 adaitional people, splitting the department.

/ As a matter of fact, let me qualify that. The adoitional

d people we had already justified. It was just a cuestion of

9 getting the money for it. But to split the department, go

10 f or a dosime trist, in areas that we -- where we had conce rns

11 outside of the personnel aspects, I was looking to trying to

12 ensure that the dosimetry area, that we had somaone to 100'<

13 specific'lly at the contentions. I had plans to have

14 someone loo.< at the air sampling program ana to improve it,

15 Doth from additional equipm3nt as well as additional

15 personnel, as part of the justification for additional

1e perso nnel, and in the area -- as it spo'<e to communic ations.

1 -3 I tnink it was a matter of trying to look at the day- to-;ay

19 routine operations of two units to try to determina the oest

20 1etnoa of proceeding for the assurance for the

21 cornunications to flor down to each and every indiviaual-

22 Some of the things that we lookea at previously nad

23 already begun. de were holding ceriodic meetings with tne

24 tecnn icians and things of tha t nature .

25 0 Ware there any other items on your personal agende
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pv JAR i for that change?

2 A I don't really re:all. I think tnat pretty mu:n

3 is it. It was generally as I just said, the specifics.

4 I think one of the proolims I nave right now is I think I

changed in some of the specifics since the accident, and Ia

3 am looking at things f ar in excess of tthat I thought aoou t

/ at tne time.

6 J How many acre personnel dia you f ?si you needea?

/ A I felt that we neaded a minimum of six additional

13 people,-provided we could in f act split the department,

11 whica : felt could increase the efficiency.

12 0 Then, in addition, you needed a cosimerist?

13 A Tnat's right. I was not including a dosimetrist

14 and possible clerical support for the dosimetrist.

15 0 Were any changes in the training program on the

10 personal list of things you wanted to see made?
'

II A In that particu.ar area, I dian't have a aefined

13 game plan. I had an oojective, which was to separate the

19 training, the health physics training, from the health

2) physics sup3rvisors, to take the load off of them. I didn't

21 know how I was go get to that oojective.

22 0 Did you have as an objective improvement of tne

23 health physics training of the health pnysics personnel?

24 A Yes.
I

2a Q Was a need for more instrumenta tion, whethe r ,

1

l
|
1

:

|
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pv OAR I pers3nnel dosimetry or surv3y instru7ents, on your list?

2 A .b .

J 2 You thought you had adequate instruments?

'4 A Ye s .

a J After daren 28, you indicated that your list ned

a changed. H33 has it chenged?

/ A Mell, first of all, we era in a waole different

S world right now, following the acciaent. In some of th?

) taings I'm looking for is acditional engineering support in
10 r.ealth physics for an ALARA consida-ation. I am looking for

li a full-fledged defined ALARA progra1 which I think in our

12 cause has got to os a lot more extensive tnan most plants

13 because of tne unique problems associatad with Unit 2.

14 I had a fairly suostantial air sampling program aeing

16 implamenteJi and as a result of that program, wnich is

la requiring a significant number of new types of instruments

17 -- air samplers, on-line analyzers, an'd laoaratory equip.nent

I have started thinking in terms of a health physics13 --

19 instrumentation support facility that could do coth

2J caliorations and repairs of all types of Hp ect' 'pment, oath

21 laboratory equipment and portaole instrumentet. ion, air

22 samoling equipment, and things of tna t na ture.

23 de have nad that since the accident, out we have nad that

24 based on a contractor coming in and doing it for us. I an

26 looking to establish that as an integral part of the he alta
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av DAt I anysics program.

J /rior to the accident, I didn't thin % is terms sucn as

J tna t. /le are at the point right now that we are even

4 looting in terms of an administrative assistant for the id

3 department. Whether or not we are aale to justify that is a

a good question.

/ J Any otner changes as a result of the '. tar:a 23tn

3 acciaent?

> A Not significant changes. I tnink that I nave see,

l 'J a b '. e to define the mechanism of reaching my cojective of

11 having the Hp personnel in tne training cepartment to co tne

12 -- that training. 'ile seem to have oeen able to come a lon7

13 way in that particular regard.

14 0 Since . tar:h 26, I understand there is a full-time

15 dosimetrist?
!

16 A Inat's correct.
.i

14. O Nnat other changes have been implemented or are in

IS the process of being implemented in the health physics area?

19 A .1e ll , I have spoken with the instrumentation wnera

20 we have a contractor on site taking sole responsicility for

21 that entir; area, including calibration and repair.

22 Most of the other items i.) the area of personnel, we have

23 not acted on in that we have been kind of on hold in the
24 area of personnel since Mar 28, up until approximately tne

25 first of September.

1

|

|

|
|
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pv DAR 1 We -- I aon't tnink that tnere are other significant

2 changes that are dictated of the tremendous numoer of

3 rent-a-techs that we have now because of the Unit 2

4 situa tion and things o. that nature. I can't say tnat tne

5 changes that I have s een I would consider to be long-term -

6 changes, other than, of course, tne ones that we have

7 mentionea -- dosimetrists, the intrumentation.

s .ie are in the process to trying to define changes that

9 nave been made, as we can visualize as oe ing long-term

10 permsnant-type situations.

Il J Mno initiated the changes that were made?

12 A Well, I don't know who initiated the dosimetrist.

13 I tnink myself, Gary Miller, Jack Herbein all had a hand in

I-t that. I don't think any one specific person can take the

15 credit for it.

16 0 Woulo it ce fair to say that the impetus for

il change is f rom you and Mr. Miller rather than from upper

18 management?

19 A No. I would say that upper management, first of

20 all, is mucn more acutely aware of health pnysics problems

21 on site, and that we have a much more direct and direct

22 method of communicating with upper management. We hold HP

23 meetings on a weekly basis. A lot of the concerns can ca

24 brought up as resolutions to existing problems, and they're

25 being acted on much more readily and quickly at the

!

,
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pv JAR I manacement -- they are very receptive to changes that we ccn

2 show justification that the change will improve conditions.

3 3 This is after the accicent?

4 A Inat's correct.

a a Have you conclude: as a result of the accident

a that-you dic not have suffi: lent instrumentation to ce31

with it?,

Add one worcs I did not nave sufficient3 4

9 instrumentation available. I haa plenty of instruments on

10 the s ite. I had an overwhelming majority of those

11 instruments which were in need of repair. If all

12 instruments that were in our inventory were availaole. I

13 think we would have had adequate numoers.
;

i

14

15

(7 15
,
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;
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accdA4 I J Is it yout view tnat if-you hic no; jurt gone

e througn an outage. you woul_ nave nao availaole a suffician:

3 numoir of ins trume nts ?

4 A I think we' procaoly would nave oeen suf fi:iently

; instrumentea to succort the initial ev?nt. Goviously durin;

a the first two or three days of the event, we contamincte. E.

I lot of instruments. We oroke a lot of instrucents. An; I

5 woulo never -- tnere is no such thing as an acequate quocer
,

cf _t rilcol; vo-site f or a long term type program if youv

IJ nave the time to oring in tne resources.

| 11 ; .iere you of tne view prior to March 28 tnet

la instruments whicn were down f or reosir were ordinarily

13 repaired in a timely manner?

14 A Timely? I would say no. I t too% a significe7t

15 amount of time to get any ic.strument repaired, much more
:

10 tnan what you woulc consioer to be timely fashion. But I

il can' t f eel tnat the lack of timeliness of repair was en

13 impact on our day to day operations, prior to the accicent
,

1/ up until of course the end of the outage where i t de fi ni t 'l'/

2] did impact us. And I may be somewnat mislead oy tne fact

21 that Unit 2 was a brand new plant with a lot of nev*

22 equipment tnat had not been -- had a significant amount of

23 use and, as a matter of f act, during the Unit 1 outege, xe

24 took a lot of that equipment into Unit 1 just to get us

23 through the Unit 1 outage.'

.

|
|
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macDAd i J Jia you ever issus waivers to pernit pers7's to

2 antar arees without prescrioed instruments cecause rne

J instruments ,ere not availacle?

4 A :13.

J J Jnat was tne reason, as you understood it, for tne

5 de13/ or tha lack of timeliness of repair of ins truT.? nt s ?

A '4/ opinion of the reason f or tne Jelay is tnat the.

o instruments in tne control shop -- taa IsC shop has

responsioility or had the responsiolity for the repair of/

13 instrumentation. The Is0 saop also nas responsibility to

11 maintain and repair other tnings such as the reactor
;

12 protection system, the integrated control system, otaer

13 significantly important I&C iteas in tha plant. Ano as

14 the -- during the outage, they had a significant enount of

la work in those high priorty type items, and we on several

15 occasions had gone to them to try to increase the priority

1/ of our instrumentation, ana we couldn't get that priority

13 raised. And we were, as a matter of fact, told that until

1) the time that the lack of H? instrume nta t ion starts stoopin:

20 work, we wouldn't get the priority reised because of the

21 catage schedules and Joos that had to be performed oy 150.

22 1 relate directly to the situation tna t I'm trying to ge t

23 to wnere you have a separata organization tnat is hopefully

24 unoer the control of HP, but that is separate from tne I10
,

1

; 26 shop whose sole purpose is to take care of the health
|
|

,
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macJAR 1 physics instrucentation.

d 0 Prior to 4aren 29, dic you celieve tnat yori naa a

3 nealch pnysics program tnrough whica you ware sole :o ensure

4 adequate radiological protection to tne personnel at ifI?

2 A I would say, in general, y ?s. I was no: satisfi1;

a that it was to the extent tnat I would like to have seen the
/ program. I was also not satisfied in tne treno. I think n

3 were getting worse with tima rather than cetter witn ti a3.

9 0 Wny is tnet?

l) A I think all of the factors presented in this audit

li report of JUS can kind of in total orought to arrears thi

le reason for that. The other thing is that some people ara

13 aware of tha five year syndrome, as it's commonly ra terrad

14 in a nuclear plant, that a lot of the original training,

is of personnel has worn off, and you are ge tting at the

16 point -- to the point where people aren't aole to recall or

ie rely on what they had been trained in.

13 Up until about five years, pecole do have the soility to

19 recall. I think we were reaching tnat point with a lot of

20 our technicians or older te:hnicians.

21 0 Did you feel curing the accident that adequate

22 radiological protection was oeing proviced to T.tI personnel?

23 A I felt tnat the control that we had was aaequate

24 to protect the individuals from any significant radiological

25 exposure, I sure do f eel that it was the best Joo that

l-
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moc0A3 1 anyone could have done. I aon't feel 1: was the worst. I
~

e cian' t f eel -- I dian't nav ? any con: erns with people -- I

3 nate to use tne wor "harmwad, out medically af fected cy tne

4 situation at hand.

a 3 After the accident was over wnen you had an

a opoortunity to reflect on tne accident, oid you con:1u;e or

/ do /ou celieve tnat adequate raciological protection was, in

3 fact, producea to TMI personnel during tne accident?

/ A In the situation Ss I have descrioed it,

IJ considering the immediate danger to personnel, I would sey

11 yes.

12 Considering the soility to maintain exposures witnin

13 f ederal guidelines which ara extremely restricted -- not

14 res tr ic tive , but conservative, relative to a meaical

la concern, I woula say no. But I feel there is a fairly large

15 gap Detween the two levels that I'm t alking about.

Ie 3 And this conclusion would apply to all indiviauals

Id who are at IMI, involved in responaing to tne accidant,

19 ratner than only those whom you were aware were enterin:

20 hign radiation areas ?

21 A Yes, I oelieve that to De the case because I don't

22 think you can sit back and rely -- or tnat you can ignore

23 the f act that a lot of these indiviauals had haa signific ant

24 radiological training and, as in any safety situation, the

20 individuals are the best means of def ense. And I think most

. . _ - , _
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alcDAi i of enese inaivicuals kned what they were coing and naa an

e least enou1n of a nana13 on now to conduct themselves t3

J < e e .] the potential at an acsolute minimum of any si;nifican:

4 aecical impect.

2 M5. RIJ32AAY: Ara we coina to os noing on lon7

a enough tn=t we shoul take a short creax?

i 'G . D II.iELT : Off :ne recara.

3 (crief rece ss. )

i

IJ

li

12

13

la

la

lo
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77c)Ad i EVENIdG SESSI0d

( $ 2 03 .a . a . )

: ; Wher>upon,

4 RICHARD DUBIEL

a was :alled as a witness and, heving oeen pr2viously auly

J sworn, was examined and testified f >rther es follows:

/ Sf 1R. JIE.!ELT:

3 0 flas tne aaequacy of tne radiation progran affe:te.:

in your view cy any rush or urgency to 7st Unit 2 to full! >

10 power 1

11 A Direc tly, no. I con't feel it was affecte;. I

i 12 feel is was indirectly aff e:ted ano possioly to quelif y

13 that, I oon't know that there really wes a rush to get Unit

la 2 on-line at the ena of the year as mucn as there was a rusn

la to g? t Unit 2 on-line, regardless of when it came on,

15 Decause of the financial situation.

14 And not ceing a financial expert and not ceing closely

13 assoc iated with tnem, I'm going on the infor7ation avail-tole

1/ to me. But it just makes sense to me that with the ca. italc

23 expense and the delays in the construction end the Jelays in

| 21 the licensing I f elt we were oeing impacted in the oudget

22 area. We weren't getting the rate relief. We were naving a
;

23 tougn time making co with wnat we had and no chance to

24 improve ourselves until we could oet out of that situation.

25 And I didn't recognize tnat there would oe an ena to

i

i
!

4

1
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moc]A4 I that situation until we coulo get Unit 2 on the line ana tS7

2 cenefits of the se:ond unit, the rate relief, et cat?ra, to

3 provide for -- to open up a little ott on toe financial

4 situa tion -- the conpany.

> Jow whetner or not the end of tne year haa any direct

impact or not on the overall financial impact, I raallya

I con't know I was lec to believa : net it did not.s

O J I'm not as much concernee titn tha period of tia?

/ or One end of the year or wha tever. I just want t o '< n o w if

10 dira: tly or indiractly, and if se, now tae urgency -- if

Il there was urgency to get Unit 2 into operation -- e ff ected

la the nealth .shysics .arogram.

13 A And again, I thin ~< that tr.e incirect effe:t was

14 through the oudget re strictions that I felt affactec 'Jnit 1
.

10 more than Unit 2, out it did have some effect on tha HP

la program.

Ii J How frequently were instruments calibrated?

19 A It varied with th3 instrvsent, out tha msjority of

1/ them were quarterly calibration.

23 0 In your view, was that adeq uat e ?

21 A That is in conjunction with the manuf acturers''

22 recomme nda ti ons. I think historically we . have seen that

2!3 that was an adequate program, understandina of course tnat

24 as a- matter of f act all instruments are checked almost on a

20 daily basis when in use.

E

9

!

!

;
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i
' cacJAd i 2 "a r e tnere instan:ss in inich you ren over

d .cel! oration oecause there was a le:: of instrumentation?

3 i .ia .

4 0 3efore we too'c our crea.< you inoicated tnat you
~

a vied? d tne level or amount of exposure to vnich cersons wer!
,

: exposed after March 28 as not being of particular conc =rn,

/ svan though tney nay have been hinner tnen tne f eder al

3 limits.

/ Is it your view tnat the f ederal limits are too hign?

10 A ilo , sir. I don't f eel tha t tne faderal limits are
4

la too nigh for e long term, continuel operation. But rather,

i

I: I was trying to put it in cae perspective of an emergency

13 resaonse situation.

14 2 prior to March 23, were you of the view tnat taere
,

15 were any design deficiencies in the plent whicn woulo affect '

15 the radiological response to an accident?

II A I would have to say no, cecause for tne most cert

13 our view of the plant design, facility cesign, nad oeen witn

1/ the previously estaolished accicent scenarios which really

2J oidn' t include the type of scenario that we had on '4arca 21.

21 So in that matter I would say thet following the type; of

k 22 accidents that we were concernec with, I think the plans

23 were adequately designed to provice f or that radiologicel

24 protection. But we obviously have learned that the list of

2a , scenarios was not complete.

,

-+

1

4
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mec)A1 1 2 ,las it your view tnet ta?re were ;esign

4 def t:iencies which af f ected the n??l;h saysics or

a rectalogical program curino normal times in an edversa .t r. !

A rnere were some design deficiencies tnat mede lit,4

cougner, mace sone areas -- or we sew tne potenti:d for sole;

areas to heIs extremely hign levels of radiation taar, wea

neeced to nave frequent occupancy in. Se were te%in s t e ,; 5
.

0 to enange tnat.

/ J .inat were those?

13 A dell, en example would oe that tne Unit 2 spent

11 resin transfer line to Unit I was very well designed on the

id Unit 2 siae, procerly shielaad, penetrated into Unit 1 end

13 went richt through a stairway.

14 Prior to that line ever ceing used, we had to change

la modificatioq, in e ffect, to put tne -- to move the line enc

Id to properly shield it on the Unit I side.

F/ fne sample lines were another. fne semple lines

13 typic ally would not get extremely high level, bu t + hey would.

11 provide for an increase in level in an area that .s connonl/

2) occupied ana which should have been considered prior to

21 construction.

I 22 Me had co cerns with the makeuo valve alley, wnich was

23 very well designed for normal operation out which was'

;

24 aosolutely poorly designed for maintenance. de were loo '< i n e- .

25 at increasing the access to the areas so we coula mininice

|
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nec )A.: i transit tia) in 1st:ina into the velve alley, tn'nas of tn.:

a nature.

e .m hac J331gned and u3rs t akin 7 Action.

? 2 fne proolem with the samole line, I understan-,

a was that altnough it was shield 3a in United 2, when it came

; out of Unit 2 into Unit I towarc tne sample room, it was not

e shielaed?

'

3 A In3t's correct,

i
> J And you did perceive this as a proolem?'

I) A Yes.

11 a Had this concern Deen crougnt up to uppar

12 managem3nt?

13 A Yas.
,

14 J ivare there any plans prior to Marca 23 to shield
.

la that sample line?

la A We had oegun the pipe worX to start tne

.

Il engineering on the shisicing. It voulo require engineering

13 changes and than plant changes, all of whicn were cepital

li expense, an0 we had gotten -- at least defines it in the

,

2s capital projects list.
!

21 0 Do you Know why it wasn't originally shieloed?

22 A I-don't know. I can only surmise tnat the

|

: 23 interf ace between Unit I and Unit 2 was not.only a wall, but
P

|

24 it was also an interface between one architect engineer end
i

25 another, and I think it is one of the items that just fell

,
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:r. ;c ]A.< 1 carough the crac'cs. when tne dif f erence in AE3 was involvec.

z Jo yo; .:now who tney were?-

3 A durns and Roe were the arcnitscts isn Unit 2 and
4 Jilbert As .htes were the arenitect enoineers in Jnit 1.

-

> u Am I correct that there was a single samplinn r077

a for ooth Unit I and Unit 2?

o A laat's correct.
4

: ; Jio you regard that as a proolem?

/ A I do regard it as a proble7, casea on the

l '] accioent. Uncer normal operations -- and I think it woula

il nava Deen a situation where exposure would not lave cesq'

12 maint ainec 3 t a minimua, becausa you would ce going into tr.2

13 same area twice as many times and tne levels woula ce twics

14 as high, considering two plants that were equal in .arimary

la coolant activity.

lo I think that could have been assigned dif f erently orr

li cetter.

I3 3 Mhere was the sample room in relation to the

11 nealth physics lao in Unit I?

23 A Taey are in adjoining spaces with the radio /cnan
.

21 lao as ceing kind et a separating room. Between the

22 sampling room and the HP lao.

23 0 das there a problem with tne air radiation monitor

24 in the sample room?

20 A Yes.

-. . . . - .- . . .
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:ocjAA. i a 1:n st was tact proclem?

e \ It was inoperativa.

J 2 For how long, prior to 43rch 23?

4 A Several months.

> J Jo you know way it was in);erativs for tnat lengtn'

a o f ti me ?

/ A I ao not know specifically. It woula' have oeen e

a parts proolsa.

/ J .va a t was the effect, if any, of the fact tnat it

IJ was not operative on your response to tne transient?

11 A I don't tnink tnat there 'vas any effect as fer as

le the response to the transient.

13 J das tnere a ventilation prool?m in the samp1>

14 room, particularly with the noca?

15 A Ne have naa ventilation problems not with the hooJ

16 itself, out with the way the three rooms were de signeo in

14 that by cesign, tne air flow sho id have oesn from tne HP

13 lao into tne chem lab and from the chem lab into the sample

1/ r oom , anc tnen each of the sample rooms should nave oeen

2) into the hoods, the principle beina that'the ventilation

21 flow should always ce from en area of low potential

22 contamination to a higher level of potential contamination.

23 The ventilation systems are tougn to maintain in a

24 calanced conaition, and we nave on a couple of occasions

25 been faceo with the situation that the flow of air would oe

i

a
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|
accJAd i from the chem leo to the HP erse.

2 .so w a t tne face af the hooJ, it es still into tne noaa.
.

3 And the onl/ way we coulo correct tnat situation w13 to

4 secure the supply f ans into the enem lao and only 39

a exnausting from it and, therefore, creeting e negetive
pressure situation wnich corrected the airection of flov outa

cecre asea tne volume of flow. So you're tradin; one for the,
;

1

3 other.

9 J Did the hood have separate vents ano filters?

IJ A Yes.

11 J Dio the problem tnat you aave just descriosa

12 contrioute to the f act that the HP Jnit I luo where tne 203
;

13 was aesigne; to oe located had to ce acanconed?

14 A Yes, I think it aid.

'

la 0 Now how could that have oeen avoiJed?

15 A Well, first of all, I don't think under tne

il circumstances of . March 28 and 21 that any system design tha:

Id was relying strictly on maint,aining exhaust flow in one
i

19 r oom , higher than exhaust flow in another, that is going to

23 keep your air flow through a connecting door in the

21 cirection that you desire. I don't think tnat that kinc of

22 a system is every going to oe aceausto. I think there has

23 got to be something more elacorate, even if it is sometning

24 as simple as a separate airlock type arrangement -- not

25 necessarily an airtight arrangement, but something, some

f
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mac]A4 i intermediata area tant you :an main;ain at c significantly

higner pressure tnan either of the surrounding areas to4

J aosolutely force air cnc to also :tve you a third ouf f er

4 Zone.

3 I'm not a ventilation ex?ert, out from wast I nave ever

3 seen of rel/ing on a single door a7J Dal3ncing ventilation
flows to keep the flow in the rignt airection, I con't t n i n :,.

3 tnat is an caequate technique. Mitn the activity that we

/ had, it is going to get out under tnat sind of a situation.

13 0 Did the proolem contrioute, in your view, to eny

11 incre ase in airborne activity in th3 Unit I control roon

12 whi:n led to its having to ce temporarily acendoned?

11 A Mell, Unit 1 Control was not temporarily

14 acanooned. People hac to go into r3spirators, cut the

la people stay 3d in the Control Room. I don't know tnat I c an

16 positively say that it was or was not a' contributing

is f ac tor. I don't think it was a contributing factor. I

13 think that the airborne activity problems in the Control

19 Room were a result of the stagnant weather conoitions and

23 our air intake tunnel at times being in the downwina

21 direc tion of the release.

22 Q dere you ever informed that the air monitor in tne

23 sample room had oeen deliberately disabled oeccuse it was

24 always alarming?

25 A I don't recall that.

|
L
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m"c dAri I 3 during tne period oeginnin7 on Marcn 26, aic !

variation in plant instrumentation anica was cesignec to

J measure radiation levels peg out?

4 A Yes.

a a Is it true that all tne crocess instrument: tion
a pegged out?

e A Yes.

3 0 Did some of the area monitors peg out?

/ A I don't recall whether tne -- any of the erea

13 monitors were peg;;ed out.

11 2 Do you know whether tne dome monitor was peggea?

12 A Ene dome Ionitor did not deg, no.

13 C Af ter the accident began and continuing up to the

14 present, am I correct that it has oeen necessary to take

lo samples f rom a variety of sources -- containment makeup

15 tanc, waste gas decay tanks?

II Are there -- strike that.

IS liere these various areas designea in sucn a way tnat

11 there were remote sampling means in order - which were

2J availaole to take samples?

21 A No, not in general. I don't tnink any of them

22 specifically had the remote capability. There are some

23 remote mechanisms such as valve operators, out for the most

24 part, it's pre tty much of a manual function in taking

25 samples.

..M
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mac)Au I 2 In light of the accidant, do you celieve tnat the

2 remote sampling means snould be available ?

3 A I don' t know tha t I can sa/ yes. I think it is

4 something taat shoula definitely os e valuatad. For the

; individual sampling points, I thin % you coula justif y some

3 e asily, some mora dif ficult, and some procaoly not

I jus ti fi aol e, some definitely. I tnink they ougnt to os

3 evaluateo.

/ Q .iere there any in particular whicn you feel

10 cefinitely should have remote sampling means?

11 A Tne reactor coolant system is proaaoly the key.

12 Secondly, I think tae containment system, to get born a gas
,

13 sample and I would think -- the gas sample and the nydrogen

14 analysis mignt be separated there. I think the hydrogen

16 unalysis is prob 301y more important and is something that

15 you want to do a lot more frequently than, say, a gas

li sampling and activity analysis.

13 0 Was there a separation between the -- or is there

1/ a separation between the ventilation systems for the

20 auxiliary and f uel handling ouildings for Unit 27

21 A Yes.

22 J Did the f act that respirators had to ce usec in

23 the Unit 1 Control Room, in your view, affect the saility to

24 respond to the accident?

22 A I don't believe so.
i
,
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m ;c uA.t i O nare respirator = used in :nc Jnit 2 Control Room?

2 A fas, they were.

did use of the respirators affect the acility --J s

4 cid the use of raspirators in the 'init 2 Control Room af.'ect

5 the soility to respono to the accidant?

o A I don't believe so.

s Q Is it your view tnat it would oe pref eraole to

3 nava a means by which the control rooms could go on some

/ typ3 of isolation, so they woulo not ha/e tne need for

13 respirators?

11 A It would oe prefereole not to have to go on to

12 re spi ra tors . Whether that ce done ay isolation or oy more

13 tnoroughly soility to evaluete the radiological hazard, I

14 thin %, is something that has to oe weigned one against the

la other.

16 0 /lere there any occasions on which respirators wera

Ie employed in the control rooms during drills?

13 A I don't recall that there were any.

19 Q Did the separation of the ventilation systems

20 oetween the fuel handling building and the auxiliary

21 ouilding pr3 vent the flow of air from tne auxiliary ouilding

22 into the fu3l handling ouilding?

23 A I don't believe tnere is aosolute separation

( 24 cetween the two.
I

25 0 So there was a flow of air?
f

i -
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macDAd i A I'm sure Enere was some crossventilation ostween

a tne two cuildings. I don't think tnat tne assign is to

J aosolutely separate the two ouildings in the venti 16 tion

4 sys te ms .

3 J aas their a proolem with :he liquid rad weste

storage capacity during the transient?o

/ A Tnere was a problem in that we had really little

3 capa:ity available.

> 0 Inst was oscause of tne Unit 1 out age ?

IJ A Tne primary factor was tne Unit 1 outage in tnat

11 the waste ganerated was significant. A secondary f ac tor
,

12 woulo be in our acility to adequately process the waste in a

13 timely fashion.

1- J dnat caused that?

16 A Being a little bit suo jec ti ve , I guess the raa

is waste systems are somewhat outdated. It looks to me like

il that is a typical system of where very little concern is

13 presentec curing the construction end design phase. Very

1/ little attention was given to rao waste. 7ie have not hac a

2) very reliaote system. It has oeen a high maintenence itam,

21 high f ailure rates, and comparing tne equipment that we nave

22 versus some of the equipment that was availaole, it l ooss

23 like we nave the Model-T.

24 0 Were there any proolems in the response to the

22 accident which were caused by awkward placement of <alves?

|

j

1

|
l

. ._ _ , ,
1
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| I

sr. 7202 1 O No. The radiological impact. What I have in mind
'

3- is the -- whether there was any great exposure or greater risk of,

Dla-1 2
;

exposure to individuals in responding to the accident because j
3 !

;

they had to go down and manipulate a valve which was placed in ;4
1
:

5 an awkward location. ;

i

'

6 A Yes, there were instances where we definitely
t

received a lot more exposure than we could have received had itI

7,
'

8' been designed differently. |l

|

There is one particular instance that bothers me considerab y9
1

t

| i

10 ;
and that is that a bypass valve around the make-up demineral-

l
11 izers has a remote operator, mechanical operator, which a

12 reach rod arrangement. And the reach rod had separated from th
:
'

13 valve handle such that the remote operation was impossible.

14 And I think it could have been a significant exposure to get
J

i

anyone in to open tha+_ valve if it needed to be open and by15
i

16 significant, I mean we probably would have expended over ;

'
1

17 100 rem to one individual trying to get the valve open if we |I

|

18 had to have it open.

I9 Q Had you been aware of this problem -- a potential

20 problem prior to the accident? i

1

We had been aware of the problem of the design of21 A

22 the valve ally and this was specifically one of the valve

alleys that I indicated we had already addressed and were in23
i

the process of providing a modification to allow access from24 I

Am Fewa nworwrs, ix.

25 the other end of the alley so that such that you could get to

! !

|

| |

L
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I
,

,

I

:019-2 the valve in a matter of seconds than to crawl through all the ;

j

il2; other piping to get at it.!
,

.

t'

3, O Had you addressed the concern that you expressed

regarding the antiquity, if I may call it that, of the Rad {
;
'

4
l

waste system? ;
5,

;

A Yes, we had.
6

.

!

Q With what response?
7|; !

!
'

A We had defined a fairly extensive capital or list of I
l8

!

I capital projects that was to modify -- first of all modify our9 ,

i

equipment in an attempt to improve its reliability, and
'

10

secondly, to modify the piping arrangement to provide optimum11
; .

12, flexibility cf the Rad waste processing systems on the j

1

13 | available liquid waste. |

14 Q Had you concerned yourself with any problems
I

| i

15 regarding the amount of exposure an individual would get if he
!

16 had to go and repair a leaky valve?
|

17 |
A Yes. ;

:
i

13 , O Can you tell me about that? |
i

1
19 i A Yes. This in pretty much the same manner, we j

20 discussed, and I am assuming that this is addressed to a normal

21 operation rather than the accident type condition. '

22 We had addressed that particular item to management even

23 to the level of the GPU president even as we gave him a tour i

24 and showed him what we were faced with to try to receive the
Ace-Feder:;! Reporters, Inc.

!25 backing to modify some of the shield wall arrangements to
5

4
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I

clo-3 provide access to these particular valves. And we were getting
y

-- and had received, the support to m 'ify the arrangements.
2

We had not, in fact, made any modifications as of March
3

! 28th. ;
4

I i

|

0 What form had the support taken?-

5,

A In other words, the support was in the form of an
6

agreement that the task had to be completed, that the priority
7

would be high enough to allow for a timely completion of the
3

task and we were in the process at that time of conducting the
9i

.Ito] engineering to define how we were going to modify it and then
- ?

11 proceed to make the modifications.

12 0 You testified earlier that one of your objectives

13 ! with respect to health-physics training was to get the training
'l

1.1|
department to take over the health physics training for non-

I
15 health-physics personnel; is that correct?

16 ' A As far as for health-physics personnel?

17 0 Why, as you understand it, is training located in the-
1

13|j health-physics department rather than in the training department?
!

A To the best of my knowledge and understanding, the19 j ,

i

20 training department was created because of the requirements for,

21 operator training and operator requalification in conjunction
f

22 with the licensing program. It was not created to conduct any |

23 training in any other area. It has since, and by that I mean in
!

!

2.1 the years of '74, '75, '76, i.t has grown to include the
Ace-Federat Reporters, Inc,

i

25 administration of training in other areas, but it has not
!

! 1

i ;

!
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)1s-4 staffed itself or not provided the personnel to actuallyi

2 conduct the training. But rather just to administrate and by

3 that, I mean to schedule, to provide facilities for, to provide
!
t

4- training, videotaping, et cetera, and to document training, not
i,
'

5 to actually conduct the training.

6 0 Are you the person who is primarily responsible for

' health-physics training in the plant?
7 'l
8 A That is correct.

'

9 Q Do you regard the health-physics training, which is

10 given to nonhealth-physics personnel, as being adequate?

11 A I think it was an adequate program both before the ,

12 . accident and since the accident.

13 | Q Do you regard the training of health-physics

|
14 ' personnel as being adequate?

15 ; A The continuing, ongo!.ng retraining program, I think

|
16 ; is inadequate. i

|

17 | Q By that, do I correctly infer that the initial
l

IS ' training in your view is adequate?
L

19 A Yes. !q

il
,

20 Q What was the form of initial training?

21 A The initial training was entirely conducted by

22 contracting personnel. We have defined the scope of the i

!

23 training. We have then contracted organizations to come in for !
, t

! i

24
|

six or seven week periods to actually conduct the training in !
Ace-Fedefel Reporwrs, Inc. j

i25 accordance with our training outlines,
'

1 i
t
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Q For how long has this been the situation?010-5 1
|

A This has been the situation since the commercial2 !,
i

3 operation of Unit 1. Prior to the -- the initial group of

4 technicians that was in place to support the start-up of
'

5 Unit 1, was in place long enough prior to the start-up of ;

i
,

'

6' Unit 1, but the training could be conducted by the first line

7 supervisors since they had very little irst-line responsibilities

8 at the t ime .
,

9 Since then, all initial training has been done by

10 contractors.
1

-

11 Q Has it been more than one contractor?

12 A I don't believe so. I believe it is the same

13 contractor used on several occasions.
I

14 ' O Who is that? .

15 . A Rad Services.
'

i

16 Q Am I correct that if I were hired as a junior Rad
,

17 chem tech, wnat would happen to me is that I would report for |

i9 work and that soneone from a consulting service would come in18

i
19 ' and give me six or seven weeks of training?

|
20 A That's basically correct.

21 Q And would that all be classroom training?

22 A No, sir. .

i

!

23 Q How much classroom training would I get? |
24 A Approximately 50 percent, maybe a little less.

: Ace-Feder*J Reporters, Inc.

25 Q And the rest of the time would be spent on observing
!

!

!
.
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I

.

'c10-6 or in the role of a trainee in the plant?j
i

A The rest of the time would be with the instructor,
2q

3 out with the equipment actually performing tasks, out in the
,

4j Plant under his direction.
t

3| Q Have there been occasions on which ygu have concluded

! i

6 that someone is sufficiently qualified, that he doesn't need the'
,

7 program from Rad Services?

i !

8i A We have not had -- recently have not had that
i

9 situation. I am not sure whatever prior to my coming to the

the individuals who came in10 j company -- I don' t believe that
11 directly out of the Navy as senior technicians received as '

12 extensive a training program.

13 Q Do you supervise the contents of the training course?

14 | A Yes. j

15 0 Do you actually observe the training from time to :

i

16 t time?

17 1 A I have observed training from this particular
,

'
!

18 organization on a couple of occasions, primarily the first time

'l
19 ! they did it.

I

20 Q Are written examinations given during or at*the end
i

21 of the course?
,

22 A Yes. |

23 Q Are records of the results of these examinations

24 maintained?
| Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

f25 A They are maintained in the training department, yes,
i

,
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31c-7 ; sir.

Q Are the examinations themselves maintained?2;
I

3' A Yes, I feel very confident that they are.
i i

'
f

'
4 Q Am I correct that training week is a misnomer? .

S A It has been a misnomer, yes. !
i

! :.

i

6 Q For how long?

.

7L A It has been not used as a training week for, oh I
|,

,

8 would say two, two and a half years, with some exceptions.

9 We still -- during the Unit 2 start-up, we used the

'

10 : training crew in actual training, all that training wasn't as
,

11 ! specific to health-physics as it was plant familiarization.
,

12 ; Q Was training week a union requirement?
! i

! A No.13

i
.

14 Q Do you know how training week developed? |
:

15 A Training week developed in that the operators i

16 requiring a certain amount of training, retraining, for their
t +

1: | requalification examination, you cannot train operators while
'

i

13 |'they are operating. You need to have them specifically away
i i

19 | from the plant. And on a five shift rotation here, your fifth
,

!

20 shift is a relief shift, filling in for vacationers, filling in

21 for shift leave and I think of that nature, you have no

22 reliance on their availability, and so therefore the shift '

23 rotation was created, j

24 Q Is it your view that training week has not been i

AeFemI Roomn. tm. I

25 effectively used because of budgetary considerations?

1
i

3 t
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A Indirectly, yes, I would say so. Again, I would like)l0-8 i

2|toaddthattheavailabilityoftrainershasalsoseriously
3i affected that.

I

4 Q The lack of availability of instructors?

5- A Correct.

6 Q And that in turn is a budgetary matter?

7; A Indirectly, yes. Also, the function of not just of

the budgetary problems, but of the lack of definition of two -
'

8

9 well, maybe I should say the definition about the first line

10 j supervisors are going to be the instructors, which I think is a

11 ' poor way to conduct the training. -

12 Q Was the origin of training week in the operations
!

13 area?

14 A I believe so. ;

!

15 Q Then it was simply applied to HP personnel?

.

16 A I believe so. It was in effect when I arrived at

17 TMI in 1974.

!

13 ; O Is there any classroom requalification training?
I

19 ', A For health-physics technicians?

f

20 Q Yes. .

21 A There is no classroom requalification requirements, ,

!

22 no. |
t
,

23 Q Are there any classroom refresher courses' i

I

24 A There are non -- we have not conducted them in a
' Aa Faks1 Rummes, lm:.

i

25 formal matter.
.

i |

L
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110-9 1 Q Have you recommended that there be classroom courses?

2 A I am assuming you mean have I made that recommendation
!

3 to upper management in the past?

.

4 Q Yes, sir.
.

5 A I don't think that I can say that recommendation has
i

6 been made or was a major area of concern that I have addressed

7|. to upper management.

8 Q Do you believe that there should be classroom re- |

1

9' qualification training?

10 A I think there should be a combination of classroom

11 and I separate laboratory training from classrooms, and labor-

12 ' atory requalification. i

f

13 0 You would regard laboratory requalification as more
t

14 important? !

15 A No, the requalification, in my mind, is that after

16 you have been initially qualified in both an academic and
i

17 the practical, if you can separate them that way, the academic
i

18 being the theoretical aspects of the field, presented in the ',
i

19 classroom, versus the practical being the hands on uJa of the |

20 equipment, schools available. I think is requalification ;
i
i

21 program. The tendency has got to be toward more and more

22 academic classroom type, but it can't be entirely academic

23 classroom type. ;

!

'

24 Q Are you aware of any current plans or consideration
A.Fewn neom, . w. ;

25
'

for implementation, requalification training?

!
f

x

- _ -
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|
1 A Yes, sir.

I

2 Q Can you tell me briefly about those? i

3 A I have had discussions with the training organi=ation,

i

4 not specifically the training department on site, but the ;
i

5; manager who is now put in charge of training is using primari'.y

6! consultants to develop some of the training programs.

7; My major concern is to first of all develop a requalification

\ '

- - -- 8 | , program that is manageable, definitely the personnel needs,
t i

9 for the instructor level. Also, to ensure that the HP super-

10 vision is included in this ongoing qualification program at a

11 i higher level than the technicians. And to implement such o

i

12 : program. And the program is in the development stages right
~

l

'

13 now and is really high in priority, but is slightly behind the

i

14 operator requalification program as required by the NRC for !
i

15 start-up of Unit 1.

16 | Q Prior to March 28th, were you aware of complaints ;

!

17 | made by personnel in the health-physics department that their ,

!
!

13 ij training or ret ?ining was not adequate?J

'l
!li A Yes, sir, I was.

,
|

1

20 j Q Would it be fair to say that the view that the

21 training was not adequate was held by all or virtually all of the
|
'

22 personnel in the health-physics department?

23 A Yes, I think the majority of them did. !

|
24 Q Were you aware of specific complaints by health- :

| Am-FWwd Rgorters. f c.
{|

!
! 25 physics personnel regarding the lack of or inadaqcacy of

:

L . .

_
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c1c-11 i training on SAM-II.
I

2. A I am aware of one such instance. It was brought toI

II
,

3' my attention. Individuals indicating that they had not had
i

training, and I went to the individual responsible for that4

training who was Lex Landry and made sure that that particular5,

6- crew was, in fact, trained.
,

7: I had been made aware of, after the accident, that there

was another group that had, through an administrative error,8
,

i

9 been defined as having the training, but in fact did not, but'

10 it was not the same crew that I was aware of before the

11 accident.

12 O Do you believe that the requirements for health-
i

,

13 ! physics personnel in terms of their initial qualifications are
.'

I
.

14 sufficiently high?
.

'
t !

15 A Are you referring to TMI's requirement?

16 ! O Yes, sir.

17 ! A I think that the TMI requirements are sufficiently
1

i3 j!!
high, yes.

If Q Do you think that the NRC's requirements are
.

20 sufficiently high?

I

21 A I don't know that the NRC requirements are as well |
I

22 defined as I would like to Jee them, and I would say that
i

23 because of their vagueness and especially with the ANSI
!

24 standard, that it does not allow it or it does not lend itself
i: Aa Fewal Rmonus, Inc. I

I

| 25 to the assurance.
!

I
'

i

I !

l
'

s
__

_
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Though the standards are more time and grade rather than aSLS-12 .z
i
i '

qualification.!
2

h
il

3; Q What suggestions would you make to improve the
i

4 standards? ,

. !

l
'

5' A Well, I personally think that the certification for
|
'

6 radiological protection technicians, whether it be an NRC

7j conducted licensing type program or be it and probably something-

more easily available, is the health-physic's society move I
8

i

9 towards certifying radiation protection technicians, something |

i

10 of that nature. But I would like to see a qualification and |
t

something develop either within the NRC or the use of an agency.!11 ,
!

12 Q Are any members of the staff of the health-physics
I

i

13 j department at TMI, including yourself, currently certified by '

i

14 the health-physics department? |
'

!

A No, there is no one certified. !

15 |
i

16 ' Q In normal times, how is personnel exposure control at!
!,
'

17 TMI?

A Typically it is controlled by logging of pocket [15 {
'

0
19 ' dosimeter readings on a daily basis. I should say on an entry

20 basis, every entry into the controlled areas. Which is maintained

21 for a one-week period. We control exposure to 300 millirems in i
i

l 22 a week without authorization from an HP supervisor. On a
; I
i ,

23 weekly basis the dosimeter logs are picked up and inputted i
,

i

! i
| 24 into the computer and the computer printout is available usually'
Am-Fecal Roorters IN.

|
25 by Tuesday of the week. Monday is the beginning of our week,

'

1

,
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l

31c-13 usually by Tuesday a computer printout is available and allows
,

f r a historical record up to the beginning of the week and we
2

3| just maintain the 300 per week as an administrative limit.

Q Was that system in effect during the response to the
,

a cident?
5

A It was in effect up until the morning of March the6;
:
1

28th. It was not in effect on March 28th, 29th, 30th. We put
7|

the system back into place sometime in the first part of April.
8

! O In what major respects was the system not followed?
9|

A First of all we -- know way could we manage the ;10

11 pocket dosimeter data because of the volume. Also, we did not ;

12 | want to rely on the pocket dosimeter readings. We wanted to ,

13
rely TLD readings. So, the system was checked to allow for

ja daily reading of TLD's. And occasionally, more frequently, but '
|

15 n a case by case basis and those numbers were not significant.
,

16 Q How was the TLD data normally utilized?

i A Normally the TLD, prior to the accident, the TLD data17

18 was not available until the end of the month. TLD's were

'

19 collected, processed and inputted into the same computer that

20 had been receiving all the pocket dosimeter data and the
,

i

21 computer would automatically supersede all pocket dosimeter data
i

22 that was in the same time frame, but the TLD data was available.

23 Q Were there any other respects of a significant i )
;

'

24 nature in which the system were controlling personnel exposure,
;

Acefederd Reporters, Inc. i I

25 which was employed between March 28th and the early part of
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|
cle-14 1! April, dif ferent from the system which was employed prior to

!

'
2 March 28th?

3, A Well, first of all we didn't have the control points
i .

'

|4 to ensure that we would get all the pocket dosimeter data. We

!

5, also found the computer system which was designed for a

6' monthly update by TLD, was not able to handle it. It became a

7 fairly large administrative burden, one which we spent a

8 ' tremendous number of man hours in responding to, to try and
| ,

9, update the entire system, to try and handle both the volume of

10 ! TLD data as well as the rapid turn-around time, and it took us

!
'

11 . several days to get there where we were confident that we were '

!

12 , getting information that was adquate to ensure that we were ;
!

i

13 staying within the legal limits. And I think probably the key ;

i
14 factor, and it's not something that is to our benefit, but the !

'
,

: i
15 key factor was that we ran out of the quarter and we were able ,

16 to rezero every one on April 1st and be able to begin anew i

17' with a fresh system, and that made it a lot easier to begin the
:
'13 J controlling. And I think in retrospect, we relied an awful

|

19ilot on an individual's ability to track his own exposure.
,

1

20 | Q Were there problems with TLD control or readouts

21 during the emergency? !
!
l

! 22 A There were problems, yes. Of an administrative ;

| 23 nature. i

| 1

24 Q Can you elaborate?
Am FWwal Rgercers, inc.

,

25 A I want to just separate the -- there were no

|

i

. - -
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I
I

J10-15 ; problems relevant to the accuracy of the reading. It was well

2 substantiated, the fact that the exposure that we had ,

11

3, determined by the reading of TLD's, was in fact an accurate
!

4| representation of what that TLD did receive based on standards
i

I
5! and calibrations and equipment.

6: The problem was an administrative one of collecting the
!

7j TLD's, reading the TLD's, getting the TLD's back to the {
,

individuals and getting the information onto the computer and j8 i
!

!

9 the computer information to the individuals that needed that
4

10 kind of data.

11 MR. DIENELT: Mr. Lynch has a very short question

12 or two.

!
'

'
13 BY MR. LYNCH:

:

14 0 When we requested a copy of the dosimetry, TLD -

!

I
'

15 , dosimetry from the first of the year until -- or for the first j
,

16 two quarters, we received a large printout in which the period |

17 |
of time between the 28th of March and say May, was missing for a

1

13 '.
;

considerable number of people,

il
19 i Are you aware of this?

I

20 A No.

!

21 Q Do you have any idea why it might be?

22 A I don't know why it would be missing unless those !
i

23 individuals -- and I can only surmise, I don't think we have j

|
'

.. 24 holes that are that large except that recognizing that there are,
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 a lot of contractors that belong, or I should say workers that ,

I

|
L
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|
010-16 , belong to local trade unions that were employed on the islandj

0
! up until March 28th in the capacity of a worker in Unit l's2 '

li

3 refueling outage on March 28th.

The number of those individuals decreased tremendously
4

! i

5 and sometime around maybe May 1st is the right date. But I

6 think it would vary with individuals, those same contractors

7 { have started to be brought back in to work in Unit 2.
.t

8, Q Wouldn't their TLD's had been read if they hadi

1

9- left the site?
t

10 a A Yes. And the end date would have been March 28th.
i

11 [ Q Are you aware of any problems where TLD's, during

12 the critical first week, maybe the first three or four days of

13 the accident, where the TLD's were not read, but reissued j

14 several times?
|
,

15 A I am not aware of that, no.

16 ! Q Have you reviewed the personal dosimeter records

i

since the time of the accident?
17 {

13 ; A We have a group of individuals right now who are

Ys
19 .! performing just that function. And what they are doing is that

,i

20 : they are looking at the entire scope of the TLD issuance. In j

| !

21 ' other words, the log that indicated who was issued what badge i

i

22 on what day, the fact that that badge was read prior to its |
i

23 ever being issued again, that the reading was in fact entered i

l i

24 into the computer and is attributed to the right individual [
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 for the right time frame. And of the literally hundreds of

i
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j j thousands of bits of data that are available, that we feelalo-17

,,f!fairlyconfidentthatwehaven't lost any of the records,
~ ||

il because they were well maintained and documented. It is just
,

3

that they are in boxes that are fairly large. They are methodi-
4

5| cally progressing through all of the data, and we are finding
,

holes in the data that we are correcting.
6

7: But to date, the holes are not what I would consider to be
i

8 significant holes. The types of things that I am seeing is a
.

1 particular badge issued to a certain individual which was read9
i

10 with zero exposure, but that exposure was never entered into the

11 computer or that a badge was read and that the dates were not

12 put in properly.

We had a computer system at the time that didn't lend itself13

14 to the multiple issuing of dosimeters.

Over the course of a couple of days, we have had to modify !
15 i

I

16 our computer program, recognize that the computer program was

17 designed for the type of conditions that we expected -- that
i

13 we did have and expected to always have at Three Mile Island, {
'

y

19 not the type of accident condition that we were involved in.y
i

20 | Some of those design checks and balances in the system
i

21 lended itself to actually reversing dates on badge readings for |
'

!

22 individuals. And I have seen this on several occasions and

23 we have been able to explain why it happened. The total

24 exposure was correct. It was just that the dates of the
AceJederet Reporters, Inc.

25 exposure were reversed. Those are the types of holes that we

I;
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4

| |
; 1

010-18 I are finding. I haven't been made aware by this group, and
1

|

2,. granted they haven't gone through the entire data bag yet, I
; i

4

3 have not been made aware of any significant exposures that are
t ?

4 not accounted for in the system.
'

i

!
'

i:nd t-15 S-

6 i
t

|
7'

8, '

i

9

10]
,

11

12

, .

13 i
,

;.

1.1 | |

;

.

15 '
! I.t

16 .

t

17 j
;

lb l
i
i

k (
:| |

'

i
20

.

21

22

i
23 |

|

24
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,

1

J e o 0A.i 1 2 duve you, tne sup3rvisor of raciation protection

4 anc chemistry, reviewed tne exposures for tne first two

a quarters of 1919?

4 A I have not reviewed every exposure. I have

a reviewea -- or a print-out tnereof. .ie not only nave tna

5 orintouts, out een also get existing lists, which casi:elly

giva us the -- cy exoosure l e ve l , eno I have revieweo tnosa..

3 If you have seen the form, it's just scout all you can ao

> :o lift the form anyoore. There is over 6500 individuals on

1) it. I have not gone tnrougn every single one of them, no.

li ) :rc2y. Are there any reports oy :nis group tna

la a re investigating tne TLJs availacle?

13 A Report --

14 2 Y]u nave indicateo they have given you so.ne

la reports.

la A Those tapes of things are availacie in the form of
,

1, the correction to it, and tne documentation of the

13 correction on a case-cy-case oasis. And these ere, yes,

19 they are available.

2J J Are there any othar reports, or will there be a

21 report issu3d that will specify the proclem that was

22 encountered and the resolution of the oroolem?

23 A I cannot say that we anti:ipate making a sino13

24 report. The re is none availaole at this point in time.'

25 There may ce, eventually.
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kap 3Ad i 2 Tae TLD cadge that you hav e --

2 A Yes, sir.

3 J -- where was that aesignea?

4 A Harnaw Chemical Company.

o 2 tlas tne design specifically for T.JI or is it a

a :ommon cadge?

i A No, it is a commercially svailacle cadge.

3 2 0:her plants use it?

v A Y3s.

1; y Can the card insice, if you want to call it taat,

11 os placea in the cadge hold?r in any way?

12 A Taere is casically two ways it can fit in, yes,

13 and it is not in any way -- two ways.

14 0 Two ways? Two different ways?
.

la A fe s.

la Q If the card is misplaceo in the badge, out read

i4 normally, con you ge t an abnormal reading of the bacge?

13 A You can get an incorrect r eading that eff ec tively

Id will be an overre sponse than what you think is your gemma

2] response, and an underresponse in wnat you taink is tne ceta

21 or you woulo not get a beta response.

22 0 Is there any way to detect such an incorre c t

23 reading of the badge in the system?

24 A Ye s.

25 J .1 hat is that?

|

i
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k' o 3A.1 i A If the readouts are reversec. The cacge accep;s

2 cotn beta and gamma, versus the cedge tnat 3:cepts only

3 gamma.or penetrating. radiation. fne one that accepts occh

4 is always the higher of the two. And if the two are in

a reversed order, taen the cacge vas ooviously put in

6 oac '< w ards . And oy reverse order, within tne accuracy, tnere

is a plus or minus response on it tnat is e f airly narro'...

e cand, but if you see an overresponsive oy a f actor of two in

> the gamma caip to toe beta /ga mma caip, it is indicative taa;

13 tne cadge was in cac'< wards.

11 ; Jo 3 s the system -- excuse me,
,

12 How would the system record an exposure of less then 10

13 aillirem on the TLD?

14 A Ine system will not accept a reading of less tnan

15 10 millirem.

15 3 If cacges are read every aey, what would oe the

17 net over a ?eriod of 30 days?

li A Ine net could be as auch as 300 millirem.
.

11 BY MR. JIENELT

2J d .huld it ce f air to say tnat curing the emergency
:

21 ceginning on .taren 28th, Health physics procedures were
5

2e relaxed?
,

23 A Ye s .

24 Q Significantly relaxed?,

25 A Ye s .

i

l
l
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"las the reason for relaxation tne nature of tnekaoJAR i ;

2 saergency?

3 A I think so. And to .<ind of qualif y that

4 relaxation, the procecures are defined to tell you not only

; what.to do, out also to put all of unat you do down in

a writing, ant I don't thin.< tnat the procecural guioance on

7 now to do taings was relaxec as muca as tne cocumentation,

3 the filling out of tne forms, the getting of tne

/ accumentation, tne proper filing, et c e te r a -- th at w as

is relaxed.

Returning for a moment to the auxiliary ouilcino.11 a

12 was a log or any other record kapt, to your knowlecge, of

13 any entries anc exits from the auxiliary building?

14 A do, not during the accioent.

15 2 Nno, if anyone, as you uncerstood it, had the

13 responsioility to assert ana exercise control over entry to

la ano exit from the auxiliary ouilding?

li A I don't know that anyoocy ned that specific

is responsioility. 'Jnf ortunately, the plan its elf is de signeo

2] to keep the radiation protection supervisor at the amer;2nt/

21 control station with that type of control. Althougn, it's

22 not explicitly designed in the plan, by virtue of its

23 responsibilities there, he woula in f act nav e

24 responsioility. But due to the closing of the door cetween

20 the two units, isolating the one unit from the other unit.
|

l
l
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kroJAR I mares acce ss impossiole. Ine entira acce ssioility to Jnit 2

4 had to oe Cn3nged.

3 2 fou cia not oelieve that it was your

4 responsioility to assert that control?

) A I did not take that re spons i oil ity . I do not

a taint tnat I consicered that during the initial oeys. Once

i the situation oeceme a little oit more stacle, we dic, in

; fact, and I did, in fact, wnen I was on a snitt, take tnat

> responsioility and control it.

IJ- J And Mr. Mulleavy nad the responsioility end toos

11 the responsioility and took the res.sonsioility vnen he was

12 on sniit?

lj A inet's correct.

14 ) Do you snow wheth3r tne plan aesignates the E25

15 airactor as oeing responsicle for sta ff :ontrol ana entry in

15 and the exit from --

14 A fne plan does not estaclish tnat responsioilit/.

13 It aces estcolish the responsioility of the ECS director to

1/ monitor the activities of emergency repair party, which I

2s think in a general sense would proviae for that type of

21 control.

22 0 Did it work that way?

23 A It did not work that way, because of the closing

24 of the door between the two units.

23 J When the doors were locked to the auxiliary

|
|
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'u u] AR i cuilcing, wno fixec tha lock?

. A fne door is locksc to tne Iuxiliary ouil;ing?

3 .lo .

4 Jere they lockeo?-

5 A If you are ref erring to tne door ostween tne t vo

a units?

/ J '( e s . No -- excuse me.

4 /iere the access doors to tne auxiliary ouilaing lockea?

/ A No. With some cualification on tnat. Some acors

1) are normally locked, out there were access acors that were

11 unlockea, ana the two major access coors woula oc tnrougn

12 the Health ?hysics lab ano via the Jnit 1/ Unit 2 common

13 c oor . That door was closed. Whether or not it wa s loc.ced.

14 I don't knov, but we hac that door shut. The other area was
.

15 op.n.

16 J Is it still open?

Ie A It is still open, out it is contro11ea. ?,' e h av e

13 people there 24 hours a day.

11 J I just have one final cuestion that may oe

2-3 somewhat lenathy. It goes back to a question I tried to asi

21 earlier.

22 I'm getting the impression from the fact that there was

23 not a rigorous control over entry into the auxiliary

24 ouilding ana from the f act that there was some very hign

2a levels at some places in the auxiliary ouilcing, that on tne

I
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/ oJAd i 2Etn or 29tn, someone coulc nave welted into that cuilain:

2 and oecause ne trippec and f ell or f or some other reason.

3 coula have gotten seriously narmed, if not tillec.

4 And I think that that is a concern tha t i s ve ry gr ave ,

and I'm sura you Will acree witn tast and taat anyoodya

reacing a report eoout this accide't or loo %ing into taisa

4 accinent nus t ac;ress. And I would just lige for 77u to

res?ond to that concern. I certainly don't went to have e

/ situation in whicn anyoody suggests that that was a

12 realistic concern, if in fact it was not.

II A .se ll , first of all I thin >. that if I nad a concern

la acout harm to people, my major concern was somecody f alling

13 off a laccer witn a Scott air pack end creating his aec2

14 when he f ell, ratner than from a raciological aspect.

15 I don't -- first of all, I don't feel that tnere was a

13 conce rn about people wandering into the building. There
,

!

1/ Weren't people on-site that weren't involve 1 with tne
:

12 emergency tnat were very intimately f amiliar lith tne

11 circumstances.

22 There were very f ew people on-site during the morning of

21 the 28th, and right tnrough the afternoon anc into the'

22 29th. The f act that single individuals could go in to tne

23 auxiliary building under an operation -- directions to

24 perform an operation or something of that nature, and get

2a nurt by, say, f alling down stairs or f alling off a ladser,

:

1

!
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16 -- o J A.? -1 yes, there was -a concern.

2 /le maae efforts to identify safety people. !!e maae

; efforts to at least sena two people in unless that opere: ion

4 tnat the individual is going to ce performing was a very

a simais type thin; and we ana severel of those where the

individual only ned to walk in the anor, go streiaht dann aa

passageway on the same level, with no trippinn haz?r , :: e
e

i control panel 2na tnrow some swit:nes an tnan turn aroun:

s and :ome oa:k out, that type of operation wa s ellowed to

13 progress with a sinale individual.

11 I con't know that I personally snareo the concern of

le imminent oanger to individuals as much as sone neve

13 expressed. And mayce it tas Decause of my not cein.7 ewere

14 at the time of some of the entries, out in lign: of what

la nad to os done, and the people coing it, I cidn't feel tnat

15 we were that close.

l/ fnere weren't a lot of joos that nad to os done, anc

13 positions that require people to go clinoin: up ledders and

1/ over things arc wnere tney coulc get themselves in tnat

23 position. I think it is a concern, out tne level of

21 con:ern, I guess, is questionaole.

22 Goviously, we should focus more on in-plant Health

! 23 Physics and emergency planning. Goviously, that is an area

f 24 that I think we have all overlookeo for years because of our

25 f ocus on the of f-site health and safe ty of the puolic, more

<
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P io JA.i i chan health 270 safety of a vor':er chan a sefety responsa.

d And I tnin% tner? has to ce an ewful lot of a ttention pu;

a there, aJt I guess tne oest way to cescride it is, I ce,

4 onl/ go cact ena view the circumstences in and the rav I

a fel: at tne time. And I con't thiq/. I nad that stroq7 2

: con:ern for tnat type of an event.

4 And some of those areas where I aid nave concerns, 'le

1 003.: steps to ensure that there was et least a safety a, or

/ the man was timed. The guy -- ve '<new he was coin to neve

IJ a two-minute joo and we had a man eveilacle ana reacy to ao

11 in if he disn't show up.

U 13. RIJ3EaAY: Off the record.

13 (Jiscussion off the record.)

14 THE MIT.lESS: Well, the only thing I guess I

la wante d to say was tnat I am not sure I maoe clear enough the

15 idea of the unauthorized acce ss or tne casual ooserver

II wanda ring into the auxiliary outicina, end I would just lite

ld to stress tne fact that from the very early onset, eccess to

li the entire island was very, very tightly contro11e., cna

20 that the indiviouels that were on-site were intimetely

21 f amiliar with the fact that we had an emerg?ncy situation,

22 that they had a specific assignment to locations and were

23 dir3cted to those locations, and suosequently directed f rom

24 there.

25 So I felt confident that the people on-site were well

\

l
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modAs i accounteu for, eitner in control roons or in the Boeroen;y

2 :ontrol ste: ion, until it also oecame cert of tne :ontro'

3 cooo.

4 3Y :.12. DIi;4ELT:

; J dnan we were off the record, I as:cd you to look

o at a passag? f rom tne .iUREG-0503 cocument which appears,

beginning on page 2355 end is pare 7rech 3.2.4.3,i

3 fou did review that passac t?

/ A Yas.

13 0 prior to today, were you aware of the in.icent

11 wai:n is descriced in this passage?

le A Y3s, I was.

13 0 50 it would be f air to say that in your lost

14 answers, you took into account the situation such es were

15 descriced in tnat passage?

15 A Yes.

l/ 'G . DI E:iELT You have oeen interviewed now on

19 numerous occasions and you have been extremely patient eno

Iv r espo ns ive , too, ano I appreciate it.

20 And I am finished with my questioning, except that I

21 would like to ask you if there is information which you neva

22 which has not been elicited oy the interviews and

23 depositions that you have civen, not simply this one out tne

24 others, as well, which you believe woulo be of use to us in

25 the incuiry.

|
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Prep 3AR l' If.you co-~huve tact inf orm ation , I would 3cprecie:e your

2 tellin me.

3- THE WIT.1553: I con't have any soecific

4 information tnat I cen think of at tais point. If I come

a across any, I will os sure to let you -- pro tide c33ies to

3 you.

/~ L?. DIE!ELT Thank you very much. '11th tna t I.

3 will adjourn the depostion and I ao not oelieve we will need

> to ask you to come oeck.

-- 1) It for some reason '.re concluce tnet we do. ele will notify
.,

-
* .

!! you.

la (Sasreupon, at 12:25 p.m., the tar.ing of :ne

13 ceposition was ad journed. )
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